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Page 299, line 9. For" l\1yrmaridre " read" Alymaridre." 
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DerlJrocoris 335 
Dermatinus lugubris 326 
Dieuches leucooeras 324 

uniguttatus 324 
Dinarthrella 24 I 

destructa 242 
sp. 241 

Dindynt'us 326 
Dinidorinre 313 
Din('doll septentrionalis 146 
Dinomachus rhacinus 322 
Diplorhinus quadricornis 3 14 
Dipsadolllorphus. 151--155, 281, 282 

Dipseu dopsis 
Diptera 

tandamanensis 153-
ISS 

tbeddomei IS Z, 15 3 
ceylonensis . IS 1 ~ 

154,281 
154 
151 

... 154 
gokool .. 15 1 
bexagonotus I 5 I, 1 C;4, 

cyaneus 
cynodon 
fusca 

15 S, 281 
multif8;Sciata 151 , 

nuchalts , ,53, I 54 
ochracea 155 
st?liczkre 155 
tngonata 15 I 

.• 238 

Diptvchus maculatus 
Dbch'stus resplendens 
Discognatbus •. 

226, 271, 274 
i22 
z26 

290 - 293 
291- 293 

289, 291 -293 
jerdoni 
lamta 
macrochir 
modestus 
nasutus 

Dolycoris ba'ccarum .. 
indicus 

Draco dussumieri 
Drepanopteryx 
Dryocalamus gracilis 
Dysdercus cingulatus 

evanescens 

291 , 292 
29J ~ 293 

29 1- 293 
3.08 
30 8 
254 
205 
147 
326 
326 

E 

-ectobius lapponicus .. 
perspicillaris 

Ectomocoris cordiger 
Ectrichodiinre 
E ,ctrychotes ,abbreviatus 

dispar 
Elasmognathus . 

helferi 
tpicturatus 

Elasmotria granulipes 
Elasmostethus 
Em bia michaeli 

saundersi 
tartar,a 

EmbUdce " 
Emesinre . 
tEngina purpureocincta 
Enicita annuli pes .. 
Enithares indica 
Eoscarta 

- borealis 
monostigma 

trana 
Epeorus 
Ephemera sp. 
EphemeridlE 
Ephyd,atia . 

crateriformis 
indic,a 

Epibomius pusa 
Epilampra ;. 

- tan n.and alei 
fervida 
:flavomarginat 1. 

geminata •• 
quadrinota~a 
sp. 

Spilampridre 
Epipsocus sp. (1) 
Eremochrysa 

t marnlorata 
Ereunetes 

sicarius 
Ereunetoidea 
Etroplus maculatus 

suratensis .. 
auplecta convexiuscula 

emilHaua .. 
tfoveolata •• 
l~vis 

tJankaensis 
tneglecta 

Eurydema pulchrum 
Eusarcocoris dubius 

guttiger 
montivagus 
ventralis 

Euscopus indecorus •• 
auspongiUa 
Exoprosopa collaris •• 

tniveiventris 

F 
Formicaleo periculosus 

verendus 

PagtJ 
. 126 
I~6 

330 
331 

33 1 

33 1 
165 
16~ 
165 
316 
314 
193 
193 
193 
193 
329 
136 
367 
336 
179 
I7CJ 

'.. 179 
179 
19 1 

191 
18 5,19 1 

IO.l 
1.03, 275 

103 
32Z 
125 

J26, 127 
127 
IZ7 
127 
12.7 
126 
127 __ 
193 

201, 202, 205 
205 

"183 
183 
183 
29.0 
290 
134 
134 
133 
134 
133 
134 
310 
3.09 
308 
309 
309 
326 

101, 102" 275 
· 216 
214-216 

200 
200 



FredericeUa •• 
Pag" 

3,73,374-
•• 373 

37,3, 374 

Fridericia 

tindica 
sultana 
tanganyika" 

,alba 
alpina ,. 
bulbosa 

• • 373 
III 
III 
III 
III 

tstewarti 
striata 

FulgoriChe 

:106, 109, I II 
III 
t ,67 

G 
Gateatus darthula •• 327 
Gallobelicus cr,assicomis 334 
G.anonema 238 

brevipenne 23,8, ,289 
b~e~ 238 

tsalsum 238 
Gecarcinucus 24-9, 37'6, 379, 380 

(Cylindr,otelphusa )380 
steDiops 38'0 

(Gecarcluucus) 380 
edwards! 380 

,jacquemontii 247, 380 
stemops •• 380 

Geocoriure 322, 
Geocoris tricolor 32 ,2 
Geote1phusa 245 

imvjsl47 
obtusipes 240 

Geotomus pygmreus 306 
Getbillus - ,. . 6, 20, ,31, 34, 49,99 

euvlerl S4 
erythrura . 6, 33 
io,dicus 30, 48,49, 99 

tGeron ,albescens 229 
Genes Umbatus 290 
Ge~ 328 
Genis nitida 328 

$pinohe 328 
tristan 328 

Oetorostrata 341 
Glessulainornata 1,36 

v 

tsinhiJa 13S 
tGlobitelphusa baked 2 ,5'0 I 

Glyptobasis dentifer • '. 198 
'GoaluDda • • 32, 95 
Gobiide • • 288, 290 
Gobius giuris 288,290 
Go'era •• 240 

,conctusa 24 ( 
japonlca 24 I 
Ion g!spiua • . 241 
pilosa- 241 
trelicta 240 

Goerhue 240 
Go'erodes241 

cornigera 241 
ap. 241 
tlhina •• 241 
vulpina 241 

Gomphidia T.niJrum 190 
'Gonatodes k,8ndf.anu8 ~ ,I 2 S3 

o.rnatus ,25,3 

Pag~ 

Gonsalvus typus 324-
Gozarta 174 

zebra ... 174 
Graphonomatineg04, ,3 t S 
'Graptostethus argentatu8 321 

dixoDi 321 
m,aculatus 321 
servus 32'0 

Gunontys 
trisignatu9 32 • 

4, ,6, 9, 12 ~ 1,4, 23-
go, 34, 3S, 38,43,46" 
50-53, 55, 5,6,58-
61,',66,72 ,73,77-79, 

Gyna 

87, 94~6, 99 
beDgalensis 4, 13, 42, 48-

52, S8, 59, 
6.7. 72- 76, 

sp. 
tarayensis 
varius 

wardi 

H 

,78, 79, 89 
2.3, 38, .54, 58 

13, 43 (?) 
So, .S 5, 56, 
60, 72-7S, 
79, ,82, 89 

1.3, 37 
129 

Halt,e'r halterata • • 196 
Halticus mmutu8 334 
HaJyomorpbapicus 30 I 
Halys dentatus 30 7 
Haplocbllu,s lineatus 289 

p,anchax 287, 289 
Barpactor costalis .. 332 

marginntus 332 
Harpaetonam - 332 , J33 
BebtidEl! 328 
H elicomitus sp. (1) • • 198 
Helicops 146 

schist,osus 146 
·var.aDder&onii 146 

Hemel"obiidml8 S, 205. 206 
Hemerobius - ~OS) 206 

set uJ OSU8 205 
stigm,a 20a 

Hemidactylus - . 2 s6 
brookil 253, 254 
flaviviridis 253 
leschenaultii 2 S4 

.Hemipter,a 163. z71. 273 
Henieoc~balidEe 328 
HenicocephalusbasaUs 328 
Heptagenia • • • • 19a 
Beterogastrinre 322 
Heteropt,era 1,6,3, 21 1• ,335 
l(e'terostylulU 211, .330 
Histopia 295, 296 

lacustris 29.5 
Holopbthahui 191 
HoloptUiuEe I 339 
Homaloptera maculata 289 
Homceoceru,s iu,oruatu8 316 

promioulu8 316 
Homoptera 163, 167 
Hote,a curculionoldes 30 J 



vi 

Hyalopsy'che •• 
- palpat.a 

tHyalopsychodes , . ., 
tnvabs 

Hybris angulatus 
javanus 

Hy,dra ' 
Hydro,manicus 

. aspersus 
tbruuneus 
fdilatus 

luctuosus 

Pag,e 

z37,238 
238 
23.7 
238 
198 

,198 
161 
235 
Z36 
237 
Z36 

t marginatus 
torientaUs 

236 
236, 237 

237 I 

2,36 . p,apilionacellS 
ttrutlcatus 

,Hydrometra 'vittata 
Hydtomettid~ 
Hydrometrinle 
IIydromys. fulginosu$ 
Hydr,ophobus davisoni 
Hydropsyche 

asiatica 
tindica 

maligna 
Hydropsycbi<.Ue .• 
Hydropsych,inle 
Hymenoptera 
Hyperalonia 
Hyposmylus 

t 
Ichthyophls glutinosa . 

'235, 236 
328 
32 ,8 
328 

80 
14'7 

234-2 36 
234 
234 
234 
232 

234 
299, 301 

215, 2Ig, 221 
205 

var. tricolor 
Idricerus ,albardanus ( ? } 

decrepitus 
Investigator 

2,86 
286 
198 
197 
1,83 

- sicarius 
Investigator,oidea 
Iphita 'limbata 
Jrantha cousobrina •. 
lddomyrmex 8ncep,s 
Ischnocolus inermis ," 

subarmatus 
Ixalusnasutus 

JaS$i~ 
Jiv,atma 

J 

'tinsignis 4, 

metallica 
twhiteheadi 

K 
Kharani '(vern. term) 

Labeo bata 
boga 

L 

.. 

1,83 ' 
r83 
32 5 
333 
,293 
388 
388 
286 ' 

I80,t 293, 294 
173 
173 
173 
173 

132 

28,8 
288 

Labeo boggut 
.kalbasu 
pangusia 

Labyrinthici 
Laccotr,ephesmaculatus 

tuber •• 
Lacbnophorus cingalensis 
Lactistes rastellus •• 
Laprius varkornis 
Largin~ •• 
Lasiop'tera longispatha 

trilQbata 
Mdra 

au rita 
tgigantea 
'tl11uda 

Ledrinre 
Lepas 

ansetifer.a 
Lepidocephalichthys gunt,ea 
L-epidoptera 
Lepidostomati.nm 
Leptidre 
L'eptoceri<he 
Leptoc'etin~ 
Leptoconsa ,Qcut,a 

,eostaiis 
varicornis 

LeptQphlebia 
t Leptopoma taprobanensis 
Leschenaultia hydtodroDlus 
t Lestrenua indic,a 
Leth<eus iudicus 
Leuctra 

Page 
z88 
'288 
288 

287, ~90 
335 
335 
323 

' 30 5 
30 7 
32 5 
1.29 
129 
180 
180 
180 
180 
,180 

•• 295 
z9S 
287" 
301 
241 
211 
239 
2410 
3IB 
318 
318 
192 

137 
250 
129 
324 
1,86 

findi&a 
Limnooa 

auricularia 
tbowelli 
glabra 
hool{eri 

Ljmn~idre 
Lill11l0 dri Ius 

sp. (?) 
LimnophiUdre 
Limulus 

190 
115, 116, 118 

lIS 
liS, 1 .16 

116 
•• 115 

117, 120 
114 

1'05, 1,06, lIZ, {14 
2Jl 

( CarcinoscQrpius) 
dicauda •. 
moluccanus 

Liotelph usa h.evis 
Locustidre 
Lohita grandis 
Lophopinm 
Lophops 

servillei 
z4ebra 

Lygteida: 

, Lygminre 
Lyg<eus 1imbriatu$ 

hospes 
militaris 

Lygosoma •. 
,albopun<:tatum 

tdawsonii ,,,, 

295 
rotun· 

294, 295 
294,2:9S 
•• 2S0 
•• 126 

32 5 
167 
174 
174 
174 

1'6S, 320, 
323, 32 5 

320 

32Q 
320 

•• 320 
257 
25,7 

dussutnieri .• 
257 
256 
2,$6 ,c,« var. ,ooncolor n 

(K'eueuxla) 257 



vii 

M 
Page 

Mabuia carinata • .256, 257 
K,acr'o~ema 232 

fasciatum la2 
fastosum 232, 233 

var. fasciatum 232 
fpunctatum 232" 2,33 

Macron,ematlD~.. 23 Z 
Hacfonemurlls infestus 201 

u,efandus 20 I 
Macro,nes 

c,avasius 
chrys,eus 
vittatus 

Macropes 
dilutu$ 
excavatus . 

tphilippinensis 
punctatus 
spinimanus 

MacrQscytus subaeneus 

341 
287 
289 
2,8'9 
165 
322 

322 
16S 
32 1 
165 
306 

tKakot,a . 
tillustris 
'tnotabilis 

J67,169 

M,allophaga .• 
tMangilia- (D,aphn@Ua) augusti. 

eln1cta 
interrupta 

Mantispa ipdica 
lineolata 
Dodosa 
quadritube,rculata 
rugicollis 

}fan tispi&e 
Marilla 
Ma.c;ta'celllbe1us ,armatus 

. panealus 
Mayo,a modesta 
Mecid'ea indica 
MegacmluDl Istramineum 
Megaderma lyra 

,spasm a 
Megalestes ,major .• 
Megaiocer,ea ,dohertyi 
Megamerina annulifera 
Megarhynchus rostratus 

truu1catus 
Meian,ophara spinifera 
Menida formosa 

histrio 
varipenuis 

Meriones 
erythrur,a •• 

Mesove1ia mutsanti 
!4esoveliill.~ • 
Metacsnthus pulche11us 
Metridium schlliedanwn 
Micraaius fuscus 
t Mic10Cystis edithre 

thwaitesi 

'. '. 

.. 
• vat: • depfeua 

fwinifredre 
Microdeutel'us IdaUasi 

megacephalus 
Mtct:ohyla. rubr,a 
Micromus 

australis •• 
.. 

168 
168 
271 

136 
1M 
I9S 
195 
19S 
195 
195 
195 
239 
2,87 
287 
291 

307 
334 
272 
z7z 
1'91 
334-
344 
,314 I 

314 
3'04 
31 ' 
311 
3It - 6 

6 
328 
328 
320 
161 
z86 
1,34 
134 
1,3S 
I3S 
3 14 
314 
286 
~06 
206 

Pag~ 

:M:icronecta stdata ,337 
Micro'velia repentina 32,8 

sing alens is • .. 32,8 
Mirinm - 334 
:tModiola cochinenais 278 
Mole-Rat 4-6, 12, 24,25 .• 27 

30 , JS, 41, 42, 53, SS 

Mollusca 
Molossus ,abrasus 

76 , 78, 8S, 8'9 ·, 92, 9S 
lOS, tIS. 11.7-119 

,. 272 

rufus var. 'obscurus 
Mouanthia globlllifera -. 

212 
32 7 
331 Mononyx 

Mugil cunnesius 
Mugilid:1e 
Musagetes fumosus 

290 
290 
181 
a88 

Mu,s 
masoni 

' .. 
'bandicota 
berdmorei 
blanfordi 
bowersi 

•• 16, 9, 10, 12, 79 
88 ,.94, 96" '99, 100 

.-. 11 
l;, 10, 40, 4' 

to. 23, 36 , 94, 97 
''0 

(4 br,ahminicus' , 22,88 
If, 41, 72, ,88 bukit •• 

burresceus 
burrulu'5 

... II 
11 

buttus 
celebetlsis 
comberi 
c04colo,r 

everetti 
tlebilis 
fulvescetls 
giganteus 
~seiventer 
Jalorensis 
jer,doni 

kok 
tistoni 
luzonicus 
tnaCleari 
mettada 

meyen 
(Nesolda) 
nitidus 
niveh"enter 

• IJ 
23 

1, 8,47 
12,23. 2 7,64 
66, 68-7'Ol 79 
,88, 92,97-99 

S t 9,10, 43. 5S 
61 :.66.67, 7 1 

79-84. 97,. 98 
2J 
II 

10, 9S 
11. 12 

11 

11, 71 
6, JO. 35,4] 

72 , 92 , 94 
11 

1, ,8,4.7 
:lj 
23 

7, 9,10, 12, 30,. ,32 
48,49, 54, ~8. 95, '99 

23 
Il 

10, 41. '94 (l) 
,6,4°,,41,11 

88, 92. 95 
plurituammis 11 
puUivlenter It 
rapit 41, 12, 88 
rattu8 3-5, ,8, 9, r I, t2, 14'-16 

18, 20, 21-23, 27. ,3J-
35. ,37,41-49.5 1 .54, SS 
58-64. 66-71. 79-81 

83-8.S, ,81-99,26.1 
alexaudrinus 9. 47 
rufelc'en,s '9. 41 

fuf'el'eens 10. '99 
sedfel' 71 



viii 

p.ag,e 
II 
II 

Mus stoicus 
taciturnus 
vicerex 6,36,37,40 ,41 ,72 

88~ 9Z, 93( 1), 94 
xanthurus 

Myg,alestridulans 
Mymaridre 
Myopsocus griseipennis 

sp. .. 
Myrmecalurus acerbus 
Myrmecophila quadrispina 
Myrmf'leoni d(e .• 
Myrmeleoll ad versus 

marginicollis 
punctulatus ( ?) 
sagax 

N 
Nabidina! 
Nabis capsiformis 
NaididEe 
Nais 

obtusa 
spo 

N.andidce 
N andus marmoratus 
t Nassa shawi 
Naucoridaa 
Nectocoris staB 
Nemachilus 

tmacmahoni 
-rhadinreus 
triangularis 

Nenti<chthys . 
acanthonotus 

Nemopoda 00 

cy lin,drica 
f'ormiciodes 
fusciventris 
" pallipes " 
H retronotata " 

Nemopteridre 
Neoperla 

tilldic:a 
pilosella 

23 
38a 
299 
192 

193 
201 

293 
18S, 200 

~'OI 

200 
200 
200 

333 
333 
107 

109,113 
o 109 

106-109 
287, 290 
z,87, 290 

137 
3.3,6, 337 

336 
339 
341 

342 
2,89 
18 3 
183 

344, 367 
346 

3 •• , !87 
351,367 

367 
367 
196 

186, 189 
188 
188 

N'epid~ 
Nesokia 

335 
9, 12, 13, 2.3, 26-3'0, 34 

56, 66, 95, 96, 99, 1'00 
bandicota • - $8 
bengalensis 1,12, 24, 72 
hardwickei • 0 6~ 12, zS 
hunom 6 
indica 12 I 

nemodvaga 72 
sp. 26 

N eurom1us 194 
decemmaculata$ J 94 
inf.ectus 194 
latratus .. 194 
rnacuiipennis 195 

Neuronia 
fasiatica .. 
maclachlani 
melaleuca. 
regina 

242 
242 
242 
,242 
242 

Neuroptera 
N ezara viridula 
N otanatolica 

magna. '0 

opposita 
N othochrysa •. 

tindigena 
tlefroyt 
trobusta 

N otobitus meleagris 
Notonecti<Ue 
Nuria dandca 
Nycteribiidm 
Nysius 

min,or 

Odonata 
Odontoceridre 

o 

Odontopus o. 
<Estropsis nigricornis 
Ogcog,aster segmentator 

- tesselatus 

P,age 
1,8S-209 

'3:1 1 
239 
239 
240 

202 
2'03 
2 r 3 
202 
3 16 
3,36 
28.7 

271 , 274 
321 

321 

18S, 190 
239 
326 
2S3 
198 
198 

Oligocb(eta ~ .• 
Oligotropbus indianus 

mangifene 
quadrilobatus 
tenuispatha 

105,114 
129 
129 
129 
129 

OJlcocephalus annuUpes 
Ophidia • 
Ophiocephalid~ ' .• 
Ophio'cephalus gacl1ua 

punctatus 
striatus 

Ophisaurus 'gracilis (1) 
. Orthoptera -

OSlnylus 
langi .. 
tuberculatus 

Otocryptis bedd'omii 
Ovactis 
03'ycarenin~ 
Oxyearenus l~tus 

lugubris 

Pachygronthin~ 
Paling'enia 

p 

robust-a 
,sp. (?) 

Palpares contrarius 
infimus 
pardus 
sp. (?) 

. tigroides 
Paludina 
tPaludomus annan,dalei 
Pamera pallicornis •. 

vincta '. 0 

Panorpa appendiculata 
tfe.nestrata 
furcata 

tsordida 

32 9 
145-J 50 

287, 288, 2'90 
287~·289 
.287, 288 
.288, 290 

149 
126 

20S, 206 
2'06 
2'06 

254 
162 
323 
323 
32 3 

322 
191 
191 
191 
;00 
200 
200 

zoo 
200 

295,296 
277 
32 3 
32 3 
195 
195 
195 
196 
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Fage 
Panorpidle 195 
Paracopium cingalense 3z7 
Paratelphusa 249, Z S I, 37 S ,376 

379 .... 381 
baked - 3,78 ! 

§(.Barytelphusa) 250- z~z, 
- - 376 

edentula 376 
jacquemontii Z50-ZS,2, 

376 
tlamellifroDS Z S " 376 
lUJ!ubris2Sz, 376, 3,77 

tn,apiea 376 
tpollicaris 25 2 , 377 
tpu!vinata z5 2 , 376 

cari ifera 251 
cunicularis 25 2 
dayana 249 
elegans 251 
tgag~i 377 
§(Globitelphusa) ' 250, 252, 

. 378 , 37'9 
tbaken 25'0,378 

*var. cylindrus 37,8 
tfr,onto 379 
tgubernatoris ,379 
tpilosipes .3 79 
toistQ'rlca 378 

jac<juelllontii 2 S I, 376 
§(Leschenaultin) 2S0, ,380 

bou vied . 38 , 
hydrodromus 250" 380 

§(Liotelphusa) ,250, 252 

377 
t ,austrina 378 
lrevis 2S'O, 377, 178 

. lc:vis var. quadrats 377 
nllotlca 380, 311 
(Ozl'otelphusa) 380 

bouvieri380 
hydrQd'rOUlUs 380 

(Paratelphusa) 249, 375 
tblaniordi 375 
t~~ayj 3.75 
trldeutata 249, ,2;0 

ttrilobata . 375 
§(Ph'rlcotelphusa) 2 SO 

Z S I, 377 
c,allianir,a 2 SO 

tcampestris • • 377 
tgageu 2S1 

sinensis 37 S, 376 
spinesoens 871 
,spinigera 24,7,3 " S 
tridentata 375, 378-3800 

Paromius exiguus 32 3 
.. seychellesus 323 

tParosmylus • . 20g 
tprominens 209 

t Pecten heller'l 1 39 
tP,ectispongiUa 10,1 

taurea ,0. 103, 104 
Pelogoniche .3 ~l .S 
Pe1ogonus marginatus 33 S 
tfentadactylul ceylonicum 137 
Pentatomidae J 63, 302, 31 S 
rentatomiu~ •• 307 

P~,e 

Per'cide 290 
'Pericl,'stus singularis 200 
Peri18mpus laubuca .• 289 
P,erinola badia • . 178-

deftexa 1'77 
dLjuncta 1'n 
exclam allS 1" 
expressa 177 
fUfeats '177 
(.ufcifora 177 
lituriplena 178 
ornata 177 
place'DS 1" 
plena 178 
pustuliceps 17' 
semijuDcta 1" 
separata 177 
signifer,a 11. 
subfurcata 178 
.sul:juncta 1" 
transversa 178 
v,aripes 178 

P,e'ria 18'(), 18,7 
tbenigna. • J 86 
tcym bele 188 
duvaucelii 186. 18'9 

t ione 187, 188 
luteola 188 

Perlidle . 18" '186, 189 
Peromyia bengalensis 129 
Ph alan tus geniculatu.s 3:'0 
Phanostoma 234 
PhiJagra '178 

tcepbaUca J 78 
hastata •• 278 

tprovecta 179 
Pbllcenus • . 174 
Pbilopotamidte 23. 
PhlogieUus 384 

subarmatus 388 
Phdcot,e1pbusa caUianira 250, 2 S I 
Pbryganeid&! ~4:l 
Phylloce'Phalin8e 313 
Phym,at ide 32,7 
Physopelta gutta 0 325 

- schlanbuschi 325 
PhysorhYD'chus tuberculatus 3Jl 
Phy.snstomi 286, 287. 289 
(Jhytoptidre , ":9 
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I. THE R ACE S 0 FIN D I A N RAT S . 

AN ~NQUIRY SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE INVESTIGATION 
OF PLAGUE, AND· DEALING WITH t'HIt ORIGIN OF 

RACES FROM SPORTS. 

By R. E. LLOYD, M.B., D.Sc. (Lond.), Capt., I.M.S., Acting 
Professor of Biology, Medical College, Calcutta, /ornterly 

Surgeon Naturalist, Marine Survey of India. 

PREFATORY NO'rE: 

The collection on which Captain Lloyd's researches are based 
. consists almost entirely of specimens sent to the Museum by' medical 
and sanitary officers in India and Burma as a result oran appeal 
circulated by the Government of India in 1907. The history of 
this appeal is as follows :-At the time that Dr. W C. Hossack 
was engaged "on the work embodied in his account of the rats of 
Calcutta, considerable discussion arose as to the species of rats which 
lived in association with man in different parts of the country. As 
the matter was an interesting one from every point of view, I 
wrote to the Board of Scientific Ad vice, asking the Board to bring 
to the notice of Government the importance of conducting a con~ 
certed survey of the rats -of India. The Board forwarded my 
recommendations, with the result that the circular to which Cap
tain Lloyd refers at the beginning of his paper was issued. Dr 
Hossack, however, found himself unable to continue his work on 
rats owing to the stress of other duties, and the Trustees of the 
Indian Museum failed in their attempt to sec.ure the services of an 
expert mammalologist from Europe to deal with the collection of 
which the specimells presented to the' Museum by Dr. Hossack 
formed tbe nucleus. The Ttustees then approached the medical 
authorities with the suggestion that Captain Lloyd should be 
put' on special duty in the Museum for this purpose. The medi
cal authorities agreed, and Captain Lloyd's term of special duty, 
at first six months, was later extended to a year and then to 
eighteen months. . 

I venture to think that the Trustees' failure to secure the 
services of a specialist fro~ Europe was not altogether a misfortune, 
although I was responsible for the suggestion in the first instance. 
Few zoologists would deny that -an expert mammalologist with 
2,000 rats before him, and only a year in which to work thenl 
out, would -have been justified in devoting the whole of that time 
to a study of taxonomic minutire. A resident naturalist was) 
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however in a different position. He was acquainted' with local 
conditio~s and therefore able to start inquiring about doubtful 
points without the preliminary. s~udy necessary to a new-comer_ 
whose time in the country was hmlted. Perhaps, therefore, he was 
able to view the whole matter from a somewhat more biological 
point of view. ' 

From a purely taxonomic point of view there are ~oubtless 
many zoologists who will find'Captain Lloyd's work unsatisfactory, 
because he does not describe (or at any rate does not name) new 
species and varieties. · It is perhaps as well, however, that a~imals" 
so important as rats should not be regarded solely from either a 
'taxonomic or a sanitary point of view, but that pure biology should 
have a place in their study. 

'Quite apart from the value of Captain Lloyd's researches, the 
importance of the collection of I~dian rats that has now been got 
together in the Indian Museum must not be forgotten, and I desire, 
on behalf of the Trustees, to thank those who have assisted jn this 
useful work. I have also to acknowledge a grant. of Rs. 300, 
towards the cost of the plates which illustrate Captain Lloyd's 
paper, from the Home Department of the Government of India. 

CALCUTTA; 

January 18th, 1909. 

N. ANNAND}\.LE, 
Superinte.ndent, Indian M useun'l, 

Natural History Section. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In July, 190 7 J the Governnlent of India issued a circular to 
the local Medical and Sanitary D~partments in India and Burma, 
inviting them to co-operate with the Indian Museum in studying 
the varieties and habits of the common rats distributed through
out those countries. Such an enquiry is much needed at the 
present day in view of the part played by these rodents in the 
dissemination of plague. The circular met \tvith considerable res
ponse, so. that ,vithin the f<?l1owing year over' two thousand rats 
were receIved by. the Museum from different places. 

Rat-destructlon has been carried out on a large scale in 
many towns throughout the country;, and it is chiefly from these 
centres that rats have been received. Most of them were obtained 
from districts in which plague has been of annual occurrence 
but a number ,vere received from places which have been fre~ 
fronl ~he disease since the commencement of the present epidemic. 
MaterIal. has t~er~fore .been acquired 'by which we can compare 
plague~rldden chstrlcts \tvlth plague-free districts, as to the nature 
of theIr !at population. It is apparent that the freedom from 
p!a.gue enJoy~d .by ~ertain districts might p<?ssibly be due to some 
VISible pecultarlty In the rat popUlation of those dist'ricts· there , 
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is some evidence that this is so in the case of M~dras city. The 
distribution of the seV'eral species of common rats varies consider .. 
ably throughout India; especially is this true of the principal 
sea-port towns. Dr. W. C. Hossack's investigation has shown 
that the rats of Calcutta city are surprisingly different from the rats 
of Bombay, which have been described in the reports of the 
Plague Commissjon. It will be shown that the rats of Rangoon 
and Madras cities ~re also different both from one another and 
from those of Calcutta and,Bombay. 

PREVIOUS' WORK ON INDIAN RATS. 

At the outset it must be pointed out that these results have 
followed directly on 'Dr. Hossack's investigation of the rats of Cal
cutta [I], and are in direct continuation of that work, to the author 
~f which every acknowledgment is due, not only for .the guidance 
afforded by the work itself but also for the results of his experience 
conveyed in a personal manner. 

"In an ' historical' paragraph Dr. Hossack reviews the previous 
writings on the subject of Oriental rats, and although it'is un
necessary to repeat that statement here, it may be again 
mentioned that Mr. Thomas's paper [2], published in r88r, is the 
foundation on which any subsequent work on the subject must 
be built. The account of the rats in the Fauna 0/ British India 
seems to have originated from this source. 

As these observations are in continuation of J)r. Hossack's 
\vork, it does not seem necessary to again define the common 
Indian species of rats; it will be sufficient to say that they support 
the opinion that Mus ratlus, the common rat of India, is, ill colour 
and quality of fur, a most variable species, and that its variations 
are so numerous and s~em to occur in such perfect gradation, 
when large numbers of specimens are examined, that definite 
varieties can rarely be established. It will be shown, however, 
that even in its range of variability Mus ,attus is not constant 
throughout India. In some places there is a tendency for rats of 
this species to breed true to some particular type, while in others 
they exhibit a range of colpur-variation as wide 'as that of the 
species in Calcutta (Hossack [I, pages 17 and I8J). 

To name new varieties of the species seems ullwise, for there 
is nothing to show that the rats which breed true to some 
particular type in a given district at" the present day \vere in the 
same state fifty yea.rs ago, or will be found in a like condition 
fifty years hence. It must be remembered that one hundred 
g~nerations of rats pass within the lifetime of one mall. More
over the following objection to the naming of varieties Inay be 
framed :-To establish. a variety and lay down one ~pecimell as its 
" type" is to acknowledge tacitly that all animals subsequently 
found from far and near which closely resemble that type tnust 
be genetically related to it. After examining large numbers of 
animals taken from widely separate localities, doubts arise a~ 
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to the validity of such an acknowledgment, and th~ probabilityl 
that similar variations,may arise in two separate locahtles appears 
very great. . . 

In .illustration of this the followlng example may be glven:-
The mole-rat Gttnomys bengalensis was found to be common 
in Rangoon, occurring not only in granaries.' warehous~s and 
stables, but frequently in the rooms of dwelhng-houses situated 
in the heart of the city. This rat, usually of 3: greyish brown tint., 
does not as a rule show much colour-variation. However, within the 
narrow limits of two adjacent houses, in a certain street in Rangoon, 
a number of pure hlack specimens were found. (This occu~rence 
will be described in detail further,on.) These may be regarded 
as a new variety which mayor may not persist; but there seems 
to be no reason why a similar localized race should n'ot appear in 
any other town in India. Indeed some evidence will be brought 
forward to show that melanotic mole-rats have arisen in tWb 
separate pa~ts of Rangoon city itself, independently of one 
another. 

Further, it can be shown that such peculiarities of colour:
variation are by no means confined to the phenomenon of 
melanism. The following example may be quoted :-A race of 
white-bellied rats of the Mus rattus type was met with in Rangoon. 
The tails of these rats were uniformly dark greyish brown, being 
of exactly the same tint above and 'below. ...t\mong some hundreds 
of these rats which were examined, one was obtain~d which 
showed a pure white line along the lower surface of its tail,-in 
other words, the tail was obviously bicoloured. It appears that 
great stress is laid 011 this feature in defining species of rats; while 
it is admitted that within the limits of one species the lower sur
face 'of the body may be dark or pure white, the -same admission is 
never extended to the tail. The following difficulty, therefore, 
presented itself :-Should this single specimen with the bicoloured 
tail be regarded as a separate species from the others which, 
except in the one respect, it so closely resembled? The probability 
that}t was merely a sport from the com~on type appears too 
great for this step to be taken with any .confidence. If now J it 
is granted that this particUlar sp~cimen may have arisen as.a 
sp.ort, there appears to be no reason why', being prepotent, it 
mlght not have established a family with bicoloured tails within 
the limits of a few adj acent houses, as in the case of the melanotic 
Gunomys. Such a family .would probably die out in a few months, 
but on the other hand, the strain might be~ome firmly established 
as a new species. 

Th:se remarks have been inade in order to explain the pau6ty 
of species and varieties recognised, and to defend the practice 
observed of tiot defining new species from single individuals or even 
from small 10.ca~ .groups of individuals, which may show well
marked pecuharltles of colora tion. The literature of Oriental 
rats frequently reveals species, defined from three or four indivi
duals caught within the narrow limits of a single house, all of which 
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agree- in showing some slight pe~uliarity distinguishing them from 
other species. Whether it is possible,to rediscoverra:t':a"later date 
species defined in'such a manner seems doubtfui; and if it seemed 
possible, the 'question as to whether the individuals~'n -which the 
rediscovery was alleged would be genetically r~la ted to' those on 
which the .species was originally defined, appears even more 
doubtfuL . 

In the writer's opinion it is not possible to " classify" the 
Oriental rats in a satisfactor~ manner on the lines on which classi
fication is being attempted at the present day. Before commenc
ing systematic work in a group, the observer must make himself 
acqtiaitated with· the' structu,al features which have been chosen 
by previous workers in defining n~w species. In the case of the Mus 
rattus group the following points are considered of sufficient weight 
to' distinguish species: a difference of 3D m111. in" length"; a 
difference of 5 mm. in the length of the hind foot; of 3 mm. in ear
length; a difference of 20· in tail percentage; as regards colour, 
redness, yellowness or' blackness are considered of importance; 
a white ventral surface is of sOIl?e importance; a bicoloured tail 
(dark above, white below) is regarded ~s of the utmost importance. 
In 1903 Oriental rats were arranged in 96 species. 

If, with these points well in mind, the observer examines 500 
rats caught in different parts of an eastern town and attempts to 
classify them, he is confrpnted with an impossibility. (I do not 
refer to mole-rats, bandicoots and JYlus decumanu.s, \vhirh are 
distinct at a glance.) He finds that variation anlong the hetero
geneous collection is wide enough to embrace all, Qf nearly 
all, .the points chosen by previous writers on which to define 
species; but he ~.1so. finds that ten rats caught in the same house 
will often resemble one another very closely in colour, size, and pro
portion, al~ays more closely than ten rats taken haphazard from 
different parts of the town. The ·rats of two separate houses will 
sometimes show differences as great as those chosen to distinguish 
species, while the rats in each house resemble one another very 
closely indeed. The following difficulty therefore presents itself. 
Should any or all of these small groups receive specific names ~ 

The common procedure which leads to the definition of a ne\v 
species of Oriental rat seems to be as follows:-

'A field naturalist sets traps in a rat-frequented house or close 
to a set of burrows in a field; two or three house or field rats are 
caught; in either case the specimens which closely. resemble one 
another come into the hands of a specialist in Europe, \vho 
examines them regarding such features as those enumerated above. 
Although they resemble one another very closely, it i~ highly 
improbable that they will, in every way, closely resemble any 
previously described species. They are defined as a new species. 
The discovery of new species on these lines is slow bec8,:!se the 
number. of rats examined is quite insignificant when compared 
with the nutnber of rats present in one Oriental town. Though 
slow, the process cannot end. 
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The definition of such species, however burdenso~e it may 
seem, is not in itself fallacious, for a family group of Inbr~d rats. 
taken from a single house or ~et of burrows may show d~finlte and 
measurable .peculiarities. By naming these groups specrfically one 
does not directly establish a fallacy. Indirectly, however, the 
procedure causes false impressions, in the following ,way. When 
a new species is discovered in a district, th.e dis:over~ ~eing based 
on a few ?pecimens caught together, the Idea IS orlglnated that 
many other rats in that district will resemble the type of t~e new 
species. This is far from being the case. The specles of 
Himalayan rats· illustrate this anomaly. From previous· writings 
the impression is given that Mus Jerdoni is a common rat in 
Darjiling; that Mus niveiventer. is common in Katmandu; that 
Mus vicerex [3] is the rat found at Simla. We have received rats 
from six different parts of Darjiling, none of which resemble M 
ierdoni in" any way; over fifty rats are from Simla, none of which 
show the peculiarities of M. vicerex: Rats brought this year 
from Katmandu have no resemblance to M. niveiventer which was 
described in 1836 from five rats caught in the Residency of that 
place. On the other hand, certain rats from Kashmir are very 
like the type of M. vicerex, jUdging froln t4e description of it. 
Certain rats from Naini Tal are equally like M niveiventer, though 
one of these was caught in the same cupboard on the same night 
with a rat which showed features pec.uliar to M. berdmorei [4], a 
species only known from Manipur '(Assam), and Mergui (Ten
asserim). It seems impossible to reconcile results obtained by 
studying large numbers of rats with results which have been 
previously obtained by the study of small numbers of speci
mens. 

Great confusion exists in the nomenclature of Oriental rats. 
The common mole-rat of India was first regarded as ~ species of 
iY.l us; later on it was known as N esokia bengalensis; quite recently 
it has become a species of a new genus Gunomys [5]. The antelope 
rats may be placed in the genera M eriones, Tatera or Gel'billus. 
Specific names which have been long abolished are often revived. 
As a result of this it is often difficult to deterlnine the scientific 
names of common rats. 

The following instance nlay be quoted in illustration of this 
difficulty. The honorary curator of a local museum sent certain 
field rats to the Indian Museum for identification. They were 
returned as Nesokia hardwickei and Gerbillus erythura. The sender .. 
being ~e~ir~us of ~btaining the best possible results for his museum; 
sent s~mi1ar speClmens to Europe; they were returned as Nesokia 
hutton~ and Meriones erythrura. The Indian Museum was informed 
of this by the curator of the local museum. It cannot however 
be maintained that one pair of names was right and 'the othe; 
wrong. The names given by the Indian Museum for these well
known rats ,:,ere taken from the Fauna of British India, the 
author of which upholds the name Gerbillus and considers that 
the specific name huttoni is included in hardwickei. 
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Confusion of nomenclature among the group is increasing at 
the present day. Two new species, Mus listoni and Mus comberi, 
have been recently added to the list of Indian rats [6]. In the 
words of their discoverer (' There is little to distinguish listoni from 
nl,ettada except the difference in the size of the molars, but this 
difference is quite constant and easily app~eciable even by the 
naked eye." I t seems to be noteworthy that specific differences in 
an animal so large as a rat should be appreciable even by the naked 
eye. Mus comberi was discovered among eight rats collected at 
Nasik, four of which were identified as Mus mettada, the remaining 
four being regarded as of the new species. The meaSU1."ement of the 
molar series of these specimens is given ·in millimetres as 5·6, 5·7, 
5°7, 5·7; 6, 6, 60 r, 60 2. Those with molar series measuring 5.6-5.7 
formed the new species Mus comber-i. Those from 6-6·2 were re
garded as Mus mettadao As regards these dimensions, the difference 
between the largest and smallest in mettada is ·2 mm. The difference 
between the smallest in mettada and the largest in cOl1zberi is ·3 mm. 
There is no other d1,tJerence between the two species, which live 
together in Nasik. Anyone who accepts the separation of these two
species must suppose that among any thousand "~1:ettads" from 
the Nasik district, a very small proportion will possess molar series 
measuring 5·S and 5·9 mm.; he must further suppose that a 
"Mettad" with molar series measuring 5·7 mm. will recognise and 
refuse to mate with one whose series nleasures 6 mmo, lest mongrel 
offspring with series of S'S and 5 0 9 be horn. After reflecting 011 

the smallness of the dimension represented by °1 mm., and the 
impossibility of measuring it by means of ordinary appliances, it 
is difficult to regard these two suppositions as well founded. 

AI us Ustoni was defined from five specimens from the Konkan; 
it p is s~~ara1!ed from mettada for the same reason that Mus cOlnbcri 
was separated, because the teeth are some three-tenths of, a milli
metre less than in mettada. 

Mus listoni and comberi are separated because the latter is 
" distinctly smaller" and for no other reason. Tpe author of these 
new species gives the dimensions as follows :-

Head and body length in millitnetres. 

Mus comberi (4 adult females)' 
Mus ntettada (3 " ,,) 
Mus listoni (2 " n) 

118 119 
122 . 122 

132 I34 

120 

127 
125 

The same author continues: "The specific separation of c:01/tberi 
and listoni, however, must depend on the non-existence of inter
mediates (i.e., in size); from my knowledge of the country I argue 
that the discovery of such is most unlikely, and I have not 
hesitated, therefore, to rank them both as species." 
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On examining the measurements we see that the difference 
between the largest 'and the smallest comberi is 7 mm., and that the 
difference betw~en the smallest listoni and the largest comberi is 
also' 7 mm. Why, then, is it n~cessary to seek f11:rther for 
cc intermediates"? In one case a dtfference of 7 mm. In le~gth 
between two individual rats is not considered sufficient to separate 
them;as species, while' in t~e case of another pair of rats a precisely 
similar difference is the sole reasol:1 given for separating them. 

Introductory statements must b~ made regarding the way in 
which the subject has been dealt with in this paper. 

HOUSE' RATS (Mus rattus). 

It will be found that the house rats from each place. if 
received in large numbers, have been sorted into groups according 
to their lengths, the numbers in each group being represented 
graphically by an upright line of proportionate length. This 
method has been much used by biologists of recent years. It is 
generally applied to large numbers of accurate rr .. easurements. 
In the presen.t instance it will be seen that the numbers that have 
been so arranged are often not large, nor can .the measurements. 
be verv accurate. The measurements here recorded are of the 
distanc~ between the centre of the anus and the tip of the nose 
in freshly killed rats. If a careful observer measures and records. 
this length in ten freshly killed rats, and, withopt referring to the· 
first 'record, repeats the measurement two or more times, he will 
find that his records do not agree, if the bodies of the rats' are 
disturbed in any way (as by being lifted an*d replaced on the table) 
between each set of measurements. The differences observed may 
be as wide ~s five millimetres. The error is principal\y dlie 
to the varying attitude of the head and neck. In taking the 
meas,urement the head must be straightened, but not stretched 
from the neck. In his efforts to perform this the recorder arrives. 
at a different result. each time. Hence we are dealing with a dimen
sion which cannot be accurately measured. This error contra
venes in measuring the limp bodies of rats immediately after' 
their death. If a rat is measured t\VO or three hours after death 
when the neck is shortened and the spine curved by rigor mortis, it 
may have IQst as much as 10 % of its original length. In this case 
the recorder, while measuring a large rat, is in doubt 'as to whether 
10 mm. or 20 Inm. sh~uld be added by stretching out the body. 

However, as the measurements of different observers must be· 
marred. by these accidents by an equal degree, it is clear that a 
comparIson of them must be of value. 

_I\.lthough the sets of measurements were made by different 
observers} working quite independently, they 'show a striking re
semblance to one another. 'fhey show that the adult house rats of' 
most districts vary in length from less than 145 mm. to 'more than 
2 15 mm., but that those of 175-185 mm. are the· most numerous. 
As the same result is ohtained from such widely separated districts-
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'as Amritsar, Allahabad, Nowgong, Tellicherri and Calcutta, we 
must conclude that they form one class throughout, although 
great individual differences of colour, size and proportion can be 
noticed among the rats of anyone place, and in spite of the fact 
that the rats of 'one place may collectively show certain peculiari
ties of colour and sometimes of proportions. Until recently it was 
thoug~t that two varieties of the species were to be met with on 
the plains of India, a large northern variety (alexandrinus) , 
measuring about six inches in length, and a smaller southern variety 
(rulescens). It seems that this idea should now be abandoned. 

Reference must be made to the skulls of the rats of this group_ 
It has been mentioned before that over ninety specieS of rats have 
been described from the Oriental region which are, indisputably, 
closely allied to Mus rattus. From the definitions of most of these 
species one learns t,hat each of them has its own peculiar type of 
skull, the nasals are of a particular length or shape, the auditory 
bullre are exceptionally small or unusually inflated, the infraorbital 
foramen is more open below, the zygomatic plate may form a prom
inent angle or it may not, the frontoparietal suture is in some a 
widely open angle, in others it is less obtuse. However small they 
may be, the skull~ of each speci~s has its own peculiarities. 

But it seems to the writer that in most cases these differences 
are such as can be readily found among any thousand skulls of 
rats taken from any town' in India. Some of these specific types 
of skulls have been carefully figl1red. A comparison of these 
figures with skulls selected f~om among large numbers of rats of any 
district, confirms this opinion. Th~re is, however, a considerable 
range of variation. Small adult rats as well as young rats differ 
considerably from large adults in the proportions of their skulls. 
I t will be shown that local groups of rats taken from a single house 
may have skulls which are very closely alike, all agreeing in that 
they are distant from the mean of the race to an approximately 
equal extent. 

The differences between the skull types of most of the species 
of Oriental rats fall within the range of variation exhibited by a 
small number of rats from one town. This is proved by measure
ments already published. 

For the sake of brevity the writer has dealt only \vith nleasure
ments of the four most important features which are usually recor
ded hi "types" of the species of Mus. These features are the 
greatest or zygomatic breadth of the skull, the length of the nasal 
bones, and the lengths of the palatine foranlen and upper molar 
series. The measurements have been expressed as percentages of 
the greatest length of the skull. These features have been chosen 
because it is in them that the more distinct forms, Mus mettada, 
Mus decumanus, Gunomys, Nesokia and Bandicota, differ from one 
another and from the type of Mus rattus. 

A stahdard for comparison is afiorde(l by Hossack's luensure
ments of forty-five skulls of Calcutta house rats of all sIzes and of 
the Mus rattus type. 
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Measurements of forty-five skulls 01 Mus rattus Irom Calcutta .. 

aximum. M 
M inimum 

Range 

Length. Breadth. Nasals. \ Pal. for. Molars. 

I 
100 52'5 41"°9 21"2 I9 

46'9 32'5 16'2 15"1 
" 

I 

5'6 8'59 5 3·9 
I 

Measurements of skulls of 'c types " or co·type$ of various species 
of Indian Rats (W L. Sclater). 

Species. Length. Breadth. N as3J.s. ! Pal. for. Molars. 

M. rulescens 100 52 38 18 18 
M. ful1Jescens , , 53 43 17 19 
M. blanlordi 

" 42 22 20 
M. nitidus 

" 
""I :> 38 18 18 

M bowersi 
" 

.. 40 17 17 
M. berdmorei 53 40 I 19 2I 

" '1 

Range 2 5 5 
I 

4 , 

These figures sho w that the 'c types" of six distinct species 
together show a smaller range of variation than forty-five chance
taken rats from one towtl. Sclater's records are, as a whole, higher 
than Hossack's. This must be because in measuring the total 
length of the skulls the former did not include the incisor teeth; 
consequently the percentage values of the other features were 
slightly raised. 

In the skulls from Calcutta the palatine foramen is' sometimes 
greater, sometimes less, than the molar series. Mus mettada, Mus 
dec~(,manus ,-and perhaps Mus ierdoni have their own skull types and 
so are excluded. 

Species of rats from other parts of the OrieDtal region do not 
usually show wider variation in the proportion of their skulls than 
those presented by Hossack's Ineasurements. 

The measurements of three species from the Malay region 
will be given; they have not been specially selected but are of the 
three new species of Mus recently discovered in that region. 
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Measurements 01 skulls 01 "types" 0/ Malay species (B onnote). 
-

Species. Length. Breadth. Nasals. Pal. for. Molars. 

M. bukit .. roo 48 40 16 17 
M. i alorensis 

" 47 35 17 17 
M. gr-iseiventer .1, 45 35 16 16 

Range . 3 5 I I 

I 
As regards these measurements, therefore, the three Malay 

species also fall within the range of variation exhibited by the rats 
of Calcutta. 

A number of species have recently been described from the 
Andamans. Measurements of the "types" of these show a 
similar range-of variation, if examined in the same way. 

Measurements 01 skulls 01 " types" 0/ species Irom the 
Andamans (G. S. Miller). 

Species._ Length. Breadth. Nasals. Pal. for. Molars. 

M. flebilis 100 44 40 19 16 
M. pulliventer 

JJ 49 36 I8 18 
M. burrus· 

" 46 37 18 16 
M. burrulus .. 

" 49 36 17 
M.- burrescens 

" 49 36 .. 17 

----- ~ --.-~-

Range . 5 4 1 2 

With the exception of the breadth in M. flebilis and bu"us 
these m~asurements are all within the range of variation exhibited 
by the fort,y-five Calcutta rats. 

The new species M. stoicus and taciturnus from the Andamans, 
are short-tailed-rats of large size, not of the rattus type, and have 
therefore been excluded. 

As regards these i~portant measurements the cc types" of all 
these species scarcely exhibit a wider range of variation than that 
shown by forty-five Mus rattus taken from a single tOWll. It is not 
likely that the smaller details such as the shape of the nasal bones, 
zygomatic plates, tympanic bullre, and the like, will be of value as 
distinguishing marks of races. 'rhe skulls of fifty rats taken frolu 
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different parts of any town show very great variation in these minor 
points; at the same time it must be adm~t~ed t~a~ a. few rats 
caught in a single house, will often show strIk1ng slmtlarlty to one 
another as regards these details. 

THE MOLE-RATS. 

When the mole-rats and bandicoots of India were first exam
ined by naturalists, the different groups among the~ r~ce~ved such 
names as Mus kok, .. 4rvicola bengalensis, Nesok~a ~ndtca, Mus 
plurim{lmmis, Mus giganteus, Mus bandicota. In 1878 J. Anderson 
[10] united them as a sub-genus of Mus under the name Mus 
(Nesokia), and pointed out" the indisputable fact that the group 
could be subdivided into three series. In 1907 O. Thomas [5] 
applied a separate generic name to each of these three series, 
vtz.-

Nesokia for mole-rats which have a short palatine foramen, 
a tail which is only about 50 % of the head and body 
length, and few mammre. 

Guno1nys for mole·rats which have a long palatine foramen, 
a tail which is about 80 % of the head and bO,dy length, 
and a continuous row of teats from the axilla to the 
inguinal region. 

Bandicota for the very large, coarse-furred rats known as 
"bandicoots," which have a relatively longer skull than 
the others, a tail nearly equal to the head 'and body 
length, and relatively large feet . 

. A.nyone who examines .large numbers of these rats must 
recognise the marked discontinuity between the three groups, and 
the only objection that can be brought against their receiving 
generic rank is , that there is no greater difference between them 
than there is between other groups of small rodents which receive 
merely specific rank. For example, the difference between a 
Gunomys and a Nesokia seems even less it is certainly not greater, , 
than the difference between Mus' rattus ~nd Mus 1nettada. In spite 
gf this objection the triple generic nomenclature is used here . 

. Gunomys (Nesokia bengalensis) has been .received from the 
Punjab, Calcutta, Rangoon, Madras, Simla, Nepal and other 
places. 

Nesokia (Nesokia hardwickei) only from Quetta and the 
Punjab. 

Bandicota from Madras, Bengal and Nepal. 
A1~hough a large number of specimens from anyone place 

alw~ys show.considerable variation among themselves, there are 
noticeable differences between the races from several of the 
places. As.these differences seem to be approximately equivalent 
to ~hose WhICh separate the races of mankind inhabiting the same 
~egl?nS, they h!l ve. not been considered of sufficient weight to 
Justify the apphcatlon of specific names. Current literature shows 
that to honour local races with specific names is becoming a 
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custom at the present day, when the species of twenty years ago 
rank as genera, and new species must be found. 

Within the last few months a revision of the genera GUnomys, 
N esokia and Bandicota has been published [I I], including several 
new species. As the specific characters are founded on the measure-

. ments of chance-taken "types," it is impossible to identify our 
specimens by means of this classification. The difficulty of attempt
ing to do so may be briefly expressed. In this new classification 
nine species of Gunomys are recogni~ed. They are divided into two 
series, A with upper molars less in length tha~ 7·5 mm., B with 
upper molars greater than 7·S mm. 

The length of the upper molars in twenty mature specimens 
of Gunomys from Calcutta-presumably G. bengale1tsis-vary from 
6·S to 8 mm. (Hossack). The measurements of the molar series in 
the types of the nine species of Gunomys are, according to this new 
classification, as follows: Series A, 6·6, 60 S, 7·z, 7.6, 7.8; Series B, 
8, 8, 8·3, 8·3. We see therefore that as regards the length of the 
molars, which is so important a ~haracter that it is used in the 
grouping of the species, twenty chance-taken specimens from 
Calcutta include no less than seven out of the nine Oriental species 
of the genus. The skulls from which Hossack's measurements 
were taken are preserved in the Indian Museum; the accuracy of the 
measurements cannot be questioned~ 

On the average the Gunomys of the Punjab certainly have 
larger teeth than ~he Gunomys of Bengal, but the measurements 
given in th~ new classification are of chance-taken (( types," and 
variation among the rats of any district is so wide that none of the 
characters quoted can be relied upon for identification. The only 
reliable datum is the name of the district from which the cc types" 
were obtained. We know from this that our specimens from 
Kashmir and Nepal are G. wardi and tarayensis, respectively. If 
this method is permissible identification is easy, but the number of 
species must be large. 

It is unfortunate that the author of this classification did not 
consult Hossack's work; if he had done so he would have avoided 
the error of supposing that the Gunomys. of Bengal measures z05 
ll;1m. in length. Hossack's measurements of fifty specimens from 
Calcutta show that the length of this species varies froln 160 to 
z05 mm., with a mean of r8z. Specimens measuring over'zoo mm 
can be found only with difficulty. 

MEASUREMENTS AND DEFINITIONS. 

Before passing to the descriptive portioll certain terlUS must 
be ~efined-

I. By the- length of a rat is mea~t the combined length of 
its head and body, i.e., the distance betweell the 
snoQ.t and anus; the difficulty of Ineasuring it ac .. 
curately has been already mentioned. For the sake 
of brevity measurements have been recorded without 
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explanation, but always in this particular order: 
Length, tai11ength, length of hind foot (from heel to 
longest' toe, excluding the claW), length of ear (the' 
greatest length). In this way the measurement of a 
con1mon rat would be shown as I75, 200, 30, 20. 

2. By the length of a skull is meant the distance from the 
condyles to that part of the premaxillre which projects 
between the incisor teeth. The molar series has 
been measured at the roots of the teeth where they 
spring from the sockets. In measuring skulls, ·s mm. 
has been usually regarded as the indivisible unit. 
This seems rather a coarse method, but it was found, 
when the unit was ·25 mm., that measurements of the 
same skull, taken by two careful observers, did not 
often agree. Some workers split the millimetre into 
ten eq\).al parts; they accomplish this feat presumably 
by using ordinarily well made dividing compas~es, 
the points of which togeth~r rarely measure less than 
·3 mm. They are recommended to repeat the mea
surements of one skull day after day, and to observe 
the variety of the results obtained. 

3. The term " new c4aracter" is used here to denote par
ticular characters which are only present in some few 
members of a race,-for example, abontone in every 
thousand rats has a white-tipped tail. This was 
noticed in Mus rattus, Mus concolor,' Gunomys and 
Bandicota. The phenomenon - of _ a white-tipped 
tail is spoken of as a new character. Occasionally 
this particular character is common. Several Mus 
concolor from one district show it. Other examples 
of new characters are melanism, albinism, albiventral
ism. and caudal bicoloration. There is an undoubted 
similarity in the method- <;>f occurrence of these 
characters among rats, p.ence one term is applied to 
them. A rat showing a pew character is a sp~rt" 
though some sports show more than one such character. 
By a white-bellied rat is meant one in which the 
belly, chest, throat, lower jaw, and the· inner side of 
the limbs is covered with pure -white fur; this charac
ter is very common among 'Oriental rats. r-

4· The term "family group" has been Jrequently used. 
It was found that the rats of one house were always 
more closely alike than an equal number of rats 
taken from different houses in the same town; this 
is not surprising, but it was sometimes found that 
the r~ts from one house or set of bUJrows were very 
closely alike, not only in colour, but in proportion 
o~ body and skull, and that they were collectively 
different from the mean of the mixed race of which 
they formed a part. ~ats showing new cha,racters 
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such as melanism, -etc., commonly Slccur in family 
groups. A family group may be defined as a small 
part of a community the nlembers of which resemble 
one another very closely, so that the mean of their 
ch~racters is different from the mean of the charac
ters in the general community. Family groups prob
ably arise owing to prepotency and inbreeding. The 
term" clan" may be suitably applied to them. A 
family group -- is originally a small community; it 
may, however, become a large one: it is then a race. 
That a very small commnnity may become a large 
one~ despite inbreeding, was shown by the Australian 
rabbits.-

These statements appear somewhat didactic; they are of 
course merely brief expressions of the writer's 
opinion. (See Appendix II.) 

5. The- word type is used by me in two senses. By the 
type of a species is meant an imaginary individual 
which embodies the mean characters of the species. 
By c, type" of a species is meant the arbitrarily 
chosen type specimen which \s laid down for refer
ence in some place, like a standard of measurement. 

6. The word species has many different shades of ,meaning; 
it must however be used in referring to systematic 
literature. A number of rats which closely resemble 
one another and form a discontinuous group has been 
generally spoken of as a race. 

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTION ACCORDING 'fO REGIONS. 

THE PUNJAB. 

Owing to the energy of Captain G. I. Davys, 1.1\1.8., it has 
been possible' to inv~stigate the rats of the Punjab in a most satis
factory manner. Although strenuously engaged on plague duty" 
he has contrived to send us over I ,000 rats with careful measure
ments of each. This large collection has been received in the form 
of skins, including skulls, tails and feet, preserved in spirit. To 
each skin is attached a metal plate referring to the IneaSUrelllents, 
which were taken immediately after death by chlorofornl. 'rhis 
is a v.ery convenient method of transporting large nUlllbers of 
rats; on arrival they can, if desired, be set up as dried specitnens 
in the conventional state in which small Inalnnlals are usually 
found in museums. The colour of the fur is not altered by the 
brief immersion in spirit. 

Among house rats, we have received 513 of the lJt/-us raU'us 
type from fifty villages in the Alnritsar district, 105 rats of the 
same type from Lyallpur, and 55 white-bellied rats frolll three 
specified villages. In addition, we have received records of the 
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weight of 3,000 rats of this type, and large numbers of skins of field 
rats of different species. 

Pib. I, Mus rattus-
Of the 513 rats of this type, 100 were carefully examined re

garding the following points: Texture 6f the fur, presence or 
a bsence of spines, length of bristles, colour of fur, .forms of foot 

I 59 

55 

50 

45 

40 

35 

30 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 . 

I, I I 
100 , 

175 225 

FIG. I.-Diagram showing the length-frequency of M 
Amritsar (Davys). 51 3 us rattus from 
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pads, number of palatal ridges, number of rings on the ~oes, length 
of hair on the tail, and its relation to the length of the scales, differ
ence in colour of the hair above and below the tail, the number of 
teats, relative proportions of the skull. Where possible, these. f~
tures were measured, but the measurements will not be recorded 
here as they show no useful results. Except for the number 'of 
palatal ridges, ·all these points were found to vary within wide or 
narrow limits.' But deviation from the normal in anyone character 
was"not regularly associated with deviation in any other character. 
The 'group seemed to form one race. That they are one race is 
shown by the large series of measurements bf lengths. The measure
ments, which ,were recorded in millimetres, were arranged in a series 
of ascending values. The numbers of rats of each length were 
added together, so that the whole collection became resolved into 
a series of groups, all the rats of a particular length forming one 
group. As the collection 'contained adult rats the lengths of which 
were as low as 140 mm., and as high as 225, every intermediate 

,value between these extremes being llfet with, the number of the 
groups was large. The number w~ divided by 5, by contraction 
upon every 5th group. For example, the numbers of rats measur-. 
ing 153, 154, 156 and 157 mm. were added to the number which mea
sured ISS. Those measuring 158, I59, I6I and I62 mm.' were added 
to those measuring 160 mm. The results are shown' in a diagram 
(text-fig. I). in which the horizontal lines show the lengths in an 
ascending series, from the left, and the vertical lines indicate the 
numbers of rats of, or closely approximating to, each length. The 
diagram shows that rats of about 175 mm. form a majority, that this 
value is approximately the mean length q£ the race, and that the 
nuinbers of rats of each length become fewer as their lengths become 
further removed from the mean. It .shows, however, that indi
viduals 225 mm. in length. can be found and that they are clearly 
of the same race as those of 180 ,Inm. 

It must be pointed out that in constructing the diagram a large 
number of immature individuals have been included. Their presence 
accounts for the wider range below the mean than above it, which the 
diagram exhibits. It is well known that in any character capable of 
measurement, a group of related organisms shows equal deviation 
from the mean, both above and below it. We can infer therefore 
that, since there are at least three individuals of 225 mm. length (i.e., 
45 mm. greater than the mean). there must be a small number of 
mature individuals 135 mm. in length·or thereabouts, and th':tt the 
range in the length of the race is not less than go mm. f~xamina
tion of 'rats' of about 140 mm. length shows that some of them 
have the 3rd molar worll, arid this'i's usually considered a sign of 
maturity. No doubt can be thrown on the maturity of a certain 
small specimen-R. S. No. 674-which measures 140, ISS, 28, 
I4 mm., and weighs 65 ,gms., the 3rd Inolar being well worn. The 
specimen has been sent in spirit complete, so as to show thnt the 
uterus contains two embryos in an 8;dvanced stage of develop
ment# 
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As the immature have not been excluded, there must be some 
among those measuring 175 mm. which are not mature; if the~e 
had been removed the mean would be raised. Therefore, the mean 
shown in the diaaram is somewhat lower than the true adult mean. 
The immature ;ere included owing to the difficulty of saying 
whether many of the smaller individuals were mature or not. It is 
highly probable that some of the specimen~measufing 140 to IS0 
mm. in which the third molar is cut and even slightly wc;>rn, have not 
stopped growing. Because of this, it was thought best to include 
the measurements of all specimens received, and this has been done 
not only in the case of the Punjab rats, but in the case of all house 
rats from other places when they have been received in sufficient 
numbers. 

These measurements show that the house rats of the Punj ab 
hardly differ in length from the rats of Calcutta. Hossack's 
measurements of nin~ty Mus rattus afford the only standard available 
for comparison. The measurements of other writers are of " types." 
Hossack found pregnant rats of between 140 and ISO mm. length,. 
while among the ninety are six rats of over 190 mm. length; he 
states and repeats the statement" gradation of size is simply one 
'of age." It is possible that his meaning is not expressed fully; 
as it stands it is obviously erroneous. A man of six feet four is 
not always very old; moreover, Hossack's published figures con
tradict his statement, for while the ninety rats, contain only' six 
individuals between 19°-' 200, there are nine between 180-190,' 
and twenty between 170-180. These results are similar to those 
obtait1;ed for Mus rattus in other parts of India, and if arranged 
would show a similar diagram. 

The 500 measurements from the Punjab show that adult tats 
vary from (about) 140 to 22$. This is not evidence'that the Punjab 
race is larger than the Calcutta race, as the measurements were t~ken 
in a slightly different way in the two cases· moreover they are of 
500 Punjab rats and 90 Calcutta rats. Ho'wever, ,it ~ould not be 
a matter for surprise if the Punjab·· rats were somewhat larger. 
The results of length measurements obtained from such different 
places as the Punjab and Calcutta are therefore approximately 
the same. They will be compared with those from other parts of 
India. 

T aillength.-There is some evidence that the mean of the tail 
length in Punj ab rats is less than that of the Calcutta race also that 
in th~ Punjab there are groups of rats in which this value' is excep
tionally low,. At first sight Captain Davys' s measurements show sur
prisin~ differenc~s from those of the Calcutta race. Ma'ny are shown 
as haVIng the tat1length less than the length. This is partly due to 
t~e fact that t~e ineasurements were recorded by Davys from the first 
rmg of the tail, and not from the anus. On repeating some of the 
m~~sur~ments, but from the anus to tail tip after brief immersion in 
SpIrIt, It was found that the new values obtained were all about' 7 
mm. more than those of Davys's records. The difference of course 
wried with the size of the rat. In order to equalize the Calcutta 
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and Punjab measuremen~, 10 mm. was added to the tail length 
and subtracted from the length in the latter series; even after this 
very liberal allowance had been made, the difference between the 
Punjab and Calcutta race is .very apparent. Hossack's measure
ments show that the mean tail length of the Calcutta race averages 
125 % of the length. A,S mentioned before, the Punjab collection' 
was received in batches of about twenty individuals.. each batch 
being collected on a different date and often from a separate 
village. After making the allowance of + 10 mm., the average tail 
percentages of the groups vary from about 115 to 120. One or two 
exc,eptional batches .. however, show lower values. Lot D. C. shows 
the lowest of all. I 

LOT B. R. LOT L. T. LOT D. C. 

I I , 

L gth IT'll Percent- L tb (T '1~ Per-en ., at. 1 age eng. at. t 
, • i cen age. 

I 

L th T "I Percent-eng . at. age. 
----11 ___ -- ----,- 1 ___ -

184 210 113 

165 I91 115 
I75 190 108 
I93 215 III 

160 190 lIB 

175 I 198 113 
177 214 120 

171 194 123 

160 
176 
170 

170 

182 
162 

,190 

208
1 

' 21 5 ; 
191 ' 
213 1 

206 ! 
2051 

121 

117 
III 

122 

118 
118 
123 
121 

I25 
I17 

I 
186 '2 IS: . I IS 

194 113 

190 109 
196 112 
213 I 116 
19~ I 116 
204 115 

I~4 104 
: 184 104 
: 183 III 1194: 

~---'I-__ I-~-II 

172 

174 
175 
184 
169 
177 
171 
177 
164 
165 

aq:69 
! 175 106 

179 __ I~~_ 

IAverage: Average IIS'I Average 110'6 
J 

1 119·3 
I 

The measurements were all taken by the same hand, all in
dividuals received in each batch were included except those the 
length of which was less than 160. Small .and young rats were 
excluded, be<;ause the + allowance of 10 mm. would fall too heavily 
upon them; 'and because young rats have proportionately longer 
tails than adults (Hossack), Amopg the different batches fronl the 
Punjab, the Lot L. T. shows one of the highest average tail per
centages; Lot D. C. the lowestw Tlle average percentage of all the 
500 was not, calculated, as it would not accurately represent the 
value in the whole race. It must be about 117 

The writer considers that the above figures show firstly .. that 
the tail percentage of mixed Punjab rats is lower than the satne 
value in Calcutta rats" secondly t that as regards tail length the 
Punjab rats are not a thoroughly mixed race. The great difference 
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in this value shown by Lots L. T. and D. C. can only be explained 
by supposing that the rats were taken from groups the memb~rs 
of which had collectively different tail lengths. 

In the proportions of hind feet and ears the Punj ab race does 
not seem to differ from the Calcutta race. 

Colour.-As regards colonr the Punjab rats are peculiar in one 
respect. They are less variable than the rats of many. other parts 
of India. .A.mong many thousands, not one melanotlc form was 
met with. Those that were received by the Museum were in spirit, 
so that fine differences in colour could not be easily appreciated. 
A considerable number of them were washed and dried; hi these 
the coloured element of the fur was always of a reddish brown tint. 
The occurrence of white-bellied forms in the Punj ab is of particular 
interest. ~f~~ 

Pib. 2, the whi~e-bellied race-

I ~~ The -Museum had been receiving rats from the Punjab for some 
months without obtaining a single example ·of the white-bellied 
type. Because of the recent observations on the rats of Calcutta, 
it was thought to be one of the attribute,s of the species Mus rattus 
to produce white-beJlied forms occasionally, and yet although the 
rats that were arriving from the Punjab were exactly like many of 
the Calcutta race, there were no white-bellied ones among tJIem. 
Consequently Captain Davys was addressed on the subject. He 
replied that although he had often met with rats having pale 
coloured under par~, he had never, in the Punjab; seen a pure 
,vhite-bellied rat like' thgse he had previously noticed in Simla, 
which were as white below as a Gerbillus. 

Later on, however, a few white-bellied rats were sent from 
the Punjab, and finally a considerable "number of them. Davys 
paid special attention to the subject, and found that they could 
always be obtained from three particular villages 'out of the sixty
nine over which his operations extended. The other villages only 
contained the dark-bellied type. The three particular villages are 
~o~ adjacent, one of them is in the Lahore district. As the question 
1S lmporta.nt from more than one point of view (see pages 85, 92 ) 

the hst w~ll be quot~d as. we have received it. The rat-catching 
measures In the Pun] ab \vl11 doubtless be continued so that it will 
be possible to confirm or modify the statement at a l~ter date. 

AMRITSAR DISTRICT. 

Dhoniyia Kalan 30 0- Kaonke 300 
Mode 1,000 Bhadyiar 200 
Atari 400 Mahwa (or lVlahawa) 2,000 
Ruranwala 600 Bagyiarian 100 
Dhande I,OOO Galluwala 200 
Ranike . " 200 Raja Tal 2,000 
Rangarh 400 Bhaini 1,000 
Neshta 100 Doake 600 
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Baropal 
Bakna Kalan 
Bakna Khurd 
Her 
Hoshiarnagar 
Achinkot 
Lahori Mal 
Chicha 
Mahmudnagar 
Nahtupura 
Khera 
Jahtawal 
Maluwal 
Lahedwala 
Gharinda 
Nowshera Dhala 
Kasel 
Dhand 
Adelewala 
Manj 
Miran Kot 
Nurpur 
Madali Guru 
Raja Sansi 
Sarangdeo 
Chak Misri Khan 
Pundori Waraich 
Wairka 
Kamalpur 
Khaparkheri 
Sangatpura 
Isapur 

500 
88 

187 
57 

215 
87 

100 
123 
300 

'400 
81 

300 

132 
100 

45 
800 
300 
1-9 j 

227 
83 

435 
18 
93 

235 
16 

280 
253 
470 

17 
412 

21 
16 

Kheron 
Tarantaran 
Ibban 
Chatiwind 
Mehta 
Loharka 
Othian 
Bhullar 
Karyial 
None 
Kakkar 
Cb'abalmannan 
Deo 
l\Iakan wind 

LAHORE DISTRICT. 

Kila Jiwan Singh 
Thaipura 
Bhanuckah 

. 

427 
50 

124 
117 

50 

248 
58 
75 

110 

78 
44 

r07 
2 0 5 
117 

355 
238 
127 

JUI,LUNDUR DISTRIC1'. 

Kartarpur 
Honian 

LVALLPUR DrS1'RICT. 

Lyallpur 
AMRITSAR CITY 

III 

.2,786 

22,590 

Some of the high numbers are approximations. 
The three villages Addelewala, Nowshera Dhala and Kila Jhvan 

Singh contained white-bellied rats to the extent of about 10 % of 
the total number caught. The diagram, text-fig. 2, shows that these 
white-bellied rats scarcely differ in size from the common type. The 

10 

5 

100 135 
FIG. 2.-Diagram showing the length-frequency of S5 white-bellied MilS rallus 

from the Amritsar district (Davys). 
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irregularity of the diagram is due to the large number of young ones 
included. The adult maximum is indicated at 180-I8S mm., which 
seems somewhat high. 

The tail proportion was calculated in twenty adults; after 
making the ± 10 mm. correction it is found to vary from 127 % 
to 102 % with average of 115'3 %. This is low for the Punjab; 
much lower than the proportion shown by the Calcutta race. The 
skulls of these white-bellied rats were not found to differ from those 
of the common Punjab race, which do not seem to differ from the 
mixed Calcutta race in this respect. 'rhese rats are not all of the 
pure white-bellied type; many of them have a coloured stripe in 
the middle of the breast; they resemble the Simla race (Sml. 2) in 
this and all other respects. 

Pib. 3, cc Mus brahminicus"-

Among the house rats sent by Davys were two of exceptional 
interest. These resemble one another almost exactly but differ 
.from the common race in more than one respect. They both have a 
well-marked white star on the forehead, and the terminal third of 
the tail is pure white. These features are shown in plate i. The 
.sender alluded to them tentatively as a new species "Mus brah
minicus " (so called from the 'C' caste mark " on the forehead); and 
there is no doubt· that their peculiarities are better marked than 
those of many' species of the Mus rattus group. Since at feast 
twenty-two thousand house rats not showing these peculiarities 
were .captured in the district from which these two were'obtained, 
·one cannot regard the pair as part of an established race. 

The writer supposes them to be part of a " family group)' of 
'sports exactly comparable to the groups Rng. 8 and Ntl. 2. Such 
groups are too limited in their membership at present to be dignified 
by the term (' race" ; however they must each have some slender 
·chance, varying directly with their fitness, of becoming a race. 

The measurements of these rats, recorded by the sender, ar~ 
as follows :-

172 
167 

31 

29 
14 
13 

85 grms. 
95 grms. 

they are both of a much lighter colour than the average Punjab 
rat, their under parts are white, both were certainly adult, the 
female was pregnant (four embryos). Besides resembling one another 
·closely and differing widely from the average rat in colour, they 
resemble one another closely in length and weight and differ from 
the mean length (r80 mm.) and mean weight (140 grms.) of the 
Punjab race. 

This pair of sports is biologically of the utmost interest. The 
most noticeable peculiarity which they exihibit is the absence- of 
pigment from the terminal third of the tail. The change from the 
pigmented portion to the unpigmented is very sudden, so that 
.one scale possesses its full complement and the next is totally de
void of pigment. The change was so sudden that it called to mind 
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the human disease leucoderma; it was, however, felt to be impossible· 
to explain these extraordinary rats as .pathological freaks, for the 
two resemble one another not only in their tails but also in the 
forehead star, in size, and in the light brown colour of the coat. 

Seven species of rats have been recorded from Celebes and the 
Philippines, in all of which the distal third of the tail is devoid of 
pigment. They have received the names 1W: us xanthurus, cele
bensis, meyeri, everetti, mflcleari, luzonicus; together they form the 
" Xanthurus group" [8]. There seems, therefore, little doubt that 
rats showing this peculiarity are an established race in that part 
of the world. They must be as variable ~s the rats of India, for 
when met with they have, more often than not, received a differ
en t specific name. If the figure of the tail shown on pia te i be 
compared with the illustration of the tail of Mus 1nacleari shown 
on plate xii, P.Z.S., 1887, no difference can be seen in the appear
an<;e of the two appendages. One cannot escape from the con-, 
clusion tha~ the chara-cter, terminal caudal albinism, which is evi
dently the mark of a successful race in the neighbourhood of th{A 
Philippines, has arisen in the Punjab quite independently on this 
occasion and probably on many other occasions, in many other 
places. These sports can not be explained as reversions. Even 
if one makes the absurd supposition that the Xal1thurus group 
represents the parent stock of the Punjab rats, the latter race must 
be- s.eparated from the former by a vast number of generations, 
for nearly two generations of rats pass in one year. 

Pib.4, a Mus rattus with a white"-tipped and tufted tail-

The last cent~metre of the tail of this rat and the hair upon it 
are white. The white hair is usually long and projects 6 mm. be
yond the fleshy tip. This case is perhaps of small ilnportance; 
similar sports were noticed among the rats of Calcutta; they are 
especially common among Mus concolor. The same character has 
been noticed in Gunomys and Bandicota.. This case is mentioned 
because of the concomitant lengthening· of the hair. As the case 
of Pjb. 3 recalls the Xanthurus group of the Philippines, so in a 
lesser degree does this case recall Mus blanfordi of the Nilgiri Hills 
(Madras), the principal 'featttre of which is a tail white in its distal 
half with lengthening of the terminal hairs. 

Pib. 5, Gunomys sp.-· 

No less than 157 rats of this species have been s~nt by Davys 
from fields in the Amritsar district. They resemble one -another in 
having a tail proportion of about .75' %, a hind foot proportion of 
about 17 %. Their skulls aFe short and broad, and can be recognised 
at a glance from those of all other rats. Their skulls, howevet, 
resemble those of the newly defined genl1s Nesokia, except that in 
that genus the incisor teeth are broader and the palatine fora
men is concomitantly much: shorter than in Gunol1iys. (plate iii). 
The female Gunomys has a continuous row of teats on either side, 
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and produces about ten young at a birth. They form a concrete 
group sharply defined from all others; in deference to the la~est 
nomenclature they are spoken of as Gunomys. They were long 
known as N esokia bengalensis. 

From the collection eighty-five specimens have been selected 
as undoubted adults, and these alone have been examined in detail. 
The actual lengths of the specimens-are shown on plate v. They 
vary from. 173-235 mm., and form a continuous and almost unbroken 
series. The line of dots is flatter in the middle and steeper at the 
ends individuals of mediocre length being in the majority. Over 
half the total number are between 192 and 207 mm. in length. The 
five individuals above 230 mm., which are somewhat separated 
from the others, are all large males; there is no evidence that they 
are a separate race because of their size. The percentage of tail 
length in the length of each individual is shown by the zigzag At. 
which varies from 60-83 with an average of 70 or a little over .. 
The length of their hind feet is shown by the line A/. ; it is on an 
average about 16 % of the length. 

Comparing these with Hossack's measurem~nts of fifty mole
rats of Calcutta; we see that the Punjab mole-rat is somewhat larger 
than the Calcutta one. The slight difference in the tail and· foot 
percentages may be explained by the different way in which the 
measurements were taken in the two cases (seepage 18). The differ
ence in length, however, seems too great to be explained in this' w.ay. 

Fifty Calcutta mole-rats, " Nesokia bengalensis. " 

1Vlinimum. Maximum. Average of 50. 

Length 150 205 r82 
Tail percentage 6g 91 81·1 
Foot percentage IS 19 17·4 

In the eharacter of the fur the Punjab race differs considerably 
from the Calcutta race, so that it would be almost always possible 
to recognise individual specimens from either place, among a mixed 
~ol1ection. One cannot, however, describe a Punjab type, as there 
IS great variation among the specimens. Two individuals will be 
described'.: Specimen T. N. X. 3, a large female measuring 200, 
133, 32, T2; specimen K. R. S. 3, a large male measuring 210, 
158, 34, 10. 

Up to a certain point one descriptio;n will suffice for both. The 
co~our of the two animals is alike, and in general terms may be des
crIbed as dark greyish brown above, passing gradually into light 
grey below. The hairs which compose the dorsal fur are in both 
animals about 2 cm. long, the basal two-thirds of each hair being 
of the colour of a dark slate, the apical third being of a particular 
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shade of light brown nearly the same in both cases. The ventral 
surfaces are covered with shorter hairs each of which is grey with 
a fawn-coloured tip. In spite of these similarities the two specimens 
can be distinguished from one another with the greatest eas~ by 
passing the finger tips through the dorsal fur. In the female speci
men the fur is soft and silky, indistinguishable from that of a N esokia 
hardwickei,. which almost equals prepared sealskin in softness. 
The fur of the male is harsh and bristly to the touch, because some of 
the hairs are of much greater girth than the majority and are pointed 
and stiff!- others again are as long as 6 cm., of a black colour, and 
project far beyond the majority. In technical terms the fur of the 
male rat should be described as consisting of soft under fur, short 
spines and long bristles, while the female specimen would be des
cribed as being totally devoid of spines or bristles. Between these two 
extremes the eighty-five specimens show every intermediate grade. 
The difference is to a certain extent a sexual one, for the whole col
lection does not show a sirtgle adult male sp~cimen of the extreme 
soft-furred type. But although females are often soft-furred, some 
of them possess bristles and spines. There is no evidence that 
there is more than one race among t~e collection. Ho\vever, an 
exam,ination of groups of mole-rats from separate colonies or sets of 
burrows would doubtless show that the rats of some groups were 
collectively of the soft-furred type, while other groups would be 
more of the opposite type. 

It is generally easy to distinguish a GunonlYs of the Punjab 
from one of Calcutta. The soft sleek-furred type has not been met 
with in Calcutta. The mole-rats of the latter place always have 
harsh and bristly fur, soft under fur being scanty. Although in the 
Punjab rats bristles and spines are usually present, soft under fur 
is also plentiful in- every case. Calcutta mole-rats are generally 
of a cold dark greyish brown colour, Punjab ones being of a \varmer 
and lighter brown,.not infrequently of a reddish tint. 

'The skulls of the Gunontys from the Punj ab resemble those 
from Calcutta, except that the inolar series (and perhaps the' pala
tine foramen) is on the average longer in the Punjab race. This is 
apparellt to the eye as well as capable of being measured. It is, 
however, easy to find individual exceptions. 

- . The following are 'the measurements of five chance-taken 
skulls from a mixed collection from the Punj abe :-
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Length. Breadth. Nasals. Pal. for. Molars .. 

42°5 25 12 9 9 
100 58 28 21 21 

40 25'5 12°':-, 
,-' 9 9 

100 62 31 22 22 

38 23°5 II 9 8 
100 6['8 29 23 21 

26"5 
I 

9 9 43°5 12 
100 6r 28 20 20 

45 27 14 10 9
0

S 
100 60 31 22 21 

Twenty Calcutta Gunomys (Hossack). 

Length. Breadth. i Nasals. t Pal. for. Molars. 

Max. percentage 
Min. percentage 

Average 
'.' 

100 
100 

100 59'8 

17'5 
22'9 

18 

The Gunon~ys of the Punjab. and of Bengal are clearly of a 
different race. · 

Pfb. 6, Nesokia spo-

We have received forty-five rats of this species from the 
Anirit~ar district. They were found living in the same part of the 
district ~nd in precisely the same state as the Gun o1nys , but 
members of the two genera were always occupying separate colonies. 
The occurrence of these two genera, living side by side, is biologi
cally interesting from Inore than one point of view. Incidentally it 
illustrates the nl0dern meaning of the word cc genus" as applied to 
mammals: the separation of the genera Nesokia and Gunomys was 
made by an eminent systematist [5]. When large numbers of speci
mens from the Punjab belonging to both genera are mixed together, 
it i~ difficult to separate them by their outward appearance. In 
colour and quality of the fur members of the two genera are 
often indistinguishable; this is ~ot surprising, as they are all found 
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burrowing in the6ame sort of soil. All the Nesokia have soft sleek 
fur" but spme of the Gunomys resemble them in this respect. If a 
sleek Gunomys is placed in contact with a Nesokia so that the fur 
of both intermingle, the resemblance between the two is sometimes 
so great that not one point of difference can be appreciated. The 
members of both genera are variable in colour but in the same way. 
Those specimens of Gunotnys which have harsh bristly fur c~n, of 
course, be readily distinguished from the soft-furred N esokia; but 
because some of the Gunomys are sleek, a mixture of the two 
races cannot be readily separated by the appearance of the fur. 
In length the NesokiCB vary from 134-186 mm. ; the GunOl1tys from 
163-' 236; length is therefore of less value than colour in effecting 
a separation. From a record of tail percentages of the two genera, 
presented in the diagrammatic form shown on plate v, it might be 
thought that this character provided a means of distinguishing the· 
two races; however, the diagram shows that the Nesokia with the 
longest tail, and the Gunomys with the shortest, both have a tail 
percentage of 60, and the whole series of percentages range con
tinuously from 49-83. The foot is of no more use than the tail in 
identifying individuals of the two races. In the Museum the two 
are distinguishable at a glance, for N esokia has a very short pala
tine foramen and broad incisor teeth (plate iii). The difference 
between the two races must have been difficult to recognise in 
the field. 

Captain Davys, however, noticed when opening the burrows 
of mole-rats that they either contained small litter') of young ones 
(two to four) or large litters (eight to t\velve); he also noticed that 
the rats found in the former kind of burrow were. usually. smaller 
and had relatively shorter tails than those found in the latter. 
It was afterwards observed that females of the one race had few 
teats-almost invariably two pectoral and two inguinal pairs
while those of the other race had a continuous row of abOut eight 
on either side. The .difference in the number of the teats has long 
been known and led to the latter race receiving the generic name 
of Gunomys (the fruitful rat), the fortner retaining the name of 
Nesokia. 

The difference between the apparent fertility of these t\VO 
races is amazing when ,ve consider that they are living side by side 
in neighbouring fields. If the N esokia were the lnore fertile race, 
we should of course triumphantly point to this po\ver as an explana
tion of the fact that the small race·was able to live in competition 
with the larger Gunomys. It is, however, the Gunomys which 
appears to be two or three times more fertile than the N esokia. 

The lengths of all the undoubted adults received, twenty-four 
specimens in all, are shown on plate v; they vary in length from 134 
-197 mm. It happens by chance that these twenty-four specimens 
show about the same range of variation .in length as exhibited by 
the eighty-five Gunomys. If many more N esokia had been measured 
it is not likely that the range of variation wOltld have become 
much extended. The measurements of M us ratt~es, M ftS concolor, 
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lVesokia and Gu,no.mys all show that the range of ~ariation in 
iength is' about 40 % of the m~a~ length; the ~ame. IS proba~ly 
true of all small mammals. This IS not usually admitted by sys
tematists at the present day, although in I87I J A. Allen m~asured 
the lenoth of twenty-eight adult'squirrels and found that thiS com
parativ~IY small number exhibited a range of over 20 % of the 
mean.[I2]. I .., 

In the case of N esokia, ,however, there IS considerable eVidence 
tha t a pigm y race has arise~. or is ~risin~ in- a certain part of the 
Amritsar district. Some families of N esok'ta were sent ftom a field 
near the village of Atari; these included four ~dults. In length 
these fourmeasuife I46, I47, 151, I')5 mm., that IS to say, they are 
all well below the mean. The similarity of the skulls of these four 
is remarkable. 

The pigmy which measures 134 mm. is, however, from another 
part of the district. It ,vas specially sent by Davys as it was 
pregnant, bearing two embryos. The third molars of this specimen 
are well worn down. Its maturity cannot be questioned. 

Plate ii shows a series of seven N esokice selected from the 
t\venty-three to show gradation in length. Beneath them are 
shown the s~ulls of the same sev~n specimens. These skulls ex
hibit not only a difference in size, but a difference in form, for in the 
two marked S. B. B. I and S. B. B. 18 the ridges which mark the 
upper limit of the temporal muscles are visible bllt not prominent, 
and are set widely apart. In the skull P. C. M. 2 these ridges are 
more prominent and much closer together; this is the skull of the 
largest N ~sokia we have received. The rats designated ~. B. B. are 
the small ones from Atari already mentioned. Other skulls are 
intermeaiate in form as well .as si~e between the two extremes. 
The measurements given below show how the smalt skulls resemble 
one another and differ from the larger ones in the proportions 
of the molar teeth. 

The bodily proportions of Nesokia are shown on plate v. The 
percentage of the tail length in the length varies from 49 to 60 , with 
an average of about 54. The discontinuity of the two genera is 
cl~ar; there. is not the slightest upward t~ndency in the line of the 
tall proportion (Bt.) shown by the largest N esokia, although as re
gards length ~he two ra~e3 overlap by a wide margin. The percent
age ~f the hind foot IS between 17 and 18, or about I % hIgher 
than In Gu.nomys, but in this character there is a distinct downward 
tendency in the line shown by the largest specimens (BI.). ' 

The sk~l of a Nesokia is easily distinguishable from that of a 
Gunomys oWing ~o t~e abbreviating of the palatine foramen. The 
two races are qUite dl~continuous as regards this character, although 
~hey both show considerable variation (plate iii). Although this 
IS the most b' d'ff ' 

• 0 VIOUS 1 erence between the two types it is not 

lthe ,es~en~~al o~e. The teeth) both incisors and m~lars J are much 
arger In J.vesok'ta than l'n G W ' f th bb . . ' unomys. e can therefore see a reason 

bor e a revlat10n of the palatine foramen which has obviously 
een caused by the closing of the posterior half of thai- space. A 
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smaller skull being called upon to support more massive teeth res
ponded by half closing its palatine foramen. On either si~e of the 
groove which indicates the closure is a bony eminence encroaching 
on the gropve; if these eminences are opened the roots of the incisor 
teeth are discovered. The difference between the teeth of the two 
genera is great. In the smallest N esokia (length 134 mm.) the 
incisors together measure 4 mm. in breadth. In one of the smallest 
Gunomys (length 165) it is only 3 mm. The measurements of the 
molar series are shown below. Even among the Nesokite them
selves it is seen that the smallest skulls have the largest teeth not 
only relatively, but actually. A sku1142 mm. in length has a molar 
series of 7'5 mm. A skull of 35'5 mm. has molars of 9 mm. These 
are extreme cases. The difference in the appearance of the two 
skulls is striking. The skulls of Gunomys both frem lhe Punjab 
and Calcutta do not, however, show the same tendency. 

l~.feasurements 01 ten skulls of Nesokire from A1nritsat. 

Designation. Length. Breadth. Nasal~. 
I 
Pal. for. 

I 
~.folars_ 

----- ------ _._-- -- -

A. T. W 3 ~ 35 24 9'5 3'5 8 
68 , 100 2·7 10 , 23 

I 
S. B. B. I 1 35 23'5 10·5 4°5 8 

100 67 30 13 23 

1 355 24·5 10 4 
I 

9 S_ B. Bo 19 I 100 69 28 II 25 

s { 36 25 
I 

8 
· B. B. 18 IO~5 4 I 100 70 2'9 II 

I 
22 

( 36°5 24 10 4'5 i 8 
roo 65 27 12 I 23 

38 25'5 10 
I 

5 
, 

8 
t 100 67 2,6 13 21 

· B. B. 3 38-5 25 5 II 5 8·5 
-< 66 28 13 22 100 

S 

40'5 26 II 4·5 8 
roo 64 27 II 20 

4 I 27'5 11"5 4'5. 8"5 
..... 100 67 28 II 20 

· C. M. 2 1 42 27"5 11"5 6 

I 

7"5 
100 65 27 14 18 

p 
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If these figures are examined it ,vill be seen that the skulls of 
the N esokice as compared with those of Gttnomys are broader, h2:ve 
somewhat shorter nasals, very much shorter foramina, and longer 
molar series. They also show that on the whole the longest skulls 
have the smallest teeth; the longest skull of all-Po C. M. 2-also 
approaches the type of Gunomys in having relativ~ly the l?ngest 
palatine foramen. On the whole, however, there 15 no eV1dence 
that the longest skulls possess the longest palatine foramina. 

There is little doubt that, these twenty-four N esokice repre
sent two rac~s, a larger and a smaller. The small race is perhaps 
confined to the immediate neighbourhood of the village of 
Atari. 

Habits.-Before leaving the subject of the Punjab mole-rats, 
it m.ust be mentioned that not a single individual was found in a 
d welling-house or building of any description, although the mea
sures against rats were so thorough that both Mus mettada and 
Gerbillus indicus were on rare occasions caught in dwelling-houses. 
This is most remarkable, for there is not the slightest -doubt that 
the mole-rat, Gunomjls, is a common house rat in Calcutta, Ran
goon, Dacca and Darjiling. 

Pib. 7, Mus mettada-

Thirty-seven of these field !ats have been received frolll· Cap
tain Davys. Of these fifteen are considered to be adult, though 
there is some doubt as to the maturity of the smallest of them. 
The large proportion of young ones in the collection is due to 
the fact that when this rather uncommon rat has been met \vith, 
one or both 'parents together with their brood have been dug 
out from a burrow and the whole sent together' to -the Museum. 
Usually a mature female with her brood of two to four young have 
been received. These families are all from the neighbourhood of 
Amritsar, but were obtained at different times and in different 
parts ot" the district. Some of the broods show characteristic 
peculiarities of their own, equivalent to the family likeness among 
mankind; although the peculiarities which constitute a family 
likeness are trivial in degree, they are measurable, 'and are as large 
as those. on w hic~ "species" of rats have been· (I do not say, 
usually are) estabhshed. 

Because of a recent attempt [6] to split up the Mettads of a 
smal~ part of India into three species, it has been thought well 
to glV~ the full measurements of all the adults which \ve have 
received. 

The whole collection of adUlts has been arranged in a series 
as regards their length. As the number dealt with is small it is 
impossibl~' to say what the mean length is; it is probably ~bout 
145· If, Inste~d of arranging them in series, they are placed in 
groups accordlng to occasions on which they were received they 
present the following: Group A 132; B 154, 140, ISO, 130 ; -c. 
114, 128; I ',E 145, 134; F 142, 157; G 154; H 146. 
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Each group was collected at a different time and from a separate 
colony. There is little indication of similarity in the members of 
particular groups. If we examine the proportions of the several 
litters of young ones, family likeness is apparent. \Ve hav~ re
ceived in all seven or eight of them, though some have become 
mixed. 

The measurements quoted are of length and tail length" 

Batch. 

E.D.L" 

D. I. G. (two or three 
broods mixed). 

S. M. P. 

Length. 

--- -

j' 104 
105 

( 81 
82 
84 
92 
95 

l 
78 
80 
'81 

I 94 
91 

Tail. Percen tage. 

- - - - . --.. ~ 

68 65 
73 69 
67 82 
63 77 
67 80 
74 79 
79 79 
63 80 
63 78 
58 71 

64 68 
66 72 

~ __ "r _____ • __ 
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Batch. . Length. Tail . Percentage. 

177 61 76 j 83 76 91 
85 63 74 

F. E. 1\1. (two or three 85 65 76 
broods mixed). 1

86 65 75 
1 89 73 82 
L9 I 76 83 

The four lots were teceived on separate occasions; themembers 
of every brood must have been nearly of the same age except those 
of brood E. D. L. which are considerably older. The average tail 
percentage of the fifteen me~bers contained in ba:tches D. I. G. 
and F. E. lVI. together is 78·8. The broods E. D. L. and S. M. P. 
show values well below this average. 

It might be thought that this was evidence of two sep~rate 
races of mettada 'in the Punjab. However, an exa~ination of the 

" measuremen ts of the fifteen adults does not confirm this idea. 
The peculiarities' shown by the broods E.' D. L. and S. M. P. are 
probably due to family likeness. 

Colour.-All the specimens closely resemble one another in 
colour, the fur is about IS mm. long and very soft, like prepared 
sealskin, the basal three-fourths of each hair is of a very dark slate
colour, the remainder being fawn-coloured, sometimes of reddish 
tint. Some hairs project beyond the majority and have black 
tips. " 

The tails are variable in colour, they are alwaY<5 lighter below 
than above, but whereas some are pUlte. white below and scantily 
pigmep.ted on the upper surface, others are lightly pigmented belo,v 
and nearly black above. 

Skull.-The principal measurements of the skull are shown 
above. The great length of the palatine foramen, and the 
antero-posterior curvature of the upper surface are the principal 
characteristics. 

Habits.-It ll1U5t be mentioned that Davys found these field 
rats in d\velling-hnuses on two separate occasions. 

Captai~l Davys's operations extended beyond Amritsar into the 
Lahore, J ullnndur and "Lyallpur districts: in the foregoing descrip
tion the collection has been treated as a whole. 

The measurements of the Lyallpur rats are shown separately 
in the diagram, text-fig. 3. Unfortunately we have not as yet been, 
able to d~al with a large collectIon -of Gerbillus, Goalunda and 
shrews whIch have also been received from Amritsar. 
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FIG. 3.-Diagram showing the length-frequency of lOS 111US r,altus from Lyall
pur (Davys). 

Rawal Pindi. 

Captain H. H. Broome has sent measurements and skins of 
fourteen Mus rattus from Rawal Pindi. They were selected from 
among a large number in order to show the extent of the colour 
variation. Two of them are white-bellied, the others are pigmented 
below but are. variable above; in some the colour is light reddish 
brown, while in others the coloured element is mnch reduced and 
the general tone is much darker. The average length is approxi
mately 18o, but there is one specimen of 220 mm. 

BAI.UCHISTAN. 

Quetta. 

lVIr. W A. Cummings has sent us a well-preserved. collection 
of over fifty field rats from the neighbourhood of Quetta. He 
has also informed us that, so far as he can ascertain, there are no 
house rats in· Quetta. His excellent collection of field rats gives 
support to this statement, for, as a rule, house rats are caught with 
much greater ease than field rats. The relative number of the 
two kinds obtained from all parts of India shows this, but it must 
be remembered that Mr. Cummings, as the Honorary Curator of 
the Quetta Museum has approached the subject as a naturalist, 
whereas most of ou~ contributors have been Medical and Sanitary 
officers whose interest in house rats is special. For this reason I 
think that Mr. Cummings's statement requires confirmation. If it 
could be shown that the grain-sellers' shops of the Quetta bazaar 
are not infested with Mus rattus and if the cause of their absence , 
could ?e discovered J we should be in possession of important in
formation. 

More than half the collection is made up of Gerbillus e,yth,ura, 
the well-known Afghan antelope rat, the feet of which have hairy 
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soles. Since this species has been excluded from a recent compila
tion of the genus Gerbillus (or Tatera [13]), it is probable that the 
name given in the Fauna of British India has not been accepte~. 
The reason for this is not obvious for the skull of the spec1es 1~ 
scarcely to be distinguished from those of the Gerbilli found through
out India. 

Qta. I-

The collection contains a number'of Nesokice which, with one 
exception, very closely resemble one another in size, proportions 
and quality of fur. It has not been found easy to identify these 
with any particular species of N esokia. They are a, different race 
from the N esokice found in the Amritsar district. They can best 
be described in comparison with these latter. The fur is longer, 
much more ~bundant, and of a lighter shade in the Quetta 
race. 

Unfortunately measur~ments of the freshly killed specimens 
are not available, but it is likely that they are somewhat larger and 
have a slightly shorter tail than the Amritsar tats. One of them 
is' shown in plate ii, fig. I. The feet are certainly not larger than 
those of the other race. The skulls of the two races are indistin
~uishable, the large incisor teeth and the short palatine foramen 
being the peculiar fea ture in both. Judging from the stuffed 
speci~ens the average measurements of the race seem to be about 
rBo, 95, 30, r8. 

Qta.2-

One specimen differs from the others in two respects: the fur 
contains numerous long bristles 4S mm. in length, and the tail is 
somewhat longer. The latter point is not of much importance, but 
the former constitutes a striking difference for all the others are 
quite .devoid of bristles., Because of these'peculiarities, it was at 
first SIght suspec~e~ of be~ng a Gunomys, but examination of the 
skull shows that It IS a typical N esokia that is to say it has a short 
palatine foramen. ' , 

In regard to the question of the absence of Mus rattus from 
Quetta, the following passage may be quoted from the Bombay 
N H. S. !ourn"al, vol. xviii, NO.4, 1908, page 942 : "Mr. Ander
son enqUired If anyone had seen in Quetta the Indian house 
rat (Mus rattus). The reply was in the negative." The question 
was. put to the members of .the Baluchistan Natural History 
Society at Quetta. 

THE RATS OF THE HIMALAYAS. 

These. mus.t be considered together, for they collectively pre
sent certain differences from the rats of the plains. Moreover 
there ~re among them several distinct races which are easi1~ 
r.ecognlsable from one another. This enquiry has shown that th~ 
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hous~ rats ,?f India, so far as they have been examined, cannot 
easily be separated into ,distinct, races, although in some districts 
they are of purer breed or less variable than in others. The greater 
racial separation among hill rats appears to be a necessary effect 
of their environ~ent) which, by causing isolation, must encourage 
pure or inbreeding and lead to the establishment of dominant 
races. Apart frqm racial distinction..c; hill rats as a whQle show 
certain characters. Their fur is long, fine and plentiful, and 
coni1i>ines to form a warmer. coat than that of the lowland ~at. 
Moreover the tail of the hill rat is comparatively short. This is 
equally true of the rats of Kashmir, Naini Tal, Darjiling and. 
Katmandu., M us ier~oni is a rat which has an unusually long tail 
and spiny fur, and seems an exception to the rule, but it is not the 
common rat of Darjiling at the present day; it is probably an 
inhabitant of the low slopes of the Eastern Himalayas. 

The differences bet~een the highland and lowland rats seem 
to be of the same nature as the differences between the races of 
mankind which are similarly situated. It is certain that racial dis
tinctions are more frequent and more clearly defined among hi11smen 
than amo.ng plainsmen; it is hardly less certain that men of the 
various hill tribes of the Himalasras show collectively certain pecu
liarities. They are generally of shorter stature alld stouter Umb 
than the men of the plains. 

Himalayan rats have been received from Srinagar, Simla, 
N aini Tal, Darjiling and Nepal. They present some inter(!sting 
biological problems; the solution of wVich will require a wider 
investigation than has been carried out at present. 

Kashmir. 

We have received from Dr. Mitra of Srinagar the skins of ten 
rats caught in that district. One of these is a mole-rat of the 
genus Gunomys. The others belong to the Mus rattus group. 

Ksh.I-

Includes eight rats which were taken from a well-nlarked race. 
Although measurements of the freshly killed rats were not 
recorded, there is no dou.bt that the tails 'of all of them must 
have been ~horter than is usual among the members of the ilfus 
rattus group. When the dried tails are turned forwards and laid 
along the back, their tips do not reach the level of the ears. 
When the dried skins of lowland rats are examilled in this way, 
they commonly reach the tip of the snout or beyond. There is 
little doubt that the tails of these Kashmiri rats were hardly 
as long as the combined length of the head and body. 

In all the under -parts are pure white. 'l'he dorsal fur, 
though somewhat variable in colour, is dull reddish grey. The 
component hairs are long, slender and very plentiful, a!ld fornl 
a warmer coat than is found 011 lowland rats. Spines are 
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inconspicuous. Some of them h~ve well-developed bristles which 
are in one case as much as 5 cm. 1n length.. . . 

The characteristic feature of the race 1S the b1colorat10n 
of the tail. In all the lower surface of the tail is devoid of 
pigment and is sharply marked off from the pigmented upper 
surface. ' The ears are covered with fine hairs which are longer 
and more plentiful than those found in lowland rats. This 
peculiarity is doubtless concomitant with the general plenitude 
of the.fur. It causes the margins of the ears to appear as though 
fringed with 'white hairs. Microscopical examination, however, 
shows that the hairs of the margin do not differ, in the distribution 
and amount of their contained pigment,. from the hairs which cover 
the whole outer surface of the ear. It was found that all the 
hairs on the ear are pigmented only in the stouter basal half ;-the 
finer terminal half appears like clear glass beneath the microscope. 
The actual margin of the ear supports few or no hairs. The ap
pearance of the white fringe received by the naked, eye, is due 
to those hairs which, arising 'close to the margin, proj ect beyond 
it. It will be seen that this detail is of importance. 1'his race 
ha,s been regar~ed as Mus vicerex. On page 358, vol. ~vi of the 
Bombay N. Hr: S. Journal, Coloriel ... 4... E. Ward states: "We 
have practically settled' that Mus vicerex is the common rat of 
Kashmir." From the context it appears that this determination 
was 'made at the British Museum, where the type of Mus vicerex 
from Simla reposes. The eight specimens forwarded by Dr. Mitra 
all agree in being reddish grey above and pure white below, in 
possessing short bicoloured tails and apparently white-fringed 
ears. These are the essential characters of Mus vicerex. It is, 
however, by no means certain that the Kashmiri race is in direct 
genetic relation with that rat found at Simla which is the type of 
Mus vicerex, for most of the races of Himalayan rats have short 
tails, and the white-fringed ear seems merely a concomitant of the 
general abundance of the fur. The same character is well shown by 
our specimens of Mus blanfordi (Nilgiri Hills), which species also 
posses~es sleek abundant fur, but is certainly not closely related to 
Mus ~I~cerex. The question whether bicoloratioll of the tail can be 
independently acquired on many occasions will be discussed later 
on. This pa!ticular character was met with,in a' single rat in 
Ran~o.on whlch appeared to be a sport '; and also, in an unstable 
condltlon, among a small community of rats in Naini Tal. If we 
deny the possibility of its manifold origin we should do the same 
for the. char~cter of albiventralism, regard the white-bellied rats 
of Telhcherrl, Cawnpore, Calcutta and other places as of one stock, 
and SUppose that they hold themselves aloof from the other rats of 
those places. 

The skulls of these eight rats do not seem to differ from those 
of the lowland rats. 

The tail.of one of the ~ashmir rats, though darker above, 
shows a certaln amount of plgment in the skin and hairs of th~ 
lower surface. 
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Ksh .. 2-

This heading is reserved for one rat which possesses a uni
coloured dark tail. The appendage is incomplete, so its length is 
unknown. The fur is plentiful, but the component hairs are 
shorter and stiffer than in most 'of the eight rats included in group 
Ksh. I. 

Ksh. 3, Gunomys wardi-
One specimen was obtained. The dry skin measured 2~0 mm. 

in length, the tail 120. The fur is long, soft and plentiful; bristles 
are present but inconspicuous. The skull has a long palatine fora
men me9.suring 10 mm., the molar series being I mm. less than this. 

Simla. 

We have received from Captain G. I. Davys fifty-eight speci
mens of the Mus rattus type, and three mole-rats of this place. It 
was somewhat surprising to find that none of the fifty-eight pos
s~ssed bicoloured tails, for this is the characteristic feature of Mus 
vicerex, a species which was described in 1903 from eleven rats caught 
in Simla. This anomaly is explained by the supposition that the 
eleven rats from which the type of Mus vicerex was chosen were all 
caught within one limited area in the Simla district. This supposi
tion will be vindicated in considering the rats of N'aini Tal. 

Of the fifty-eight specimens nearly all are of the white-bellied 
type. As regards size and length of tail they scarcely differ 
from the Punj ab type of Mus rattus. The collection contains 
many juveniles, but among rats measuring over 150 mm. in length, 
those of 170 mm. are in the majority; but there are two specimens 
which measure over 200 mm. 

The tail length' is about I IS % of the length. This is short 
for Mus rattus, but not shorter than is found in some groups of the 
Punjab rats. The tails of all of them are black or blackish brown, 
and show the same depth of pigmentation on the upper and lower 
surfaces. The collection will be divided in the following manner :-

Sml.l-
This group includes three rats which do not show white fur on 

any part of the body. They do not, however, closely resemble one 
another in colour. One of them is semi-melanotic; it is, however, 
a young rat, and such are generally darker in tone than adults. 

Sml.2-
This includes the remaining fifty-five, all of which show some 

white fur. They may be arbitrarily divided into the following 
sub-groups :-

Type A.-Contains seven specimens of the pure white-bellied 
:type in which every hair on the belly, breast and throat is pure 
white. 
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Type B.-Contains ~went~-three specim~ns ~hich res~mble 
'type A but possess a coloured hne about one Inch In length In the 
middle line of the breast between the fore legs. 

Type C.-Includes twenty-six'spe~imens which show areas of 
white fur on the ventral surface but which are not of types A or B. 
Some of these show a dark stripe in the mid-ventral1ine along the 
whole length of the under side. In others this line spreads out
wards in a diffuse manner to meet the coloured sides, so that there 
are four isolated areas of white fur on the in!1er side of. each of the 
limbs. 

Sml. 3, Gunomys sp.-

There are three examples of thi~ species which resemble one 
another very closely. They are of large size and are covered with 
coarse bristly fu~, the bristles being stout and 6 ems. in length. The 
measurements are-

237 187 44 IS 
235 br. 45 IS 
247 br. 41 '18 

In colour they closely resemble the Punjab Gunomys, but they 
are somewhat larger than the largest of these. Their skulls 
measure-

I 

Length. Breadth. Nasals. Pal,. for. Molars. 

47'S 27'5 14'5 10 9 
100 58 30 

48'5 29 14'5 10 9 
100 I 59 30 

45'S 27 13'S 9'5 9 
100 S9 30 

I I 

Naini Tal. 
~he rats in th~ neighbourhood of Naini Tal were recently 

exat~l1ned b~ the writer. Since plague preventative measures were 
not In fo~.ce It was not possible to examine them in great numbers. 
Observatl.o~s were made in five separate places. In the outhouses 
of the Nalnl Tal B:ewery (alt. 5,000 feet)-five specimens. Bhowali 
Bazaar, a place situated about ten miles to the east of N aini ,Tal 
(alt. about 5,000 feet)-two specimens. Naini Tal Bazaar at the 
southern end of the lake (alt. 6,40 0 feet)-nine specimens. A 
European. store at the northern end of the lake (alt. 6,400 feet)
~our spe~lmens. Two adjacent houses on Ayapata Hill 'With 
Intervening outhouses (alt. 6,900 feet)-eight specimens: These 
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last are quite different from the others as regards color~tion of the 
tail. Only those which were quite- complete and freshly killed were 
measured. Several of them a(e immature. 

Length. Tail Foot Ear 
length. length. length. 

--- -

Ntl.l-

Brewery { 170 21S (126) 34. 22 
174 202 t116) 29 24 

Bhowali . 
200 (9S) . 205 32 22 

fI

7

0 200 30 24 

Naini ISO IS2 (101) 30 22 } Caught t 
gether-

Bazaar 144 154 (107) 30 22 probably 
l142 148 (104) 29 23 one litter. 

0-

r127 128 (roo) 26 19 }All imma 
ture-pro N aini Store .. ~ 123 132 (107) 27 18 

~ ably ope l 123 142 (115) 27 19 litter. 

b-

Ntl.2- I 

[12
5 138 (110) 30 22 

lOS 107 (101) 27 18 

Naini Aya- 147 162 (110) 29 22 

I ISO 169 (II2) 29 22 pata House 
162 180 (III) 32 23 

L18S 197 (I06) 32 26 

" 
The measurements show that the tails of these rats are rela

tively shorter than those of lowland rats It is obvious that the 
rats of the Ayapata group do not di~er in this respect frotn the r~ts 
taken at the level of the lake. 

As regards colour the· whole collection may be des~ribed to. 
gether, for in this respect the members of it collectively resemble 
one ~nother and differ from most' lowland rats. The brownish 
element in the fur is present, but in abeyance, so that the general 
tdne is dark grey. All of them appear whjte below, but two of 
them have coloured breast stripes, and in some of the Ayapata 
group every hair of the ventral. surface is pale grey at the base; 
but at least three of this group have pure white ventral ittr. A 
few of them have.- scanty fur with bristles and spines, and scarcely 
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differ from lowland rats in this respect, but in most of them the 
fur is plentiful, long and soft and devo~d of. spines and bristles. 
Those with long soft hair usually have white-fringed ears. No type 
of fur is peculiar to anyone local group. The individual with the 
longest and softest fur belongs to the Ayapata group, but the same 
<Yroup contains a specimen with somewhat bris.tly scanty fur. An 
~ld rat from the Brewery isconspicuous for the length and softness 
of its fur, which is devoid of bristles. 

It must be strongly emphasized that the average quality and 
colour of the fur in the Ayapata group is not different from that 
of the rats found at the level of the lake. All are variable, but 
specimens can be readily _ selected from the Ayapata group and 
from the lake group which exactly resemble one another, except 
in the coloration of the tail. The truth of this €annot pe too strongly 
expressed. 

Ntl. 2, the Ayapata group-

The circumstances of the Ayapata group will be related in 
some detail as they are of great biological interest. Traps were 
set in a certain house on Ayapata Hill. The first capture was of two 
young rats caukht together 011: the same night and in the same 
cupboard. These were so equal in their immaturity, that they 
were considered to be of the same litter . At first sight they did 
not ~eem to; differ from the young rats of the bazaar. They were 
coated with soft dark grey fur, and their tails were relatively short. 
The tail of one. of them was perfectly bicolonred, the lower half of 
its circumference was devoid of pigment and bore white hairs, the 
upper half ,vas deeply pigmented and bore black hairs. The line 
of demarcation was sudden. The second specimen resembled the 
first except that the pigmented area of the tipper surface did not 
reach to the tip of the tail, so that rather more than a third of the 
terminal portion of the tail was ,,"hite in its whole circumference. 

These. two specimens caused great perplexity. By every 
systematic rule ~hey should be of different species, each, again, 
being ~ifferent from that found in the bazaar. The specimen with 
the completely bicoloured tail should- be either Mus vicerex or Mus 
niveiventer, both of which species occur in the Himalayas and have 
short bicoloured tails; it is especially like the latter, which has greyish 
fur.' The other specimen, in its_partially bicoloured tail, resembles 
Mus berdmorei [4], a species which has been found in l\ianipur and 
Tenasseripl, but not in the countries between. The circumstan~es, 
however, plainly indicate that these two rats are of the same race 
and that they are more nearly related to the rats of Naini Bazaar 
than to Mus niveiventer, which was discovered fifty rat-generations 
ago in Katmandu but has not been rediscovered. 

Traps were set in 'a neighbouring house and in the interven
ing outhouses, with the result that six more rats were caught; 
the taRs of -all of them were pure white below, the pigmentation 
of the upper surface extending along the tail to a variable distance 
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from the root. In only one specimen does the dorsal pigmentation 
reach to tlie tip of the tail; plate iv, fig. 4, shows the tail of this 
rat as viewed from the side. In four specimens the pigmentation 
reaches only a short distance) so that most of the upper surface 
as well a~ the lower surface is pure white (fig. I). In three others 
it reaches up to or beyond the middle of the tail but does not reach 
the tip; the tail of one of these latter, which was preserved in 
alcohol, is shown in plate i, fig. 2b. It was not possible to 
photograph the others for they were preserved as stuffed skins, 
in which state the lower surface of 'the tail is yellowish grey like 
'old parc4ment. and that sharp contrast which is so necessary for 
phdtographic reproduction is lost. The figures on plate iv were 
drawn from the stuffed specimens. The contrast between the 
pigmented upper surface and the lower surf.ace is. much better shown 
in· plate i, which is a reproduction of a photograph. 

The partial albinism of the tail of each of these rats shows 
clearly that they must be of intimate relationship; they are ih 
fact a l~rge family group or a small race, but ()ne cannot tell, from 
the eight"specimens, what the type of that race is. 

The single specimen with the wholly bicoloured tail resembles, 
as regards its tail, many known species ,-M us vicerex, niveiventer, 
jerdoni, bukit, rapit, all these being highland rats. This single 
specimen, however, cannot be considered as the "type" of the 
group. At least two of them, one of which is illustrated in plate i, 
resemble Mus berdmorei of Tenasserim and Manipur. 

The skulls of these rats are of the Mus raltus type. The 
. biological interest of the group is further discussed on page 89. 

Dariiling. 

A small collection was recently made in this district by l\lr. 
Hodgart. This includes five of the Mus rattus group and eleven 
mole-rats. The five specimens of Mus rattus' are from three separate 
places-Darjiling, Ghoom and Sonada. They will be considered to
gether with five 'rats which were caught by Dr. Hossack in'Darjiling. 

Dil. I-
The ten rats resemble one another so closely that they l1lust 

be members 6f one.pure-bred race; their skulls are of the Mus rattus 
type; they are covered with abundant long soft fur, in which the 
brown element is so poorly developed that the tone of ~he dorsal 
surface is almost black. Each hair on the ventral surface is of a 
dark slate-colour; with- a fawn-coloured tip. The tails are much 
shorter than those of lowland rats. In every specimen, the upper 
surfaces of the feet are covered with white hair, the so~es being 
deeply pigmented. This race is as distinct as the Kashmir race, 
Ksh. r, which it resembles 'only in the softness of the fur and the 
shortness of the tail. Dr. Hossack, who considered the"ra~e to ~e 
'Mus nitidus, observed that the tails o( thes~ :Darjiling rats were 
somewhat lighter below than above: The tails of rats fro~ lua·ny 
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other places show this peculiarity, especially if they are, thoroughly 
washed in alcohol. The Darjiling race is quite different from the 
Kashmiri and Naini races, in which not only the lower surface of 
the body but also that of the tail is pure white. The measurements 
of the ten specimens are as follows :-

Length. Tai11ength. Hind foot. Ear. 

------

I . 
Darjiling Telegraph Office 1 183 18): 36 21 

180 166 36 24 

Ghoom Bazaar 198 207 36 22 

Sonada { 147 131 32 20 
178 162 37 22 

r 180 37 21 
I 130 135 33 20 

Darjiling rats (Hossack) ~ 130 140 32 20 
I I95 185 36 22 
l 185 185 35 22 

The measurements are of freshly killed rats with unbroken tails. 
Three of these rats are immature. The measurements show that 
the average length of the race is about 180 mm. and that the length 
of the tail is somewhat less than that of the ,head and body. 

Dil.2-

Eleven typical specimens of Gunomys bengalensis were caught 
in the ho~ses of the bazaar at Darjiling, Ghoom and Sonada. They 
are thickly furred and bristly, but differ from the Simla group 3 
in size. An average specimen measures 197, 142 , 33, 21. They 
seem ~o be common house rats in Darjiling ; they were caught during 
the rainy season. 

Nepal. 

Thanks are due to Lt.-Col. J Manners-Smith who, despite 
mor~ than one. unsuccessful attempt, eventually succeeded in 
sendIng two consIgnments of live rats to. the Indian Museum, as 
well as a number of specimens in alcohol. 

We have received in all nine house rats eight mole-rats and a 
bandicoot. ' 

Npl. I, the rattus group-

The rats of this group which we have received from Katmandu 
belong to a distinct race, distinguished by the large size of its 
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members and the abundance of their fur. Our conclusions are 
based on the examination of four rats which were received alive, 
and confirmed by an examination of five specimens received in 
alcohol. The measurements are-

205 
234 
210 
206 

220 
225 
210 
227 

37 
37 
39 
38 

28 
27 
26 
27 

Considering these measurements and judging also from the five 
spirit specimens, we may conclude that the average length of the 
members of the race is about 210 mm., and the average tail length 
some 5-IO mm. more than this. The hind feet are relatively short. 
The fur is remarkable for its length and density, spines are absent 
in some, present but inconspicuous in others. Slender bristles 4-5 
cm. in length are present in all. 

The general colour of the fur is not unlike that of Mus decu
'manus; the brown element is well represented, the terminal quarter 
of each hair being yellowish brown. In this respect they differ 
from the darker rats of the Darjiling race (Djl. 1). 

The hairs of the ventral surface are long and plentiful, with 
grey bases and reddish fawn-coloured tips. The whole circum
ference of the tail is deeply pigmented. The ears, unlike those of 
most thickly furred rats, are covered with very short inconspicuous 
hairs; except for their size, the skulls show no constant peculiarity. 

Npl. 2, Gunomys tarayensis.(?)-
There are eight specimens from Butal, a place situated in the 

plains on the Nepalese ffontier. They were taken from burrows 
in the fields. 

They closely resemble one another and are remarkable for 
the length and density of their fur; an average specimen measures 
196, 140, 31, 2I. Their skulls resemble the Gunomys of Calc;utta. 

Npl. 3, Bandicota nemorivaga-
One specimen from Katmandu must be referred to this species ; 

it. is not more thickly furred than the members of the same species 
found in Calcutta, and it appears to be indistinguishable from these 
in every way; it was found burrowing in the gardens of the Resi
dency. It measures 260, 225, So, 30. The length of the nasal 
bones is 34 % of the total length of the skull. 

THE UNITSD PROVINCES. 

Allahabad. 

We have received the measurements and skins of r82 rats froln 
Lieut. Palmer. This useful collection consists entirely of Mus raltus. 
The frequency with which rats of different lengths occur, is dis
played by the upright lines in the diagram, text-fig. 4. This shows 
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that the rats of 165 mm. in length are in th~ majority, but that 
rats' of 200 and 205 mm. are to be found. This diagra~ ag~ees 
with that \vhich displays the length-frequency of the. PU~J ab rats, 
text-fig. 1. The difference of Iomm. bet~een the m.axlma In the two 
cases is accounted for by the fact that In the Punjab the measure
ments were taken from the first ring of the tail to the snout, while 
at Allahabad they were· taken from the anus to the snout. The 
distance between the anus and the ~rst ring of the tail in an average 
sized rat is about 10 mm. It must be emphasized that these 
measurements were recorded by two different persons, both un-
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FIG. ~ 4.-D1agram showing the length-frequency of 182 Mus t'altus from 
Allahabad (Palmer). 

acquainted with the purpose to which their records were to be put, 
and that, without excluding, immature specimens all the mea
~uremen~ have simply been sorted into groups a~d represented 
In the diagrams. They show conclusively that a rat of 145 mm. 
and one Ofll205 mm. may be of the same race. It has been already 
shown, in mentioning some' of the latest additions to Indian'mam
malian fauna, how little this fact ,is realised. 

In the proportions of the tail feet and ears the Allahabad 
rats do not seem to differ from the'rats of Calcutta as described 
by .Hos~ack. According to the colour of their fur 'they may be 
divided Into three groups. 

Alh. 1-

Includes 169 rats of the yellowish brown dark-bellied type. 
They are variable in the colour and character of 'the fur, and 
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especially as regards the bristles and spines. They are included in 
one group because they show no white fur on the abdomen although 
some are lighter below than others. 

Alh.2-

~ncludes twelve rats differing from the others in being white 
below. These do not show the coloured stripe in the mid-line of 
the breast which is often present in white-bellied rats. In one 
of them although the ventral fur appears pure white, each of the 
component hairs is light grey at the base' in the others every hair 
is white in its whole length. ' 

, . 
Alh·3-, 

I~cludes one albino specimen; it is of a pale straw-colour rather 
than pure white. The ears, nose and feet are devoid of pigment. 

Cawnpore. 

Captain H. Fulton has sent the measurements and stuffed 
skins of thirty-one specimens of Mus rattus. The lengths of these are 
displayed in the diagram, text-fig. 5, which shows that rats' of about 

10 

5 

195 
FIG. s.-Diagram showing the length-frequency pf 29 Mus rattus from Cawn

pore (Fulton). 

I70 mm. are clearly in the majority. This collection has been 
made with particular care, and does not include any specimens of 
doubtful maturity. The diagrammatic representation of these 
measurements is therefore of special interest. In regard to pro
portions there seems little difference between the rats of Cawnpore 
and of Cal~utta. The average tail-length among the .grottp is a 
little over 120 % of the length of the head and body. The collection 
falls naturally into three groups according to colour. 

Gnp. 1-

The eye can distinguish two of them from the others at 
a distance of fifty yards owing to their black colour. On close 
inspection it is seen that they do not entirely resemble one another. 
In one specimen, a male measuring 145, 188 (br.), 31, 32, the back 
is covered with hairs. most of which are dark slate-grey in the lower 
two-thirds of their length, and black in the upper third. Intermingled 
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with these are numerous flat, pointed spines of a light. grey 
colour with black tips. Besides these there are many slender brIstles, 
about '3 cm. in length and black in colour, showin~ a dark green 
iridescent lustre. The green lustre can be seen on a sIngle extracted 
hair if light comes to it at a partic~lar angle; it is often to be seen 
on the bristles of Mus rattus, especIally when they are wet. There 
is no sign of a yellow or brown tint in any. of the hairs. The ven~ral 
fur is dark slate-grey. The second specImen, a female measurIng 
144 201 33 24 is at a yard's distance almost indistinguishable 
fro~ the' other· 'close examination, however, shows that it differs 
in the following respects. ,The light grey spines are much less 
numerous, and less conspicuous among the fur. The bristles are 
not more than 2 cm. in length and do not show iridescence.· There 
is a brownish element in the general colour. The fur of the flanks 
and shoulders especially shows a distinct trace of yellowish 
brown. 

It is remarkable that these two black rats, although obviously 
mature, are the two smallest specimens in the whole .collect jon. 
There is some evidence to show that the black Mus rattus is vsually 
smaller than the brown. Hossack, in speaking of the few black 
rats obtained in Calcutta, says, "except that none of the eight 
exceed 16·5 cm. in length, there is notliing in either the body 9r 
cranial measurements to distinguish them from normally coloured 
rats." We have received four black and three brown specimens of 
Mus rattus from Freemantle, Australia. The former are all smaller 
than the latter. 

It has been shown in describing the rats of Rangoon that 
blackness is not associated with smallness in the allied genus 
Gunomys. 

The skulls of these two black rats from Cawnpore are some
what unlike one another; although there is only half a millimetre's 
difference between their total lengths , there is a difference of 2 mm. 
between the lengths of their nasal bones. 

Cnp.2-
Includes seven specimens in which the fur covering the 

lower surface of the throat, breast and belly is white. In two 
of. the~e the ventral fui- is long and pure white, perhaps with a 
fa~nt tln?e of lemon-yellow, but there is no coloured stripe in the 
middle hne of the breast. In the other five there is some colour 
in thi~ situation; in one th: hah:s in the mid-pectoral line are pale 
grey, In another pale grey tipped with fawn in a third the coloured 
line is very distinct and joins a transvers~ line which crosses the 
breast between the fore legs. 

Cnp. 3-

. This includes the remaining nineteen, all of which are dark
belhed! each ve~tral hair being, as usual, dark grey, tipped with 
yellOWIsh or reddish brown. 
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In order to be able to express the amount of difference in 
appearance between the members of these groups, the writer as
certained by trial the longest distance at which a person of normal 
vision could distinguish the three kinds from one another. I twas 
found that in a ~ood light the three ~ould be easily named at a qis
tance of thirty yards, and less easily even up to fifty yards. 

O~ the one hand, we have seen in discussing Mus listoni and M. 
comberi, that at the present day species are founded on such small 
differences that the ~act of their being at all appreciable by 'the 
naked eye is considered noteworthy, while on the other hand we 
now see that differences which are appreciable at a distance of 50 
yards are not considered of specific value. This is the natural 
outcome of the conviction that organisms of any particular 
species-elementary or indivisible-can only give hirth to off
spring of the same species. This conviction is of course based 
on the conlmon experience that'like as a rule gives birth to like. 
The belief that there are no exceptions to this rule is so strong that 
evidence afforded by the eye cannot be believed, and certain species 
have been considered indivisible but polymorphic. Mus rattus 
is one of these. All who have written about Oriental rats are 
agreed that the common brown Mus rattus (alexandrinus or ru/escens) 
usually has.a brown belly, but that there is a second form with a 
white belly, and some have justly considered that the black rat is 
merely a third form. But ~ll have regarded the two or the three 
forms as one indivisible species. It has been felt that to regard 
them otherwise would be to admit the discontinuous and manifold 
origin of species. 

Although it is difficult to gauge the general opinion of biolo
gists from the writings of individuals, it seems that this admission, 
so distasteful to many, is gaining in favour at the present day; 
the evidence afforded by the rats ·of India seems to be in favonr of it. 

Hardwar. 

Mr. Pitambar Paul has sent a useful collection of fifty Mus 
rattus in alcohol, with measurements of each. 

The lengths of these range from 140 to 200 mm. A large nuulber 
of immature individuals have been included, but there are more 
rats of 180 mm. than of any other length. If their lengths are 
arranged according to their frequency they show the same kind of 
diagram as text-fig. 2, in which the measurements of a large num
ber of immature rats were i~cluded. 

As regards colour they are all of the brown dark-bellied type 
found commonly throughout Northetn India; two of them are 
white-bellied with a broad coloured stripe in the middle line of the 
breast and abdomen. 

Ballia. 

The Civil Surgeon of Ballia has sent a typical dark-bellied Mus 
rattus. 
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Gonda. 

We have received eighteen rats in alcohol from the Ciyil Surgeo~ 
of Gonda. Sixteen of these are of the brown, dark-b.elhed type 0_ 

Mus rattus and show no peculiarities; two are typical examples 
of 'Gunomy; bengalensis, probably from the fields. 

Ghazipur. 

Mr. R. S. Misra has sent the measurements, skins and skulls of 
seven rats. All are' brown speci~ens of Mus rattus.;. two of th~m 
have white bellies, the others .being of ~he cO,mmon dark-belhed 
type. 

A zamgarh. , 

The Civil Surgeon of this place ,has s~nt four ~brown, dark
bellied Mus rattus. 

Saharanpur. , 

Mr. K. V Amin has sent two htiuse'rais and a'shrew~ The rats 
are large examples of the'common'brown, darK-bellied ~ype of Mus 
rattus" Their lengths 'are 1'93 and',:2oo'mm: 

M oradabad.' 

Lt.-Col. M. C~dell has sent:f~~r specimens,,·of.Mus:r~ttu$; ·they 
,are of the brown, dark-belli~d typ~., ,Their~ lengt4s' ~re :162,. 181:, 
185, 190. Their propprtions are normal. 

Bulandshahr. 

Captain K. J Walton 'has sent five ,bi-own; -dark-bellied Mus 
,attus of ordinary size and proportions. 

Luclutow, Rai Bareili, Dt;hra Dun, Agra. 

Mr. P. Stebbing has sent four rats froth Dehra Dun, Mr. R. A. 
Hodgart has obtained ten from Lucknow and one' from Agra, and 
there are four from Rai Bareili sent by an unknow:o. correspondent. 
These nineteen rats closely resemble one another; they are' all of the 
common yel1owi~h brown~ dark-bellied type of Mus rattus obtained 
from Allahabad, Cawnpore' and many other places. ' .. 

CENTRAL INDIA AND THE CENTRAL PROVINCES. 

Nowgong. 

Captain J Skinner has sent the large number of 115 rats with 
~he measurements of each. Of th:~se eighty-one are Mus rattus, one 
1S Mus mettada, and the refl1.ainder are Gerbillus indicus. The 
lengths of the house, rats are' shown in the diagram" text-fig. 6; 
they vary from ISO to 210 mm., those of 180 and 185 being. iii . the 
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majority: The rats of Nowgong therefore appear to be somewhat 
larger than those of other parts of India, but this may be due to 
some peculiarity in the recorder's method. 
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FIG. 6.-Diagram showing the length-frequency of 81 Mus "altus from Now
gong (Skinner). 

In their proportions and in ~he colour of the fur they show 
no peculiarities; they are all of the yellowish brown, dark-bellied 
type. One of them shows a clear white streak in the middle of 
the breast like the rats sho.wn in plate i. 

The single specimen of Mus mettada does not seem to differ 
from the Punjab Mettad. 

It has not been found possible to include Gerbillus in this 
report. 

Buldana. 

We have received fifty-three dried skins and skulls from Mr. 
Srinivaslll Naidu. This collection contains twenty-two Mus rattus. 
twenty-three Gerbillus indicus, four Gunomys bengalensis and four 
Mus mettada. 

,Bld. I, Mus rattus-

These are of the yellowish brown, dark-bellied type; all are 
somewhat darker than'usual, and resemble one another closely. 

Bld. 2, Mus mettaaa-

There are four dried skins and sk;ulls of these field rats. The 
skins have been stretched in drying so that they do not directly 
indicate the size of the- rats from which they were taken. Two of 
them are about 180 mm. in Length, the other two being about 150. 

Teats can be found on the smaller skins only, so that the differ
ence in size, which in the live rats was probably only about 
20 mm., is most pro\>ably sexual. It is, however, possible that 
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the smaller and the larger were taken from different colonies ... In 
fur quality the four resemble one another very closely; they dtffer 
from the Punjab Mettads in having shorter and darker fur. In 
the latter the length of the dorsal hairs is about I? mm., ~he 
colour dark slate-grey with about 3 mm. of the termInal portIon 
of a reddish fawn. In the Buldana Mettad the fur is about 10 mm. 
in length, the coloured terminal portion being about 2 mm. in 
length. In both the fur is as soft and silky as mole-skin. No con
stant differences can be found between the skulls of the two races. 

The lengths of the palatine foramen and the upper molar 
series in each of the specimens is as follows: 9 and 6, 8·5 and 6·5, 
8 and 6, 8·5 and 6. The large excess in the length of .the palatine 
foramen is well known to be the characteristic feature of the skull 
of this species. 

Bld. 3, Gunomys bengalensis-

The four skins have evidently been taken from large rats, one 
skin measuring as much as 270 mm. from snout to root of the tail ; 
the rat from which it was taken probably measured as much as 
240 mm. Two of the others tUust have been about 200 mm. in 
length, and the fourth about 175. There is a considerable differ
ence in the character of the fur ·of the four specimens. They are 
all greyish brown, but the two medium-sized specimens have very 
light coloured bellies sharply contrasting with the darker sides, 
while in the largest specimen the belly is dark and this contrast 
is not seen. 

It happens that the two light coloured specimens very closely 
resemble a skin of a Gunomys from Chingleput in Madras ,-much 
more closely than they resemble the other specimens from Buldana. 

In spite of the differences in colour the skulls of the four re
semble one another very closely, all being considerably narrower 
t~an ~he average skull in a mixed race of Gunomys such as is met 
WIth In Calcutta. They resemble in this respect the skulls of the 
melanotic race of Gunomys found in Rangoon, but are somewhat 
narrower even than these. It is probable that increased size is 
cor~elated with diminution in the breadth of the skull, as in Gunomys 
varzus and the genus Bandicota. 

The measurements of these skulls are as follows :-

Length. Breadth. Nasals. Molars. Pal. for. 

39·5 22·5 (57 %) 12·5 8·5 7·5 
43·5 24·5 (56 %) 13 8·5 9 
44 24·5 (55 %) 14 8·S 9·5 
46 25·5 (55 %) 14·5 9·S 9·5 
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The breadth percentage of the skull in twenty specimens of 
Gunomys bengalensis taken from different parts of Calcutta varies 
from 58'4 to 63'3, the average being 59'8 (Hossack). It has also 
been shown that this percentage among Gunomys from the 'Punjab 
and other places is on the average about·60.' 

So far as we can judge from four specimens, the Gunomys of 
B uldana form a distinct race; it may be confined to a single set of 
burrows, for the same peculiarity, though to a lesser extent, .. was 
found among the rats of two adjacent houses in Rangoon. 

Rewa, Burwani and Dhar. 

From these neighbouring States in the west of Centr~l India 
we have received twenty-one specimens of Mus rattus. All are of 
the brown-bellied type. Measurements of each have been received, 
and show that in proportions and size the common rats of these 
districts are normal. Mr. Ahia Ali Khan of Rewa has sent ten, 
Mr. P. L. Bhattacharya of Burwani has, also sent ten, and the State 
Surgeon of Dhar has sent one. 

Neemuch. 

Captain A. M*eaden has sent four similar rats from this place. 

Sambalpur. 

Captain J C. Gillmore has sent two specimens of Mus rattus ; 
the lengths of these are 162 and 193 mm. There is nothing re
markable about their proportions. The dorsal fur is of a reddish 
brown colour. They are both of the pure white-bellied type, 
every hair on the throat, breast and abdomen being pure white 
from root to tip, and the white ventra! surface is sharply marked 
off from the coloured sides. 

BENGAL. 

Calcutta. 

Dr.P Hossack has dealt with the rats of Calcutta so fully that 
little need be said in regard to thenl. Though admitting that the 
material on which his conclusions were based was somewhat 
limited, he was inclined to the opinion that the bandicoots of 
Calcutta and Madras were of the same species. We ha ve since 
obtained a number of bandicoots from both Calcutta and Madras, so 
that this question may be re-opened. The meanings of the word 
" species'" are such that it is difficult.to decide the question whether 
these two groups should constitute different species or not; there 
is, however, no doubt that~they are different races, and therefore, 
according to modern systematists, should be regarded as different 
species. 

The measurements of the bandicoots of Madras city will be 
given presently. The measurements of six specimens from Calcutta 
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are given here for comparison. It may be mentioned that both 
sets of measurements were taken by the same hand. 

Length. Tail. Hind foot. Ear. 
- -~--- --------~ 

A 235 215 50 28 
B 260 244 49 29 
C 260 239 S2 32 
D 277 2SI SI 24 
E 278 235 S3 30 
F 295 br. 52 29 

The skull measurements of these a~e as follows :-

Length. Breadth. Nasals. Pal. for. Molars. 

I 
A 54 28"S (S3 %) br. IO'S I 10 
B 5S'5 28"S (51 %) 19 (34) II II 

C . . 
D S9 31 (53 ~Io). 21 (35) II II 
E 58 32 (5S %) 20-S (35) 10 

I 

II 
F 59'5 32 (53 %) 21 (35) II II 

Comparing these figures with those given for the Madras bandicoot, 
we see that the latter are somewhat larger, have longer tails and 
longer nasal bones. The fur of the Madras rat is harsh, bristly 
and scanty. That of the Calcutta rat is also bristly but longer, 
softer and much more abundant. There is little doubt that in
dividuals of both races could be found, which in one or more of the 
distinguishing characters would be intermediate between the two. 
The races, however, are none the less ·separate. 

Purneah (Behar). 

l\ir. C. A. Paiva, of the Indian Museum has made an interesting 
collection of field rats in this district" twenty-two of them are 
Gunomys bengalensis, three are Bandicot~ nemor.ivaga. 

Those Gunomys which were measured in the fresh state have 
the following proportions :-
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Length. Tail. Hind foot. Ear. 

165 125 26 22 
165 132 30 20 
175 138 31 25 
175 120 31 22 
175 139 30 22 
175 162 31 22 
180 166 31 22 
180 126 32 22 
185 139 26 22 

The mean length of. the 'members of this group is therefore 
considerably less than that of a mixed collection of the same species 
taken from Amritsar. These twenty-two rats may not, however, 
represent the mole-rats of the whole district of Purneah, for they 
were all taken froni. one colony or set of burrows. 

In colour and quality of fur the members of this group are 
,constant and are indistinguishable from the Gunomys of Calcutta, 
and like 'them they show differences from the Gun01nys. of the 
Punjab. In tail-length they are somewhat variable, but in the 
length of the hind feet they are more so. There are two adult 
specimens among them of approximately the same length. The one, 
a stoutly built male, has a hind foot measuring 35 mm. The foot of 
the other, a lightly built female, only measures 26 mm. The difIer
·ence in appearance is striking. The females, however, do not 

. .constantly possess small feet. 
The skulls vary in the same way and to the same extent as 

those of the Calcutta Gunomys. 
The three bandicoots cannot be distinguished from Bandicota 

,nemorivaga of Calcutta. Their measurements are-

A 238 200 46 24 
B 250 231 52 22 
C 275 250' 51 28 

~ and B are females; neither seems quite mature. C is an old 
male. The last centimetre of its tail is pure white. This peculi
arity has often been met with in other species. The skull of B is 
broken. The measurements of the others are as follows :-

A 
B 

Length. Breadth. 

--1·------- -. --- ~ 

27 (55 ~Io) 
31 (55 %) 

Nasals. 

16 (33 %) 
20 (35 %) 

Pal. ·for. 

9'5 
11'5 

Molars. 

10 

12 
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Puri (Orissa). 

Dr. N. Annandale obtained two specimens. of M u.s rattus from 
the neighbourhood of Puri. Both are of the whlte-belhed t~e. In 
one of them an immature specimen, the colour of the belly IS pure 
white, in the other, an adult of normal size and proportions, the 
belly is light lemon-yellow; it resembles very closely the ;rats from 
Travancore. 

MADRAS. 

Madras City. 

The rats of 'lVladras city were examined by the writer during 
February of this year, when about 700 were brought in daily from 
different parts of the city. The different species were separated 
and their numbers counted on two occasions. The results were as 
follows :-

lYlus rattus. Bandicoots. :Nlice. I Shrews. 

I 392 92 220 28 
2 275 82 143 IS 

I I 

TOTAL 667 174 363 43 

Besides these, other species were occasionally obtained. In 
four days op.e specimen of Mus mettada, three of Vandaleuria olera
cea, one Gunomys sp. and two Gerbillus cuvieri were brought to the 
-collecting station; these were most probably from the fields. 
Further counts were not made, as the numbers did not vary much 
from day to day. 

These numbers cannot accurately represent the numerical pro
portions of the species actually present in the city. Probably 
the bandicoots. are present in much larger numbers than they appe~r, 
for they mu~t be more difficult to capture than the others. Ex
amples of Mus rattus were frequently brought, two or three in one 
trap. The bandicoots were never trapped owing to their size. 
Almost all of these large rats were killed singly by blows from 
sticks. That this was the means by which they were obtained, 
was known not only from the assertions of the rat-catchers but 
also from the condition in which the dead bandicoots were obtained. 
Among large numbers examin~d ;it was difficult to find specimens 
the skulls of which were in an unbroken condition· this difficulty 
was ~ever felt in the case of other species. That it ~as possible to 
obtaIn nearly 100 bandicoots daily by such a method shows that 
this formidable rat must be very plentiful in Madras. ' 
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Not a single specimen of Mus decumanus waS obtained. It 
·is diffi~u1t to assert that this rat, which is so common in other Indian 
ports, does' not occur in Madras city. The evidence of its absence, 
however, seems almost conclusive. 

Some hundreds of rats were being received daily during several 
months. From these one specimen of a ·greyish short-tailed rat 
was sent to the Madras Museum suspected of being Mus decumanus. 
This was examined by the writer, the skull being removed. It was 
obviously a Gunomys. 

The rarity or absence of Mus decumanus can, however, be ex
plained. The port of Madras differs from the other great ports of 
India. Long lines of wharves with steamers moored alongside 
are conspicuous features of the ports of Calcutta, Bombay and 
Rangoon. In the smaller port of Madras the conditions are different 
and steamers usually unload their cargoes at a jetty or by means of 
small bQats. These conditions would deter the ships' rats from in
vading the shore in great numbers, but could not prevent the 
invasion altogether. A more potent factor in determining the 
suppression of Mus decumanus awaits those that reach the 
shore. 

These large rats are well known as dwellers in the drains and 
outhouses of the ports of India, where they can sustain themselves 
in competition with other species. In Maaras, however, they 
meet, to their detriment, with a larger and still more formidable 
race, the bandicoots, whose mode of life is remarkably like their own. 
A similar explanation may be given of the comparative scarcity of 
Mus decumanus in Rangoon, for in that city the large mole-rat, 
Gunomys varius, which was spoken of as " bandicoot" by the rat
catchers, is the common out-door rat. This race would compete 
successfully with Mus decumanus ~n the same manner though not 
with such .complete success as the Madras bandicoot,' for in the 
struggle the two races would be on more equal terms. In Calcutta 
and Bombay, Mus decumanus thrives ~ith little competition. The 
bandicoots of Calcutta are rare and live in burrows after the manner 
of field rats, especially around the numerous tanks of that city. 
That competition and enmity between the different races of rats 
actually exists ~ill be shown later (Appendix III). 

Mds. I, Mus rattut;-

The rats of this group were examined somewhat superficially, 
few measurements being recorded. On inspecting a large number of 
them the general impression was received that they were some
what smaller than the rats of other' parts : of It\dia. 'l'he few 
measurements that were made ·confirmed this impression. It is not 
unlikely that the mean length of the race in Madras city is as low 
as 160 mm. or I cm. less than that of the race found on the west 
coast of Madras. 

They were on the whole less variable than the western race. 
Melanotic and white-bellied varieties were not met with. 
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M'ds.2-

An interestin~ variety was found showing .a pure w~it~ :strea~ 
in the nliddle line of the breast. Two specimens shoWlng this 
peculiarity were obtained. One of. them in. w~ich the ~hite. line 
is of considerable length is shown In plate l, side by side with a 
rat showing the same character which was' caught in Bombay. The 
same peculiarity has been noticed in Calcutta. 

M ds. 3, the large bandicoot-

This species was long known as N esokia bandicota. Since 
however, the new genus Bandicota has been established, it should 
presumably be known as Bandicota indica [I I]. 

Proportions.-~he first five adults met with were measured. 
The results ,were as follows :-

27° 
273 
29° 
300 

310 

285 
275 
311 

302 

310 

54 
55 
58 
58 
56 

30 
28 
30 
28 
3I 

I t is surprising to. find that the tail-length is equal to or even 
slightly greater than the length, for these rats have previously 
been described as possessing tails less in length than the head and 
body. 

Fur.-Almost every specimen was scarred and mangy, the fur 
being always sparse and very bristly. It consists of a soft under fur 
which is scanty and of a dull grey colour, from among which spring 
numerous spines, grey in colour with cream-coloured ends. These 
spines measure 2 or 3 cms. in ,length; the longest ones are tipped 
with black. The fur of the back also contains long bristles, 6 or 7 
ems. long, which are black in most of their length. It is an interest
ing fact that the fur of these rats is much more like the fur of Guno
mys varius of Rangoon, than that of Bandj,cota nemorivaga of Bengal, 
the fur of whi~h is comparatively soft and very thic~. This can 
be explained by the fact that the Madras and Rangoon " bandi
coots" are both drain-haunting town rats, whereas the Bengal 
bandicoot is a burrowing field rat. It is difficult to distinguish a 
piece of the excised skin of the Madras and Rangoon forms from 
one another, whereas both could be readily distinguished from 
that of a Bengal bandicoot. There is not however the slightest 
doubt that B. indica a.nd B. nemorivaga 'are much'more closely 
allied to one another than either of them is to Gunomys varius. A 
similar observation was made in the Punjab, where the thick fur 
of the Gunomys and Nesokia, which burrow in the same fields, is 
often of precisely the same quality, but quite different from the 
sparse fur of the Gunomys of Bengal. 

Skull proportions.-The measurements of five skulls are as 
follows :-
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Length. Breadth. Nasals. Pal. for. Molars. 

63 34 26 12 10 
100 53·9 4I ·2 

60 32 23·5 II 10 
100 53·3 39·4 

56 Br. 23 II II 

100 4t ·o 

59 Br. 25 II 10 
100 42.3 

56 Br. I 22 10·5 10·5 
100 

I 
39·3 

The Madras bandicoot differs from B. nemorivaga in being 
somewhat larger, in possessing sparse fur and a longer tail. In 
the skull the nasal bones of B. nemori'l!aga are about 35 % of the 
total length. In the skull of the Madras bandicoot this percentage 
is about 40. 

Habits.-It was not possible during a short visit to become per
sonally acquainted with the habits of these rats. Some interesting 
information was obtained from others. It has been already pointed 
out than: the bandicoots must be very common in Madras city. 
Dr. J R. Hend~rson informed me that in certain streets of Madras, 
in which the drainage system was partly of an open nature, bandi
,coots could often be seen running about the roads dU,ring the 
still hours of the night. Dr. K. T. Matthews, Health Officer of 
the Municipality, also showed me some interesting facts regarding 
the habits of these rats. Most of the houses in Madras city contain 
a central courtyard which is tiled and open to the sky. Waste 
water from this yard leaves by a closed drain which pierces the front 
foundations of the house to enter the main drain of the street. 
At night the bandicoots enter the houses by means of these drains; 
to prevent this the openings of the drains into the courtyard are 
usually covered with iron gratings. Being checked by this device, 
the bandicoots make burrows beneath the tiled floors of the court
yards; these are so large that they not infrequently fall in. These 
collapsed burrows were seen in several of the houses. 

These few facts illustrate the extent to which the bandicoots 
have established themselves among. the drains of the city. 

M ds. 4, albino bandicoots-
The Madras Museum received, from the Municipal rat collecting 

station two very large white rats which appeared to be albino speci
mens of B. indica. 
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Mds. 5, Gunomys sp.-

Only one small 'female specimen of the genus Gunomys -was 
obtained. The excessively worn condition of the 3rd molar tooth 
shows that it is an old rat. It measures 142, r08, 27, 18 : as com
pared with an average specimen of G. bengalensis it. is very sm~l1 
and possesses relatively large feet. It has three paIrs of p~ctoral 
and three pairs of inguinal teats which do not form a contInuous 
series. In the proportions of the skull it does not differ from many 
specimens of G. bengalensis. The measurements are as follows: 
1. 38, b. 24, n. 11'5, p.f. 8, mls. 7. 

It has been mentioned that another specimen of Gunomys was 
examined by the writer in the'Madras Museum; the measurements 
were not recorde4; it was, however, a very much larger rat than 
the one just described. 

Mds. 6, the Madras Mettad-

A small 'adult rat was obtained which from its general appear
ance was recognised to be a Mettad. It shows at least one im
portant difference from all other Mus mettada which have been 
obtained from other districts. The length of the tail is greater 
than that of the head and body. The measurements are 105, 112, 
22, r7. The lower surface of the tail, though much lighter than 
the upper surface, is not devoid of pigment. The hair on the tail 
is shorter than in other Mettads. There is also a trace of a sixth 
foot-pad on a level with the fifth. The skull is of the typical Mettad 
~orm, the antero-posterior curvature and the elongated palatine 
foramen being conspicuous features. Skull measurements are as 
follows: 1. 30' 5, b. r6, n. 13, p.f. 8, mls~ 6. 

There is no dOUbt that this rat belongs to a new variety of 
Mus 1nettada, but because of the great variability found among 
all races of rats, it does not seem wise to describe this single speci
men as the I' type " of the l\fadras Mettad. 

We have also received rats from the following plllces in the. 
Madras Presidency ~- -

Chingleput, ~alem, <?opalpore, Bellary, Madura, Ootacamund, 
Travancore, Cochln, Telhcherri, Mangalore, Chitur. 

Chingleput. 

We have received the measurements skins and skulls of ten 
rats of the Mus rattus type, of one Gu~on1tYs bengalensis and of 
a shrew from Lt.-Col. J C. lVlarsden. 

Cpt. 1-

The ten specimens closely resemble one another' in most 
of them the colour is yellowish brown one or two are 'somewhat 
reddish. In no case is there any \vhite on the abdomen. The 
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measurements and specimens show that the Chingleput rats are 
above the average in size and have relatively short; tails. Judging 
from the measurements it appears that an average example would 
measure 200, 210, 30, 18. 

Cpt. 2-

One large male specimen of ,Gunomys bengalensis, \vhich in 
colour closely resembles a specimen from Buldana (Berar). The 
fur is sparse and contains short, slender bristles; it is greyish 
brown but is much lighter than usual, that of the lower surface 
being nearly white. The measurements show that it is a very 
'large rat: 265, 177, 30, 20. This specimen, considered together 
with the specimen found near Madras city (Mds. 5), shows how 
erroneous it is to speak of the Gunomys of Southern India as being 
of a particular species, the members of which are approximately 
of a particular size. 

Judging from the appearance of the skulls, the measurements 
of the rats from Chingleput seem somewhat high. 

Salem. 

Major R. K. IVIitter has sent four examples of Mus rattus. 
They are all of the yellowish brown, dark-bellied type. The aver
age of the measurements is approximately 170, 205, 30, 20. They 
resemble the Mus rattus of Madras city and many other places. 

Gopalpore (Ganiam). 

IVIr. R. W Saldana has sent an example of the common house 
rat of this place. It is reddish brown above and pure white below. 
It measures 160, 197, 33, 20. It is a Mus rattus. 

Madura. 

Mr. B. S. Mullyer has sent a bandicoot and a Mus rattus from 
this place. The former resembles the bandicoot of lVladras city 
in every "vay. The skull measures 1. 58, n. 23·5, p.f. II, mls. 10. 
The zygomata are broken, so that the greatest breadth cannot be 
measured. The nasals are 40 per cent. of the total length. 'rhe 
Mus • rattus js a small specimen of the dark-bellied type such as is 
common in Madras city. 

Bellary. 

Mr. S. N. S. Iyer has sent two rats, one of which measures 163, 
206, 31, 22, is dark brown. and shows no white on the lower surface; 
the other, an immature rat, has a large patch o.f white fur all the 
breast. Both are of the species Mus ratttes. 

Ootacamund. 

Major E. M. Illington has sent five measured specimens. One 
of these is a Mus rattus, two are band~coots and two are mice. 
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Oot. I, Mus rattus-

The specimen is a large one, measuring 193, 212, 31 , 18. The 
brown element in the fur is of the reddish kind. The throat, chest 
and belly are covered with pure white fur. 

Oot.2-

This group includes two bandicoots which are different fMm any 
others received. Their measurements are-

237 212 50 25 
162 125 39 18 

The third molar tooth of the larger specimen is well worn, 
but the smaller specimen is obviously immature. The former 
differs from the bandicoots of Madras city in being considerably 
smaller and in possessing a shorter tail.; it resembl,es them in the 
character of the fur and in the large size of the feet. In general 
appearance the skull resembles that of Gunomys varius of Rangoon. 
Indeed, the figure of the skull marked Rng. 64 on plate iii will 
serve as a representation of the skull of the bandicoot from Oota
camund, in size and general proportions, except that the nasal bones 
of the latter are sotp.ewhat longer. 

The skull measures 1. 4~, b. 27, n. 18, p.f. 9'S, mls~ 9·5. The 
nasals are 37·5 % of the total length, so that it is impossible to say 
which they most resemble, those of the Madras or of the Calcutta 
bandicoot. 

Travancore. 

Dr. N. Annandale recently collected seven rats from three sepa
rate places in Travancore. Six of them are of the Mus rattus type 
and closely resemble one anothel" the seventh is an immature , 

. Gunomys. 
Three of the Mus rat/us were caught in a forest bungalow 

at Tenmalai. One in the Zoological Gardens at Trivandrum and 
two ~t Kulatupuza. They are all of the white-bellied type and 
closely resemble the common rats of Tellicherri (Tli. 3) both in 
colour and size. Their measurements are--

ISO 17S 30 19 
162 213 33 20 
171 202 32 21 
176 208 30 23 
204 197 33 23 

The third molars of all are worn. 
. The small Gunomrs me~ures 100, 59, 23, 14, the second molar 
IS unw~rn,. a~d there IS no SIgn of the third; the specimen is there
fore qUIte'lmmature 'but it is unlikely. that it belongs to the races of. 
Guno"!ys found on the ea~tern side of Madras, for its fur is nearly 
black In ~olour, and the tall, ears and feet are very deeply pigmented. 
The Gun0trtys fOl;ll1d near Madras city and at Chingleput, which 
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were very different from one another in size, were both of a light 
greyish arown colotlj. The skull of this sinall specimen from 
Travancore is of the Gunomys type. 

Cochin. 

Captain P. Atal has sent the measurements, skins and skulls 
of ·six· rats from this place. Two of these are typical examples 
of Mus decumanus. ThE;:se are the only specimens of Mus 'decumanus 
which we have received from the Madras Presidency. We have seen 
that' thert:' is strong evidence that this species cannot establish 
itself in Madras city. In Cochin Mus decumanus probably forms an 
isolated colony, the progenitors of which arrived in Cochin from 
a ship. There is no harbour at Cochin; sea-going vessels unload 
cargo by means of shallow draft boats from the shore. Communica
tion betwe~n ships' rats and .the shore must therefore be possible 
but of rare occurrence. 

Chn. 1-, 

Type A.-' Includes three rats of the Mus "rattus type which 
resemble one another closely; the coloured element in th~ fur is 
yellowish brown. The under parts are of the dark type, the basal 
two-thirds of every hair being slate-coloured, th~ tip being yellow
ish brown. The measurements are-

200 
225 
212 

31 

37 
34 

25 
25 
25 

Type B.-One specimen differs from the others in colour, 
though resembling them in size and proportions; in this the coloured 
element in the fur is a clear reddish brown. 

Chn.2-

Two typical examples of Mus decumanus measuring-

225 181 43 18 
212 187 47 22 

T ellicherri. 

Mr. C. Lafrenais has sent the measurements, skins and skulls of 
forty-eight specimens of Mus rattus. The lengths of these are ar
ranged in the diagram, text-fig. 7, which shows that rats of 170111111. 
are in the majority, and that the collection c011tains a specimen of 
205 mm. and another of 220. The tail-length varies considerably 
but is on the average about 120 % of the length of the head and 
body. The whole collection may be divided into three groups 
according to the colour of the fur. 
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FIG. 7.-Diagram showing the length-frequency of 48 M,lts rattus from Telli
cherri (Lafrenais). 

Tci. 1-

This includes two specimens which resemble one another 
very closely but can ·be distinguished from the others at a glance. 
In both, th~ general tone of the upper surface is black, becoming 
dark brown on the sides and somewhat' suddenly fawn-coloured 
below. The nose, ears and tail are black. The measurements 
are-

156 
125 

206 

172 
28 
28 

IS 
18 

The smaller specimen is certainly immature. In both, the tail 
is remarkably long. It is most likely that 'these two rats were 
caught in the same house and formed part of the same family group. 
This assumption explains their resemblance to one another, and 
the wide difference from the others which they exhibit. 

Tci. 2-

Includes eight specimens of the common reddish brown .type of 
Mus rattus in which the ventral surface is dark, each hair being 
slate-grey with a reddish or yellowish fawn-coloured. tip. 

Tci. 3-

This includes the remaining thirty-eight rats. These cannot be 
~stinguished from those of the former group by an inspection of 
t~e u?per surfaces of the specimens. They can,. however, be dis
tInguIshed because the throat breast and abdomen of all of them , , 
are covered with pure white fur. Unlike the white-bellied rats 
of some other districts such as Amritsar Simla Rangoon and 
Calcutta, none of them show a median colo~red stripe on the breast. 
In some the fur of the lower su.rface is light lemon-yellow rather 
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than white, and in some the bases of the ventral hairs are light 
grey. In spit~ of this it would give a false impression to say that 
every intermediate stage can readily be found between the members 
of this and of the former group. 

As regards the colour of the upper surface there is much variety; 
all are of a reddish brown colour but some are of that clear red tint 
which recalls the colour of the common English fox or squirrel. In 
s'ome the black bristles are longer and more conspicuous than in 
others, so that the middle line of the back is of a much darker tone 
than the sides. Spines may be plentiful or absent. 

Mangalore. 

The District Medical Officer has sent thirteen 1.11 us rattus,. 
one young bandicoot, and two shrews. The' specimens were re
ceived in alcohol without measurements. 

Mng. 1-

Includes eleven specimens of the dark-bellied type of M~ls 
rattus. Measurements of the spirit specimens show that they do 
not differ in size or proportions from the Mus f'attus of many other 
parts of India; the average length is about 175 mm.) and the 
average tail length about 210 mm. Since the collection is in spirit 
it is difficult to appreciate the colour of the fur; in most of the speci
mens it appears to b~ of the commop. reddish brown tint; spines. 
and bristles are present in some, less conspicuous in others. 

Mng.2-
Includes two specimens which differ from those of the former 

group in being of the pure white-bellied type. These two speci
mens resemble one another \ very , closely, except that in one 
of them the soles of the feet are deeply pigmented, while in the, 
other they, are light grey. 

l~!ng. 3, Bandicota sp.-
This is a remarkable rat; unfortunately it· is not fully gro\vn 

but the third molar is cut and slightfy worn so that it is not far 
from maturity. It must 'be regarded as a bandicoot because of 
the large size of its feet and tl\e characters of the skull; it, how
ever, differs from all other bandicqots met with, in being small' 
and possessing a long tail. The measurements of the spirit 
specimen are 165, 185, 44, 22. The fur is coarse and bristly as in 
other bandicoots. The last centimetre of the tail is pure white. 
The skull closely resembles that of the bandicoot· from Ootacamund ; 
it measures 1. 44, b. 25·5, n. 16, p.f. 8·5, mls. 10. 

Chitur (N Arcot). 
Cr. 1-

We have received from IV!r. A. P. Fernandez Ineasurel11ellts. 
and skins of fourteen specimens of Mus rattus. The 111easure-
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ments show tha't they vary from 160 to 197 ~m. in length, but seven 
out of the fourteen are between 170 and 180 mm. The average 
tail measurement of these seven is about 2 15 mm. In colour they 
are all of t4e common reddish brown tint and resemble one another 
closely. In no specimen is there any white on t~e abdomen. ~ 

If the results obtained from these places In the Madras PreSl
dency b~ consi.dered together, they shQw that the races of Mus ratt'l1s 
which occur in the south do not differ from those of other parts of 
India. It is probable that the rats of Madras city are somewhat 
smaller, and those of Chinglepuf somewhat larger than usual. But 
at Tellicherri, Chitur, Travancore and other places th~ measure
ments of independent observers show that the size and proportions 
of the species are about the same as at Amritsar, Allahabad and 
Calcutta. The average length of the common rat throughout India 
is about 170, mm. ; if large numbers of measurements are made in 
any place it wi~l be found that there are more ,rats of nearly this 
length than of any other length, but that mature rats of 40 mm. less 
and 40 mm. more than 170 mm. are to be found. Among the rats 
of the south the colour and quality of the fur is as variable as among 
those of the north. The most obvious difference is in the fur of the . , 
ventral surface, which in some rats is coloured, in others pure white. 
It seems to the writer to be erroneous to say that there is no specific 
difference- between _ a white-bellied and a dark-bellied~ rat. The 
intermingled distribution of the two kinds makes it almost certain 
that the dark-bellied- form has, from time to time, given 'rise to'the 
other throughout Iijdia; but the opinion that both must therefore 
be of the same indivisible species seems to be the outcome 'of a 
preconceived idea. Until recently, biologists have held it to be
impossible for an animal or plant of one kind (variety or species) 
to give birth to offspring of another kind. 

There is little doubt that dark-bellied rats occasionally give· 
rise to white-bellied offspring: 'therefore' the two forms must be 'of 
the same elementary species, though the difference in their appear
ance i~ obvious.. This seems to have been the line of argument 
usually followed. 

To. say that the two forms are of one race because every in
~ermed1ate gr~de betwee~ them could be found by a wide search, 
1S to say noth1ng against their distincti,on for an unbroken series of 
selected specime~s c<;)uld without diffic~lty be arranged linkiI\g 
together a small Mus concolor of 95 mm. with a large Mus rattus 
?f 225 mm .. To deny the distin~tion, because the two forms· may 
1nterbreed, IS to deny that there is any racial distinction among 
mankind. . 

. It has, apparently, been proved by the experiments of De 
Vr1es and ~on~~me~ by others,. that a plant of one species can prO-, 
duce 0!fspr1ng. of ~rfferent speC1es. The same possibility is perhaps 
from t1me to t1me 1n all living things. In the light of this discovery 
w.e see that the dark-bellie<t rats and the white-bellied rats are of 
d~fI.eren~ elementary sp~cies, and that the former are continually 
g1v1ng r1se to the latter In many parts of India 
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The' following table shows that white-bellied rats are common 
in Southern India, and t:hat they occur sporadically :-

. Locality. Number of rats Dark-bellied White-bellied 
observed. rats. rats. 

Madras city 600 600 0 
Chingleput ·10 10 ° Salem 4 4 0 
Gopalpore I 6 I 
Bellary 2 2 0 
Ootacamund I 0 I 

Travancore 7 0 7 
Cochin 4 4 0 
Tellicherri 

I 48 10 38 
Mangalore 13 II 2 
Chitur 14 14 0 

In considering these figures attention must be paid to the 
relative situation of the places. White-bellied rats only were 
obtained. at Travancore; dark-bellied rats at Cochin; both kinds 
at Tellicherri, the former being in excess; both at Mangalore, the 
latter being in excess. 

BURMA. 

Rangoon. 

In February of this year the writer \vas deputed by the 
Trustees of the Indian Museum to examine the rats of Rangoon. 
Owing to the large r~ward offered by the Municipal authorities of 
that ci~y, a daily average of about 4,000 rats was then being 
received at the collecting stations.- It was therefore possible 
within a week to become generally acquainted with the rat popula
tion of Ra ngoon. 

The rats were being brought in from a wide area, from rice 
barns and~riverside warehouses,. from dwelling-houses, shops and 
stables in the heart of the city, and detached villages on the 
outskirts. 

The greater number of rats received were brought in dead by 
the people of the town. Accurate information regarding the place 
of capture of rats so brought could rarely be obtained. A con
siderable number, however, were trapped by men in the service of 
the Municipality. These rats were brought to the collecting stations 
alive in traps which were labelled with the address of the house 
or shop from which they had been taken. 

C~rtain features of Rangoon city must be briefly considered, 
for, as will be seen later, they have .an interest bearing on the 
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nature of the rat population. There are six main thoroughfares in 
this city lying parallel with the river. They are crossed at right 
angles by a series of lesser streets which receive nume~ical design a-
-tion. In any two of these streets the back walls of the houses are 
separated by an open space some twelve feet in width, a receptacle 
for rubbish, which is removed daily. These intervals between the 
rows of houses are spoken of as the " back drainage spaces.)' 

An estimation of the numbers of the different species received 
at the collecting stations on six occasions was made. It must be 
remembered, however, that such estimations can only approx
imately represent the proportionate numbers of the different species 
actually present in the city. Doubtless some sorts of rats are 
to b~ captured more easily than others. The- distribution of the 
several species must differ in certain parts of the town; for example, 
the specimens of Mus decumanus generally came from riverside 
bUildings. 

The groups into which the rats have been here divided are, 
from the systematist's point of view, of the widest sort. Mus 
rattus and M.' concolor (the miniature rattus of Burma) have for the 
purposes of this est.imation been included in one group, for 
although this group contains at least two races, numerous indivi
duals·were met with which in size were intermediate between the two. 

In the group ·of Gunomys are included at least two _well-marked 
races, though many more would be recognised by some sys~ematists. 
Care was taken to exclude all but adults from the reckoning, for 
the half-grown Mus decumanus is often difficult to distinguish from 
_ a young N esokia by superficial examination; the same precaution 
was necessary in dealing with the rattus group. 

I 
Mus rattus 

I 
I 
I 

Mus Occasions. and I Gunomys. Mice. Shrews_ 
decumanus. concolor. I 

I 
I 
! i 

I 
I 

I 49 13 26 24 2S 
2 245 6 73 116 14 
3 29 14 14 0 '0 

4 122 6 35 21 21 
S 144 12 26 97 23 
6 66 10 18 25 83 

I 
652 I 61 I92 283 166 I 

I 

Rats were received at the collecting stations at specified times. 
All the adult rats received at one time were counted on six occasions. 
Those received on each occasion have been shown separately as the 
numbers differ consid~rably. - oJ 
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The rattus group. 

After a brief examination of any large number of rats received 
at a collecting station, it was easy to separate out those belonging 
to the species Mus decumanus and Gunomys bengalensis, as well as 
the mice and shrews. But when these had been set aside, a large 
number remained which resembled -one another in having long 
pointed snouts, long tails, large ears and six foot pads, one of 
which was much elongated; that is to say, in possessing those 
features well known to be characteristic of Mus rattus. Among 
many hundreds examined, however, not -one was ·found which in 
colour and size together resembled any of the Indian rats. 

A large number of measurements of the rats of this group were 
made, care being taken that only adults were selected, that is to 
say, those with prominent teats or testes. The teats of any 
seemingly adult female rat appear in one of three conditions. 
Firstly, · they may be very small and hidden among the fur ; 
secondly) they may be larger and surrounded by sparse fur, so 
that they are apparent without search; thirdly, they may be even 
more prominent and at the same time red. The first and second 
conditions cannot be confused. Female rats with teats in the first 
condition (very small and hidden among the fur) were considered 
to be maidens and were rejected, even though they were in some 
cases larger than those having teats in the second condition. 
Rats with teats in the second condition were considered to have 
borne young ones at some time. Those in the third condition were 
advanced in pregnancy. Only those in the second and third con
dition were regarded as adults and measured. Examination of the 
othe~ generative organs confirmed these opinions. Among males 
those with testes projecting far behind the anus were counted as 
adults. It has been asserted that the testicles of rats enter the 
scrotum only during the rutting season. This view does not, 
however, commend itself, for it has been shown beyond doubt that 
ill India rats breed all the year round, nor does it seem possible at 
any time to find an old male of the rattus group devoid of promi
nent testicles. For the purposes of these measurements, all rats of 
whatever size devoid of prominent testes were rejected as itnmature. 
It was very necessary to select undoubted adults for nleasurement. 
Among the group there seenled to be at least two races, a small dark
bellied race and a large white-bellied race, but immature menlbers 
of the larger race were sometimes smaller than mature members of 
the smaller race. 

A large number of rats selected with these precautions were 
measured immediately after death by chloroform. The writer 
nleasured sixty of them, selecting equal numbers of the two races. 
The measurements arranged in series are ShOWJl 011 plate v; 
although there is some intermingling towards the tuiddle of the 
series, nearly all those of the dark-bellied type are in the lower 
half, those of the other type being in the upper half. 

In order to· illustrate the separation of the two races tll0re 
fully, 500 adult me11?-bers of the long-tailed races were subsequently 
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measured under the supervision of Captain Kelsall, I.M.S. In 
making these measurements no selection was made; all adult ra~s ~f 
_caught alive and if of the long-tailed races were measured uJ.?-til 
500 records were obtained. It was expected that by representIng 
the measurements graphically (in the manner described on page 17) 
a double humped curve would be produced owing to the fa~t that 
rats of 120 and of I50 mm. length would be in the majority. 
This expe~tation was not realized, for at the time of the experi-' 
ment the white-bellied rats were not frequently caught, and only 
sixteen of them were included among the 500. The diagram, 
however, cleariy shows the separation of the two races, for these 
white-bellied- rats are not distributed irregularly among the 500, 

but are crowded into the upper half of the series. There are, 
however, two specimens measuring 115 and 120 mm. in length, 
which are both white-bellied and small, and one specimen measur
ing as much as 170 mm., which is dark-bellied. The r:aces are 
none the less separate because of these exceptions, for of 139 rats 
which measured about 120 mm., only one is white-bellied, while of 
four which measured ISO mm., all are white-bellied. 

Rng. I, the small race long known as Mus concolor-
This rat has been recognised by all writers to be a miniature 

<;>£ ~he Mus rattus type. It forms at least 50 % of the total rats of 
:Ra-ngoon an9. at least 75 % of the true house rats. The proportions 
of the race are illustrated in the diagrams, text-fig. 8 and plate v. 
~n length they vary from about 100 to 140 mm., the mean of the race 
being close to 120 mm. In tail length they are very variable, the tail 
percentage varying from 109 to 135, with a mean of about 117. 

The foot is about 20 per cent.. of the length. In colour these small 
rats show the same types as are met with among the larger 
Mus rattus of India. Any thousand of them will show the fulvous, 
the rufous, the melanotic, and white-bellied varieties. The follow
ing types will be described:-

Type A-The brown type.-Rats of this kind resemble hi 
colour the common brown type of Mus rattus found throughout 
India. The hairs of the back are slate-grey in the basal half or two
~hirds, their apical portions being of some shade of brown, reddish 
In some rats, yellowish in others. Those hairs which are lo~ger 
than the majority are l10t only grey and brown but have black 
tips; a few of the longest hairs-the bristles-are black in most of 
their length. In addition to these are certain hairs which are 
conspicuous because they are flattened and of a light grey colour; 
these ma~ have brown or blackish tips_; these "spines," as they 
are tec?ru.cally called, are plentiful in some specimens, scarce or 
absent In others. . 

The brown colour produced by this mixture of hairs becomes 
lighter on the sides and passes gradually into the light brown 
colour of the ventral surface. The short hairs of this surface are 
grey in the basal half, brown in the apical half the brown beino 
often yellowish, sometimes reddish. ' t:> 
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Type B-Black variety.-These are not so' common, pure black 
ones making .up less than one per cent. of the whole; semi-melanotic 
specimens are more common. The melanotic and semi-melanotic 
examples of Mus concolor show exactly the same gradations of 
colour as are exhibited by Mus rattus (Hossack [I, page 17]). 

Type C-The white-bellied type.-The wt:iter did not himself 
meet with any adult rats of 120 mm. length of the white-bellied 
type. The 500 measurements received from Captain Kelsall show, 
however, that they are to be found; each measurement was accom
panied by a statement that it was of a rat which was sexually 
mature. These small white-bellied rats might be considered as 
exceptionally small members of the race next to be described. 

The figures beneath the horizontal line in text-fig. 8, which show 
the numbers of white-bellied rats of each measurement which are 
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FIG. S.-Diagram showing the length-frequency of 500 Mus ,conc%r and 

white-bellied Mus rattus from Rangoon (Kelsall). 

present, seem to indicate that some of them, ~or exa;nple the one 
measuring 115 mnl., should be regarded as whlte-bel.hed ftf'tts C6n

color. A point of distinction is always present In the case ?f 
females, for no exception was found to the rule that the t~ats In 
Mus concolor were eight in number (.}). The dark-belhed rat 
shown as measuring 170 mm. length was probably a recent 
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importation of the common Mus rattus type. There is one inter
esting white-bellied rat measuring 147, 153, 30, 18 which has teats 
of the Mus concolor formula (t). 

M easure11tents 01 five chance-taken skulls 01 adult Mus con color . 

Length of rat. 
Skull Breadth. Nasals. Pal. for. Molars. length. 

-
108 27'5 I IS 10'5 I 6 5 

100 54'9 37'4 
110 28 IS II 6 5 

100 53'6 39'2 
104 26 13 10 5'5 4'S 

100 50 3S'4 
123 28 

I 
14'5 10'5 6 5 

100 SItS I 37'5 
117 28 14 10'5 6 5 

100 50 37'5 

These skulls show no difference in their proportions from the 
/vI us rattus type. 

~ These three divisions A, Band C of Rng. I might be more 
finely subd.i:vided. A large number of mixed concolor taken from 
all parts o~ the city could be arranged so as to .show :, interme
diates" not only between the subdivisions but between the divi
sions. In spite of this, divisions and subdivisions are definite 
entities, for rats found together in one house are nearly always of 
the same type. Melanotic or semi-melanotic concolors are compara
tively rare, but they are caught, 110t singly, but three or four at a 
time. 

Rng.2-
A race of the Mus raltus type, the members of which are of 

medium size, have white under parts and comparatively short tails 
of uniform dark colour; the females have teats almost invariably i. 

The peculiarities of this race are illustrated in the diagram 
(plate v). The mean length of the race is about 145 mm. The tail 
length averages about IDS per cent. of the length. The zigzag line 
Ct. shows that the percentage is lower in this race than in concolor. 
The teats wer~ counted in eight mature females; in six of thenl 
they were i, in one f, in another i. As regards colour they all 
agree in possessing white under parts sharply defined from the 
brown upper parts. In most of them the white is pure, but grey 
median breast stripes of varying width and length are not uncom
mon. In a few specimens all the ventral hairs have light grey 
bases and white tips. As regards colour of the upper parts, perhaps 
the commonest type is a dull greyish brown almost exactly like a 
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typical Mus decumanus. There is no darkening in the middle line 
due to excess of black bristle". 

There are 'many other types; some few are as red as any that 
we have obtained from any part of India, that is to say, as red as 
an English squirrel. Numerous intermediate types occur. The 
soles of the feet are unpigmented, Ijght grey, or mottled, the upper 
surface is covered with white hairs, sometimes with light brown 
hairs. 

This description is based on an examination of some hundreds 
collected from different parts of the town. The rats from anyone 
house, however, resemble one another very closely as a rule. 
Together they form a definite race composed of innumerable 
" family groups " which are in some cases as distinct as the species 
of modern writers. 

It is difficult to find a suitable name for this race. 
Several white-bellied rats with unicoloured tails have received 
specific names in the Oriental region, especially from countries 
south of Burma. Among these Mus jalorensis, jUdging from the 
description, comes nearest to an average member of the Rangoon 
race. The feet of the " type" Mus ialorensis are described as dark 
brown above with blackish soles. Individuals with deeply pigmen
ted feet are rare among the Rangoon race. It is most improbable 
that 9ne chance-taken specimen from Rangoon would closely 
resemble the type of M ialorensis. It is, however, certain, in my 
opinion, that if the" type" of the rat of J alor were sent to Ran 
goon, many individuals exactly agreeing with It could be selected 
from any thousand of the rats of that town. This does not justify 
the appellation of the name to this heterogeneous race, for it seems 
equally certain that specimens agreeing exactly with some other 
"types " of established species could be selected from among ten 
thousand of the Rangoon race. A similar selection might be made 

,in Singapore or other large towns. 
In the proportions of the skull the race does' not differ from 

the lYlus rattus type so far as can be shown by measurements of 
five chance-taken ad ul ts. 

Length of rat. Skull length. Breadth. I Nas~l: .. Pal. for. Molars. 
- - ~ -------- ---

14° 33·5 16·5 12 7 6·5 
100 50 35'S 

151 34'S 18'5 13 7 I 7 
100 I 53'S 37'6 

153 35'S i 18 14 7'5 7 
lOP i 5°'7 39'4 

163 36 ! 18'5 14 7 7 i i 100 I 50 38'8 I 

I 18'5 14 8 I 7'5 170 37 I 100 
I 

50 
I 

37'S 
I 
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The tails of these rats are of a dark greyish brown colour, of 
exactly the same shade above and below. 

Rng. 3-
One young specimen was obtained which measures 113, 97 

(tip broken) 28 16· this exactly resembles many of the imma-, , , h · h ture members of the group Rng. 2, but differs from t em In t at 
the under side of the tail is completely devoid of pigment. In this 
respect, therefore, it resembles Mus ierdoni, niveiventer, vicerex, 
bukit, rap it , etc. It is regarded as a sport born from one of the 
race Rng. 2 for it.is unique among many hundreds of rats which , . . 
it otherwise resembles, and it is too young to be an Importation. 
Its immaturity is shown by its small size and large feet, also by 
the fact that the third molar is not cut. 

Rng. 4, Gunomys varius-

Rats of this species were called " bandicoots " by the officials 
In charge of the rat-catching operations. This name was a good 
one, for, besides closely resembling bandicoots in the bIistly nature 
of their fur, these rats have skulls which are hardly to be distin
guished from those of small specimens of Bandicota nemorivaga, 
but considerably different from Gunomys bengalensis (plate iii). 
In general appearance, however, they differ from bandicoots in being 
less in length but ,relatively stouter, and in having shorter tails 
and shorter- feet, peculiarities which b~long to the Gunomys type. 

Probably not less than 10 % of the rats of Rangoon belong to 
this species. Estimations made at the collecting station may show 
figures somewhat less than this, but like the bandicoots of Madras 
city this outdoor rat must be difficult to capture. It is too 
large to enter cage traps with ease. Questions as to the place and 
mode of their capture almost always met with the same response, 
" killed with a stick in a back drainage space." 

It seems that this rat has never- been noticed in Burma b~
fore although it has been long known from countries further south. 
It can be traced back in scientific literature as far as 1824, when 
Horsiield discovered it in Java and published a long account of it. 
with an excellent engraving [14]. It was named Mus seti/er by its 
discoverer, who considered it akin to Mus giganteus, the name which 
used to be applied to the Indian bandicoots. Cantor recorded it 
under the same name from Penang ,[IS], and held the same view of its, 
affinities. Blanford, in the Fauna of British I ndi a, 1891, regards 
Mus setifer as a doubtful synonym of Nesokia (i.e., Bandicota) nemo
rivaga, but he mentions that the Burmese form of Nesokia bengal
ensis is larger than the Bengal form. This statement may have
arisen from the presence of Gunomys var£us in Burma. 

In 1907 this rat appeared as Gunomys varius
J 

sp. nov. The 
autho~ who gave it this name regarded it as the. Malayan repre
sentatlv~ of Gunomys bengalensis. He states clearly, "This is 
M us, set~fer, Horsfield." The species is a most interesting one,.. 
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for in the ~elative proportions of body, tail.and feet it is of the 
Gunomys type, but in its large size, the character of its fur and in the 
proportions of its skull it approac4es the bandicoot type. It will be 
shown, firstly, that this common Rangoon rat is Gun01nys varius; 
secondly, that it is more or less intermediate between Gunomys 
and Bandicota. 

Although large numbers of these rats were examined daily, 
only four selected specimens were taken to Calcutta. These are 
all aaults, they include large (A), medium (B) and small (C) speci
mens, and one colour-variety of a light buff colour (D). The large 
spe~imen happens to be of the same size as the " type " of Gunomys 
var'tus. 

Length. Tail. Hind foot. Ear. 

------- .-

Type of G. varius (Ann. 266 197 40 19 
Mag. N II. , I907, 100 74 IS 
p. 205)· 

A 265 208 39 22 
100 80 I4'3 

B 230 I80 36 20 
100 78 I6 

C 205 165 35 20 
100 80 17 

D (buff variety) 260 195 t 49 22 
100, 75 19 

A verage percentage In 100 80 17 
Gunomys bengalensis. 

Ditto in Bandicota nemo- 100 9S 19 
r'tvaga. 

These figures show that the rat we are dealing with is GunOl1tys 
varius, and that in its proportions it is lnore nearly a Gunomys than 
a bandicoot. 

In the character of the fur our specimens exactly agree with 
the description of the " type." The upper surface shows a luix
ture of black and creamy -buff-coloured hairs, with a large l1lunber 
of long black bristles the tail is covered with relatively long hair. 
In the proportions of' the skull the sitnilarities tp the type are not 
less close. 
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These figures also show that our specimens belong to the 
species Gunomys varius, but that this species resembles Bandi
cota in the proportions of the skull. The similarity is also shown 
in plate iii. 

Rng. S-
A sport from Gunomys varius, differing from the type in being 

of a light buff colour and in possessing much larger feet. 
Rats of this type were occasionally received at one of the 

collecting stations. The writer obtained one adult specimen and 
saw two young ones, survivors from a"litter 9£ five. The measure
ments of the adult are given 'under Rng. 4, specimen D. It generally 
resembles Gunomys varius but every hair on its body is of a light 
buff colour. The abnormal size of the hind feet is also very notice
able; in an equal sized or slightly larger specimen the foot is 38 mm., 
in the buff specimen it is no less than 49 mm. The two young ones 
also had extraordinarily large feet, but relative proportion of the 
feet is usually somewhat enh3rnced in young rats. 

These buff-:-coloured rats are not regarded as an established 
species but rather as a sport from Gunomys varius which has met 
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with some slight temporary success -in the struggle for existence 
owing perhaps to their being prepotent and of exceptional fertility. 
Their colour must be a disadvantage to them, rendering them 
conspicuous. · 

This opinion is favoured by the fact that among some thou
~ands of the smaller Gunomys bengalensis which were observed 
in Calcutta by Dr.· Hossack were two specimens which were of 
exactly the same light buff colour; they do not, however, possess 
exceptionally large feet. These are evidently sports from Gunomys 
beng alensis. 

Rng.6-

A tailless sport from Guno my s varius. 
This rat wa..~ preserved as a pet at one of the collecting stations. 

The official in charge told me that he had reared it because of its 
'strange abnormality. It showed no trace of the lost appendage, 
and even when quite young no scar was visible. It was evidently 
a congenital peCUliarity. Such a sport would have little chance of 
becoming established, as it would probably be shunned by other 
rats. 

Rng. 7, Gunomys bengalensis-

Rats of this species ~ake up about IS % of the rat popUlation 
of Rangoon. At first sight a collection of these rats appears to 
exactly resemble a collection of the same species made in Calcutta. 
The proportions of body 'and skull are the same in the two cases. 
They show the saine range of variation. The first four adults 
which came to hand were measured; they were part of a large 
batch which were captured in a stable. 

Length. 

162 
161 
16g 
169 

Tail length. 

135 (83 %) 
129 (80 %) 
124 (7Q %) 
IIg (73 %) 

Hind 
foot. 

Ear. 

19 
20 

20 

21 

In colour these four were as closely alike as in size, but it would 
not be accurate to say that they represented the type of Gunotnys 
bengalenst"s present in Rangoon. They may be referred to as type 
A of Rng. 7. . 

Another specimen was selected-type B. Thls measures 184, 
ISO, 35, 30. The fur of this rat contains much longer bristles and 
is of a dark reddish brown colour. Rats of type A have dull grey
ish brown fur and short bristles. 
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There was another type-C-of which three specimens were ob
tained on two occasions, but all three were from a village named 
Dalah on th~ outskirts of the city. It happens that these three 
are of nearly the same size as those of type A. 

Length. Tail length. 

136 (81 %) 
137 (84 %) 
I40 (82 %) 

Hind foot. 

32 

34 
34 

Ear. 

17 
18 
20 

They differ from the others in that the fur is nearly devoid of 
bristles and is soft and silky to the touch. They also seem to ·ha ve 
broader skulls, but more material would be necessary before this im
portant point could be proved. It would be possible to enumerate 
many other types. These, however, were the most distinct that 
were met with during the few days of my visit. 

After describing these types it is perhaps necessary to explain 
the statement that the species ~. bengalensis is common to Rangoon 
and Calcutta. If two chance-taken specimens, one from ~ach 
place, be laid side by side, it is 'most unlikely that they woUld re
semble one another closely in colour, size, or proportions, yet a 
single specimen from one place could be very closely matched by 
searching among large numbers of specimens from the other place. 
The rats of type C, however, were not quite like any of the-Calcutta 
specimens; they were ·more like the soft-furred Punjab type. In my 
opinion, the types A; Band C, which are merely three of a 
,large number which could be made from the mole-rats of Rangoon, 
show differences at least as great as those which are used to 
separate" species" at th'e present day. By searching among a 
collection of many thousands taken from all parts of the city there 
is no doubt that every gradation between each type could be found. 
The types are none the less separate because of this, however. If, 
for example, twenty mole-rats are caught together in one stab e or 
warehouse, they will almost always be of the same type, and only
show slight. individual variations amongst themselves. 

Rng. 8-

A family group or localized race of Gunomys bengalensis char
acterised by the pure black colour of its members. 

These are considered separately as, owing to their black colour 
t~ey were .remarka~ly different from all others of the species. In~ 
dlvlduals Intermediate between the black and' the normal greyish 
brown f~rms were not met with. The occurrence of this group is 
of such Interest that it will be described in detail. It shows the 
extent to which mole .. rats have associated themselves with man. 
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It has been recently proved that both in Calcutta and Dacca 
these rats occur in large numbers not only in stables and out-houses 
b~t also in shops and dwelling-houses. Some doubt perhaps still 
remains as to whether this occurrence may not be due to a tem
porary and fluctuating migration of these rats, which have long 
been known as dwellers in the fields. In Rangoon, however the 
evidence was clear that they live continually and propagate them
selves in dwelling-houses in the heart of the city. 

A.case of plague having occurred in a certain house (No. 65 
Maung· Khyine Street), a number of traps were set in that house 
by the Municipal rat-catchers; on the following day these traps 
were brought to the collecting station containing five pure black 
Gunomys. Traps were set in adjacent houses, and on the next night 
from house No'. 65 one other was obtained, and from the adjacent 
house, No. 66, three precisely similar rats were obtained. Again 
on the following night one more was obtained from,house No~ 66. 
After this no more were obtained. 

The writer visited these houses and noticed where the tr~ps 
were placed. Both houses were built principally of wood, and 
consisted of upper and lower rooms, the former being closed and 
unoccupied. Number 65 was a tailor's- shop and dwelling-house. 
Number 66 was a laundry. The" houses were divided by a double 
partition of thin planking separ~ted by a narrow space.. The floors 
were tiled. In front the houses opened directly on to the street, 
behind on to the (( back drainage space." 

The ten rats ,taken in these two houses could be recognised 
at a glance by their pure black colour from any other Gunolnys 
taken from other parts of the city. They must have been closely 
related as a family to one another. It seems much nlore likely 
that they had been bred where they were found, than that they 
haq migrated together as a family from the fields. If the more 
probable view is the correct one, it can be asserted that these Gunomys 
rear their young \vithin the houses in the manner of house rats. 
The houses in which they were found had' no adjacent garden or 
waste space available fbr the making of burrows. 

The " back drainage space" was, owing to the' daily cleansing, 
as unsuitable for the rearing of a field rat's family as the busy 
street itself. No one who has seen traps from houses brought in 
daily containing Gunomys, mature, itnmature and pregnant, ~an 
doubt that these rats, which are perhaps the conl1nonest field rats 
in India, have become permanent parasites of lnan \vithin some 
of the larger towns. 

Of these ten rats, four were brought to Calcutta. l'heir mea-
surements are as follows :-
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Length. Tail length 0 Hind foot. Ear. 

203 170 (83 %) 36 21 
193 158 (8108 %) 38 21 
177 141 (80 %) 35 20 
158 130 (82 %) 32 20 

Only the first two were fully matureo 
The 'figures show that these black rats resemble one anoth~r 

not only in their colour but also in being well above the averag~ In 
length, and very closely alike in their tail indexo (Hossack gIves 
for fifty mixed Gunomys bengalensis in Calcutta range in length from 
150-205, with an average of 1820 Tail index range from 69-94, 
average 81 0 1.) 

The skull proportions of these black rats agree closely with one 
another and differ considerably fronl the average of the species. 

I I Lengtho Breadtho Nasals 0 I Pal. foro Molarso Remarks 
--------

44
0
5 2505 14 9 8 Mature. 

100 57
0
3 3104 

43 25 1305 9 8 Matureo 
100 58 3104 Young. 
41 24 13 

100 5805 3107 9 

For twenty skulls of Go bengalettst"s from Calcutta, Hossack gives 
the following :-

Range of length 
Breadth 
Length 

37 to 44 average 3906 

" 
~asallength 8 t 8 2 02 0 ~10 

Length v " 

Thus as regards breadth two of the three are less than the 
least of the twenty Calcutta skulls. As regards length of nasals 
all three are very close to the highest value found among the 
Calcutta specimens. 

The members of this group have therefore no less than four 
peculiarities: blackness of fur, increased size, narrowness of skull 
and increased length of nasalso l ' 

It seems that the last three of these peculiarities are elsewhere 
associated, for under tlie heading " Buldana" will be found a des
cription 'of a local race of Gunomys which shows the same three 
peCUliarities 0 The bandicoots also illustrate this correlation. 

1 Two more of these black. mole-rats have been recently obtained from Ran
goon; they show the sanle peculiaritieso 
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Rng.8 A-

A few days after the capture of these ten melanotic Gun-
omys, a man brought in three' somewhat similar rats from another 
'part of the town. These were also pure b1ack specjmens of G. 
bengalensis, 'but they were different from the others -in that the 
muzzle, and to some extent the ears, were scantily pigmented. 
These parts were consequently of a livid pinkish colour, and gave 
to their possessors an appearance remarkably different 'from the 
others, the noses and ears of which were very deeply pigmented. 
It was not possible to trace their exact habitat; being somewhat 
decomposed they were not kept. 

It seems likely that these two melanotic varieties had arisen 
quite indeperidently of one another, although in the same town. 

UPPER BURMA. 

The rats of Upper Burma resemble the rats of Rangoon so far 
as has been. ascertained. The common dark-bellied Mus rattus 
of India is not common in Burma. In place of it we find the small 
Mus concolor and a white-bellied race of Mus rattus the members 
of which, in Rangoon and perhaps throughout Burma, are on the 
average smaller and have shorter tails than M'lts'rattus of the Indian 
Peninsula. 

Myitkyina (Bhanto). 

We have received, through Dr. L. Fink, a number of spe.cimens 
from Kamaung, Mogaung, }\Iankin and Myitkyina. The first 
specimen sent was a typical Mus decumanus. It has been stated 
that China is probably the home of this wandering species: since 
Bhamo is close to the borders of China, other specimens were 
awaited with interest; when received they were found to consist of 
twenty typical Mus. coneolor, one other immature Mus deeuma1tUs, 
two white-bellied Mus rattus, and one dark-bellied Mus rattus of 
normal size. The progenitors of the M deeumanus probably 
arrived by the steamboats which ply between Rahgoon and Bhamo. 
The examples of Mus eoneolor are indistinguishable from those of 
Rangoon; some of them have white-tipped tails; of four specimens 
from Kamaung, sent by Captain Gandoin, two show this peculiar 
character. 

Mr. Hefferman has sent two Mus eoncolor from Lower Chindwin; 
these measure 122 and 131 mm. in length; one of them has a white
tipped tail. This character seems specially common among Mus 
concolor in Upper Burma. It has been previously mentioned that 
it occurs sporadically and more rarely in India among the genera 
Mus, Gunomys and Bandicota. 

Captain Gandoin has sent a white-bellied Mus rattus from 
Yamethin; it measures ISO, 200, 26,20. We have also received a 
large number of measurements from Mandalay, but in the absence 
of specimens little can be said in regard to them; it is proba'ble that 
Gunomys varius occurs there, and that Mus concolor is common. 
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WEST AUSTRALIA. 

We have received an interesting collection of rats from Mr. 
T H. Lovegrove of the Department of Public Health in Perth. 
These were ail caught in the port of Freemantle either from the 
wharves or ships. The collection contains eight Mus rattus and two 
Mus decumanus. The two latter and one black Mus rattus are 
labelled "Freemantle wharves." The other seven Mus rattus are 
labelled ,', S. S. Sultan. " They were probably taken during one of 
the periodical destructions of vermin which are sometimes carried 
out on ships. In regard to Mus decumanus nothing need be said; 
they are quite indistinguishable from others of the species obtained 
in Calcutta and Rangoon. The seven rats from the ship are most 
interesting.. Among them are to be found examples of the three 

,chief kinds met with in India. Four of them are black, three are 
brown and indistinguishable from one another as to their upper 
surface, but two of them are white-bellied and'the other is brown
bellied. The three kinds are distinguishable from on~ another at a 
glance, but each is indistinguishable from the corresponding l kind 
found in India, at a port such as Bombay, or an iiiland town such 
as Cawnpore. Surely it cannot be supposed that these three kinds 
have each arisen separately and subsequently becotne associated with 
one another so as to have dt~stributed themselves w1:dely in the inter
mingled state in which they are found. 

The measurements of the seven rats are interesting. They 
seem ~omewhat higher than might be expected from the appear
'ance of the specimens, at the same time the tails seem somewhat 
short. The 'measurements have probably been taken from the 
first ring of the tail and not from the anus; if so, 10 mm. should 
be subtracted from the lengths and added to the tail lengths in 
order to bring the measurements into line with our others. The 
measureme~ts are all by the same hand anp. so may be safely 
compared 'tnter see As has been noticed both at Cawnpore and 
Calcutta, the black rats are smaller than'the brown ones. 

Length. 

150 

193 
195 
210 
215 
218 
220 

Tail length. ·1 

.I90 

190 br. 
230 

225 
230 

230 

235 

Colour .. 

Black 
, , 
" 
" Brown 
, J 

, , 

Remarks. 

Immature. 
Mature. 

" 
" Brown-bellied. 

White-bellied.' 
, , 

We-have also obtained a specimen ot the' Australian rat Hydro
~ys /ulginosus. 
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BOMBAR-'. 

. .The rats,·of ~ombay have beep fully dealt with ·by.,Captain 
Liston and the 'Yorkers of the Plague Com~i~ion. J u<\ging from 
several specimens lent by the Bombay ~atural History'Society, I 
conclude that the three' kinds of Mus 'rattus, the black, the brown 
and the brown white-bellied, are commonly found there. 

In '. ~oncluding this systematic account I must express my 
thanks to all those gentlemen who have' contributed measurements' 
and specimens. Thanks are especially due to Captain G. I. Davys, 
I.M.S., who, aide()i by his assistant, H. A. Khazan Chand, has sent 
over one thousand. The ext~nt of t4eir work can only be properly 
appreciated by any on~ who has measured and skinned even twenty 
,rats in a hot climate. -

Although I have not always agreed'. with Dr. Hossack's con
clusions, I have never been able to dispute his observations; and 
I must repeat my thanks to him for i'ntroducing me to the subject, 
and for establishing the precedent of examining rats in large numbers.' 

Finally, my thanks are especially due to Dr. Annandale not 
o'nly for the interest he has shown in the work day by day but for 
his steadying influence among the perplexity of sport') and races, as 
well as for the liberal way in which, as Editor of the Indian' Muse"", 
Records, he has allowed me to expres~ views which are 'not quite in 
accordance with museum traditions. 

APPENDIX I. 

THE BEARING OF THE ENQUIRY ON PLAGUE DISSEMINATIO:N'. 

Since it has been recognised that rats are important factors. 
in the dissemination of plague, the attention of many has been 
turned tow~rds these rodents. In consequence it became evident 
that we ~new little of the distribution of their several races in India, 
and that some of the hitherto accepted statements in regard to 
,them must be looked upon dQubtfully. It was shoWn that mole
rats, which were consider~d solely as dwellers in the fields, could, 
in some circumstances, becpme intimately associated with man-,: 
while in othe~ circumstances hoose rats might establish themselves' 
in the fields. Doubt was felt as to the extent to which the wander-. 
ing grey rat {J.11 us decumanus). prevailed in India. It was shown 
that the races of rats infesting Calcutta and Bombay were' rer
mar~ably different from one' anoth~r, so that it became -desirable 
to compare .them with those of other ports. The present enquiry 
is an attempt to throw· light 011 some of these questions. 

The extermination of rats has been largely carried out in 
many districts in India as a means of directly diminishing plague' 
mortali~y. Such measures are perhaps partly, of an experimental 
natur~; the questibn '.of' their efficaov ('~nnot be discussed here,-
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it is' one for sanitary science to ~al with. It was clear, however, 
that this attempted rat extermination provided an opportunity of 
gaining information regarding the distribution of the various kinds 
of rats throughout the country, since large numbers of them could 
be collected from different localities and compared· ; from this 
comparison information of direct or indirect practical importance 
niight be gained. It has been kept well in view that to 
obtain such information was the purpose of the present inquiry. 
Although the practical value 'of the information may not seem 
great, it is hoped that the facts themselves will be of suggestive 
value to' those more acquainted with the retiology of plague than 
the writer. 

A CO:MPARISO~ BETWEEN RATS FOUND IN THE PORTS OF BOl\IBAY, 

CALCUTTA, MADRAS AND RANGOON. 

This questiqn is of importance, for as a rule the sea-ports are 
the dGors by which the infection of plague ent~rs a country. In all 
probability plague entered th~ Bombay Presidency and Upper 
~ndia by the port of Bombay, and it certainly entered Burma 
~hrough Ra~goon. , 

In Q)Plparing the rodents of the four great ports, one important 
fact stands out. Mus decumanus is common both in Bombay and 
Calcutta; it is not uncommon in Rangoon, but it is absent from 
the 'city of. Madras. Th,ere must be a definite cause to account 'for 
this. There is another peculiar~ty in the rodents of Madras. The 
bandicoot is very rarely found in Bombay. It is uncommon in 
Calcutta, where it is occasionally found burrowing near the numer
ous tanks of that city. It is absent from Rangoon; a smaller sort of 
bandicoot is common ,there. In Madras, however, the large bandi
coot is so common that the populace can kill as many as one hundred 
of them daily, although it is too large to enter traps and has to be 
-killed by blows from sticks. The Madras bandicoot is an outdoor 
rat, a dweller in drains and outhouses, having a total length of 
about two feet; it ·would not be tolerated in the houses, where it 
eOll1ct nQt move without detection. Its mode of life is therefore 
essentially the same as that of Mus decumanus. The rodent fauna 
of Madras, is the,refore- ,peculiar in two ways, in the pr~sence of the 
bandicoot and in the absence of Mus decumanus. These two pecu
liarities are' obviously associated with one another. The bandicoot 
occupies exactly the same position among the rats of J.\IIadras that 
Mus dec.umanus occupies among the rats of Bombay and Calcutta, 
and since the bandicoot is much more powerful even than Mus 
decumanus, there is no place for this latter rat in Madras unless it 
can change its habits entirely.. A consideration of the rodents of 
Rangoon lends support to this view. In Rangoon Mus decumanus 
is to, be found, but it is much less common than in Bombay or 
Calcutta; this may be due to the presence of the small bandicoot, 
Gunomys va1'ius, which is, like Mus decumanus, an essentially 

utdoor rat, and must compete with this latter species. Since the 
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Rangoon bandicoot is much smaller than the Madras one, the grey 
rat can exist though it does not flourish as in Bombay and Calcutta. 

In the last report of the Plague Commission it was shown that 
Mus, decumanus was the species which in Bombay had a preponderat
ing i~fluence in plague dissemination. Certain conclusions may 
be quoted· from the report (Journal of Hygiene, vol. vii, No.6) . 

• l With regard to the epizootic amongst the rats, the following 
conclusions may be formulated :-

,(I)' Mus decumanus and Mus rattus are equally susceptible to 
,plague. 

(2) The incidence of plague is twice as great on the decfl
manus population as on the rattus population. 

(3) Mus decumanus is the species which is chiefly respon
sible for the diffusion of plague amongst the rats 
throughout Bombay city. 

(4) 'rhe decumanus epizootic precedes the rattus epizootic 
by a mean interval of about ten days. 

(5) The rattus epizootic is directly attributable to the de
cumanus epizoot~c. 

(6) Plague persists in the rats in Bombay city during the 
off season. This persistence is due chiefly to Mus 
decumanus. ' , , 

The conflicting natures of the first and second statements are 
reconciled and explained by the fact that Mus decumani(,s, on an 
av'erage, harbours twice as many fleas as Mus rattus. 

It seems, therefore, that Mus ,decumanus is an important 
factor in the sanitation of a port. After reading the conclusions 
quoted above, anyone ·must be struck with the coincidence that 
Madras, the one port which does not harbour III us decUl1taltUs J is 
the one port which has never been seriously infected with plague. 
That Madras is not wholly protected by its climate is shown by the 
fact that there has been at least one outbreak of plague, telnporary 
but severe, on the outskir.ts of the city. 1 On the other hand, it 
must be remembered that plague persists to a grievous ·extent 
among cert~in provinces of India into which Mus deCUI11allUS seldom 
or never penetrates. 

The insanitary effect of decul1'tanus a~ a port rat can be seen 
from another point of view. In a port where this rat is firmly 
established, there must be much more inter~ange between ship 
and shore rats than in a port like MadrAS, where the large bandicoot 
alone is the common outdoor rat, for the bandicoots probably never 
enter ships ~hereas Mus decumanus is perhaps the COll1monest 
of all sea-g~ing rats. It has not yet been thoroughly ascertained 
to what extent the different species of rats infest ships plying in 
tropical seas. J udging.from very scanty observations and inquiries 
it app~ars that anyone ship harbours only one species at a time 
-sometimes Mus rattus, sometimes decumanus. A tborough in
vestigation of this subject would be interesting and important. 
-----~---~----~-~--------.- ----'-- '--' .---

1 If, as appears the bandi~oots t.hemselves are particularly susc~ptible to 
p lague, the absence df MI's decu.manus fronl Madras is of no sjgnjfican.ce. 
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THE INLAND DISTRIBUTION OF Mus deCU11tanus. 

It appears that, rtotwithstanding ma~y st~tement~' ~o the 
'contrary, Mus dec'Umanus does not oc~ur 1n India .ex~ep.~ In s7a-
ports. This statement may be proved, In the future, to be errone
ous but all the evidence of this inqqiry is in favour of the view that 
t~e/'grey rat has not established itself in any part of t~e interior 
of the peninsula. Certain writers relate how this .rat .pass~~ up. the 
great rivers by means of country boats to estabhsh Itself In rIver
side towns 'and it has even been stated that it is fast replacing the 
indigenous'rat in India. Allahabad and Cawnpore are situated on 

-the banks of the Ganges at points where the river is navigable for 
country boats · in· both of these cities many thou~ands of rats were 
caught -but n~t one Mus decumanus was among them. It is impos
sible that they could'have been overlooked, 'for in both places the 
officers in charge of the operations paid great attention to the ques
tion 'of the species caught, and Mus decumanus can be easily dis
tinguished from Mus rattus.. 

OTHER OBSERVATIONS BEARING ON THS QUESTION OF 

PLAGUE DISSEMINATION. 

It has been sufficiently shown that the species Mus rattus is 
.the common house rat throughout the whole .peninsula of India, 
that it occurs intimately associ;).ted with man in every place (with 
the single exception of' Quetta) in whi~h it has been looked for. 
The fact of its absence from Quetta is doubtful and requires con
firmation (see page 33). If' it could be shown that this species is 
rare in or absent from Quetta, the cause of its absence should be 
carefully sought for as it might have a direct bearing on plague 
prevention. It has been shown that, in any town, rats of this 
species' show individual differences from one another, and that in 
certain places they show slight racial differences; so that although 
it is often impossible to ,say whether a particular rat was native to 
Tellic.herri or Amritsar., it would be easy to identify a ~roup of fifty 
ia~ from either place. In certain instances, how~ver, individuals 
c?u1d be identified. For example, single rats from Kashmir, Am
rltsar and Katmandu could be almost always identified at a glance. 
In spite of this the fact remains that any of a small collection of 
.house rats from Adelaide in Australia can be " matched" exactly, 
by searching among large numbers of the rats of Calcutta, Bombay 

. Ca~pore or many ,other large towns on the plains of India. I~ 
col~ur they can -be matched as closely as· two threads i1\ the same 
s~e~ ~f. co~our~d silk. In proportions of body and skull the 
slmtlarities are not le~s than those indicated by this comparison. 
The~efore it seems that there is no reason why a rat should not 
wande~ ~ree~y, in o~ ?ut of the country, and intermingle with the 
rats .?~ places far r~D;1qyed from its own: birth-place without being 
recognl~ed as an ·i~terloper. However, all the evidence that can 
be obtaln.ed .. $.ows that ra~. do not. wan~er freely.,. that they rare~y 
tnQve .-from, vi1~ag~ to village ef[\an:·~it1dian~ ru~a1"·district, and that 
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they 'even confine themselves to particular houses qr groups of 
houses, and are much given. to breeding within the. family circle. 

To obtain sure evidence about such a. question 'is a .matter 
9f.so.me difficulty .. It might be obtained experimentally by means 
()f marked rats.. ,Eortu)lately cases have ,occurred in which .Nature 
has .herself provided' the mark. Captain Davys has contributed 
a good example from the Amritsar district, and pointed out its 
significance. Among·a mixed collection of Mus rattus. fro in any 
large Indian town there is often a small number of white-bellied 
ones. Among the large number of rats which yve received from 
the Punjab was a small sprinkling of such forms, and it w~ .de
finitely ascertain~d by the sender that out of sixty-nin~ villages, 
in whi~h rats had been collected, only three provided these white
bellied forms, and that they made up about ten per cent. of. the 
total rats of those villag~~. Whether we regard the .white-bellied 
forms as ,a separate, race or not, there is clearly not much inter
course Qetw,een the rats of those villages. 

Two other c~ses have been already described which show con
clusively that a group of rats may identify itself with certain ad
joining houses., The first of these is th'e case in which ten black 
mole-rats were caught in two adjoining houses in Rangoon during 
three nights, and no other kind of rat was caught at the time in 
those houses, although black mole-rats are very rare indeed. This 
shows that a " family group " may establish itself within very 
narrow limits, keeping without those limits all others who are not 
of the group. A precisely similar case was recorded from Naini Tal 
where the house rats found on a part of Ayapata Hill could always be 
distinguished from those which dwelt at either end of the lake, 
although the three places were separated by less than a mile. It 
may be objected that these examples do not constitute fair evidence 
in favour of the view that the rats of one species in a town· do not 
freely intermingle, because in these cases the rats have been marked 
off by their peculiarities from the majority, and held themselves 
aloof. 

While watching lal'ge numbers of rats brought in by towns
folk, the observer is compelled to recognise that the rats of any 
one species are split up into a great number of " family groups" 
or clans, each with its own limited domain. If, for exanl~le, at a 
collecting station rats of the long-tailed kind are superfiCially ex
amined ~nd set aside, the accumulation, which consists perhaps of 
some hundreds of individuals, has a truly heterogeneous appear
ance; some few of its constituents are black or nearly so, a few are 
pure white below, others are white below with a grey breast stripe. 
Among them there is much variation in size. The length of one 
may be 150 mm., the length of another 200 mm., both being ob
viousiyadult. Tail length will ~ary from 105 % to 135 % of length. 
In respect to length or tail length, the rats can be laid out side by 
side in an unbroken series, the mediocre in both respects being 
in the majority. In respect to colour~ it is' much more'difficult to 
arrange them in an unbroken series. The collection wiH perhar)S 
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contain one or two pure black rats and four or five others of a 
blackish tone which show a variable mixture of brown hairs; ·but 
one cannot find, when dealing with hundreds, every shade between 
a black rat and a light ,brown one. Similarly, one cannot arrange a 
satisfactory series between the. white-bellied type and the commoner 
brown-bellied type, although some of the former have coloun~d 
breast stripes of variable breadth and some of the latter are very 
light in colour. 

The collection is truly heterogeneous in appearance, although, 
in a broad sense, it consists of animals of one species. The indivi
duals composing it have' been brought in batches of two or three 
together.) by the townsfolk. It- is often noticeable that the in
dividuals of anyone batch very closely resemble one another. 
Thus the melanotic and semi-melanotic rats would probably all be 
brought in.by one man. Another man would bring unusually large 
rats, a third would bring four or five white-bellied rats with rela
tively short tails, some with breast stripes, others without. The 
members of the separate batches often show a likeness to one 
another. This can only be explained by the fact that the members 
of each batch were usually taken together from a single house, the 
likeness being a true (' family likeness.' , By the word (( family " 
is meant a small localized group whose members are given to in
breeding. These observations point to the conclusi6n that the 
rats of- one species in a town are divided into a number of groups 
which hold little intercourse with one another. 

,Experimental evidence of a more certairi nature could be 
obtained by successively capturing, marking, releasing, and after 
an int~rval recapturing a large number of rats. It might be pre
dicted that the recapture would take place in all cases in the same 
house that the capture and marking was effected. Such experiments 
could probably be carried out without much difficulty. The rats 
should be caught in a trap, anresthetized lightly by placing the 
traps in a closed box containing chloroform, and removed from the 
trap while unconscious. They might be marked by branding the 
tail or piercing I the ears. Recovery from 'chloroform in rats takes 
place with certainty, and often' with most disconcerting quickness. 
The accidental scars which are present on so many rats might lead 
to som~ confusion, but a system of marking by metal rings and 
number plates would probably prove unsatisfactory. To recapture 
the rats it would be probably necessary to use spring jaw traps of 
which there are many effective patterns. Such experiments would 
give direct evidence of the m9vements of rats in a town or village 
which would be of value in any consideration of the means of plague 
dissemination. 

.L<\PPEN:PIX II. 

QUESTioNS OF BIOLOGICAL INTEREST . 

. The Government's measures· .against rats have afforded a 
unique opportunity of studying large numbers of closely reJated 
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and widely distributed animals. During the enquiry several matters 
of general biological interest have made themselves·felt. 

The chief interest lies in the large number of sports which 
have been met with; that is to say of individuals which differ 
widely in some character or characters from the race in community 
with which they' were found, although otherwise closely resembling 
that race. The differences which characterise these sports are of 
colour for the most part;' they are ~ however, in some cases, of a wider 
degree than the slight differen~es which are used at the present 
day to separate species. It is unusual to examine any race of 
animals in large numhers without meeting with sports both of 
cplour and of form, but the peculiar interest of this enquiry lies 
in the several instances in which such sports have appeared in 
groups. Some of them have been met with singly, others as pairs 
caught together in the same trap, others in "litters" all the mem
bers of which agree in· differing from the normal race in the same 
way ·and nearly to the same extent. Finally, two cases have been 
met with. of rats, which can hardly be considered as other than 
sports, occurring in groups large enough to occupy two adjacent 
houses to the' exclusion of other species of rats. The members of 
such groups must be of close blood relationship,-in fact, " family 
groups" prone to inbreeding. 

Moreover, ·there are two examples of what appear to be the 
same kind of sport having arisen indepe1J.dently in two far distant 
localities. These similar sports are in one case from Bombay al?-d 
Madras, and in the other from Rangoon and N ai!li Tal. The former 
places resemble one another in climate. The latter places are 
utterly different from one another. 

Although'many examples' of sports have been already des
cribed, the most important ones will be reviewed here. 

Cases 01 si1!gle sports. 

Case I.-The rat" l\lds. 2" is a Mus rattus; its ventral surface· 
is dark brown, and in the middle line of the breast is a pure white 
streak. It was selected from among about 600 freshly killed rats 
of the rattus type, which were received during two days. 

Case 2.-A black example of th~ rattus type caught in the 
Museum of the Bombay Natural History Society where it at·' 
tracted attention owing to the pure white line on its breast. Al
though this line is not quite so long as in the last case, it seems to be
essentially the same variation. A large proportion of the Bombay' 
rats are of the black type of rattus. The san1e variation has also· 
been noticed in Calcutta and at Nowgong. 

Cases I and 2 are shown side by side in plate i. 
Case 3.-0ne Mus rattus from the Punjab which shows a white

tipped tail, with some lengthening of the terminal hairs of that 
appendage. This case is specially mentioned because of the con
com.itant lengthening of the hairs. There are several examples. 
of white-tipped tails among otht,'r species of GU1l01lIYS) fJalldicota ,. 
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and :Mus; in these, however, the occurrence is not associated with. 
lengthening of the terminal hair. 

Case 4.-0ne half-grown rat selected from some thousands of the' 
mixed assembly of white-bellied rattus and concolor caug~t in 
Rangoon city, which differs in only one respect from many of the 
half-grown' members of the ·white-bellied race. The under side 
of ,the tail of this rat is pure·,vhite. This is considered to be a most. 
important· variation, for on this peculiarity alone several species. 
have been' defined. . This statement is open to criticism, but it 
cannot be denied that bicoloration of the tail is the most important 
feature in the definitions of those species of the genus Mus' which 
have received the names of 'niveiventer, vicerex, bukit, rapit, etc., 
for the other less important details of the definition of these species 
seem to fall within the normal range of variability of the Mus' 
rattus group,.- and the species have been defined from comparatively 
small numbers of specimens. 

The fact that this young rat was only half grown is of im-· 
portance ;: jUdging from its size it ca'nnot be much more than two 
or three months old; this lessens the probability of its being brought 
to Rangoon by' a foreign ship. Because of this and of the fact j 

that it appeared to be unique among the large number examined, 
it is difficult to believe otherwise than that it was a sport, born of 
the white-bellied race of Mus rattus which is common in Rangoon .. 
In case 8 we shall see anotp.er example of, precisely this same varia
tio!l, occurring in a group of rats found to be occupying two ad
jacent houses in Naini Tal. 

Cases ,0/ more than one i",dividual showing the same 
variation as sports which have bee'!t met at 

the same time and place. 

Case s.-An excellent example of this is from the Punjab., 
Captain Davys sent us from a village in the Amritsar district a. 
pair of adult rats of almost exactly the same size and appearance. 
They are obviously of the·rattus type; but can be distinguished at a 
glance from the others of that race among which they were found. 
They are much lighter in colour than the average Punjab rattus, 
though not lighter than certain exceptional individuals. They 
both have a pure white star on the forehead; the terminal third of 
their tails is white. The sender of these remarkable rats allu
ded to, them tentatively as Mus brahminicus. There is very 
little doubt that if they had been sent together to any specialist, 
they would have been hailed as a ne\v species. However, cir
cumstances make it probable that in th~ capture of these two
specimens, the new species would have become extinct before it 
,vas defined. They were almost certainly born of the same parents 
and.were probably mates. The female was pregnant, carrying four 
embryos. They were caught in the- village of Nowshera Dh~.1a 
in which over 800 of the normal Mus rattus had been taken. Thes~· 
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two specimens.stand alone among 22,000 rats taken from the villages 
of the Amritsar district. In the remarkable character of their 
tails they exactly resemble a·number of species which occur in the 
Eastern Archi~lago. 

Case 6.-A litter' of five very young rats was brought to one of 
the collecting. stations in Rangoon all of which were of a light buff 
colour and had unusually .large feet. Two of them were subse
quently reared to PJ.aturity by Captain Kelsall who found tq.em to be 
typical examples of the Rangoon bandicoot, Gunomys varius, in 
every,thing but colour. On the same day that the writer first saw 
these rats, and at the same station, one adult specimen of exactly 
the same colour was received, the hind feet of, which were II mm. 
longer than those of an equal sized specimen of the typical G. varius. 
Infofmation was also obtained from the official in charge that at that 
particular statiop. they had occasionally received such "sandy 
coloured bandicoots." It is clear that these interesting animals 
were to some extent established in that part of Rangoon,' and they 
evidently breed true. Intermediate colour forms between them 
and the common blackish grey type were never met with. In Dr. 
Hossack's collection of Calcutta rats are two specimens of the 
smaller Gunomys bengalensis of exactly the same curious buff 
colour. 

Cases in which ·a· large group 01 sports was 1net with. 

Cas~ 7.-This is afforded by the ten black mole-rats described 
under Rng. 8 on page 76, where full details of the occurrence of 
these interesting animals will be found. They all resemble one 
another very closely indeed, and differ from the mean type of the 
race not only in colour but also in size and skull proportions. They 
seemed to be the only ,rats domiciled in two adjacent houses of a 
certain street in Rangoon. Black specimens of G. bengalensis are 
otherwise rare in Rangoon, and have never been recorded from 
any other place. 

Case 8, the Ayapata race 01 Naini Tal.-Eight rats were caught 
in a ~ertain house and adjoining buildings in Naini TaJ. They are 
very like the rats found in the bazaar and other buildings of the 
station, in all but 'the one respect that their. tails are bicoloured. 
This bicoloration is very variable in degree, but not by a vary
ing diminution of pigmentation' from the lower surface, in the man
ner that our preconceived ideas would lead us to expect. The ac
tual occurrence is fully described on page 40 and illustrated on 
plates i and iv. It is difficult to believe otherwise than that these 
eight rats are closely related as a family group.. No rat with a 
unicoloured dark tail was caught in 'those particular houses.. In 
all other respects they are 'so like the common rats of ~ailli Tal 
that one is compelled to regard theln as an offshoot from the local 
race. It has been mentioned before that bicoloration of the tail 
is, the all-important feature ill the descriptions of many species of 
the rattus group. 
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The circumstances of case ,8 are different from those of ,case 7. 
In case 7 the chief peculiarity, blackness, which m,arks off ~4e te~ 
rats from the race olit of which they have presumably arisen, IS 

remarkably constant in degree. In case ,8 the fe:~ture, bicoloration 
of the tail, w ·ch marks off the group, is so variable that at least four 
. distinct " types" are present among th~ eight. It ~ppears that 
a parallel case to this has been-recently published. In' J!ossack's 

'H Account of the Ra~ of Calcutta" is an illustr.ation which is 

1. 2 . 3. 

s. 

'1. s, 9. 

PIG. 9.-IUustration of variatiotl iu belly colouring in M us ~att"S (after 
Hossack). 

reproduced here (text~:fig. 9); this is accompanied by the following 
statement: (( As showing how endless are the combinations ana 
v:ari~tions of thes,e differ,ent!belly colourings, the figure in ,the text 
may be referred to, showing the different variations found in nine 
specimens ,of M. rattus, which represented the total bag for one 
day." . -

The concluding clause of this quotation is an important part o.f 
it. Having examined a ,certain number of the Calcutta r¢lus., the 
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writer ,does not think that Dr. Hossack could always select such a 
series of nine, as he has figured, from any 100, chance-taken rats of 
Calcutta. It is true that a similar series cannot be selected from 
nearly 2,000 specimens of Mus rattus from different parts of India. 
However, a similar series could be selected from 58 rats from Simla. 
And yet these nine are " the total bag for one day." The ex
planation seems obvious: this " bag" was made in one house or 
granary, and the contents of it represent a parallel case with the 
Ayapata family group. 

Let us consider how similar these two cases are. Rats with 
dark (i.e., any colour but pure white) under parts occur in vast 
majority throughout northern India, but white-bellied rats are 
common in certain places; Calcutta is one of the~e. It may be safely 
assumed th'at the white-bellied type was derived from the dark
bellied type, and' that the Ayapata race with their bicoloured tails 
were derived from the rats which possessed unicoloured dark tails. 
It seems to the writer that in the groups of the eight ... L\.yapata 
ra~ and I of the nine Calcutta rats,-gronps which cannot each 
represent more than two or at the most three generations,-we 
can see the change from one race to another actually in progress. 
In both cases the change is associated with a variation of much 
wider range than that which is spoken of as normal variation. 

It is not claimed that this assumption is already far justified by 
facts. Such communities might be looked upon as groups of hy
brids between two established species. These two cases, however, 
wonderfully resemble a case recently described from another part 
of the animal kingdom, which cannot be explained in this way. 

In a certain part of the Arabian Sea a community of the crus
tacean Squilla [16] was found. This community shows an extra
ordinary variability in one respect. Species of the genus Squilla 
possess as a rule six-spined claws, the number of spines being ,very 
constant for each species. The members of this particular community, 
however, all possess a greater number of raptatorial spines, the 
number varying from 10 to 19, among the seventeen specimens ob
tained. The number of spines is so variable that there are eleven 
" types " among the seventeen, some of them being unsymmetrical, 
but thee number of spines in every individual is w~ll above the 
nqmber found in any other species of the genus.. Except for these 
spines the specimens resemble one another as closely as the tnembers 
of a species usually do. It seems that there are certain definite 
resemblances between this crustacean community and the two com
munities of rats which have just been referred to. In all three cases 
there is a local community differing from the general group of which 
it is apart, in that it possesses a certain character (presumably a 
newly acquired one)-albiventralism and caudal bicoloration in 
the case of the rats, multispinity in the case of the crustacean; but 
in all three that character is in a most unstable condition, so that, 
as regards it, each community contains several types. At the satne 
time there is little doubt that in each case the' members of the COtU

munity ~re of one stock and are not separated hy nl0re than two 
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or three generations. The variation in the character is, however;. 
different in degree fro1¥ that which is known as normal variation .. 

The " discontinuous distribution" of rats with white under 
parts, bicoloured tails, and of melanotic rats in the Oriental region 
is most interesting; it has been already dealt with, but some of the 
facts may be shortly reviewed. White-bellied rats form a pure race 
in Rangoon (Rng. 2) ; they are common in Calcutta. Out of sixty
nine villages in the Punjab it was found that only three contained 
them in small numbers. The rats of Simla- bazaar and of several 
other places on the flanks of the Himalayas are nearly all of this 
type. A few were obtained from Cawnpore and other places; 
they form more than half of the rats received from Tellicherri. In 
many other places, however, they do not occur, and it cannot be 
doubted that the commonest·type of Mus rattus in India is the dark
bellied one, and that the white-bellied type occurs sporadically 
(vide antea, pages 65, 80). 

Rats with bicoloured tails, although rarer, show the same 
sort of distribution. There is a pure race of them in Kashmir. 
There is a race in the Ea.c;tern Himalayas (M ierdoni). They have 
been recorded from Katmandu (M niveiventer) and trom Simla 
(M. vicerex) , but it is doubtful whether they persist as a -race in 
these two places at the present day (see p. 6). This year a small 
colony of them was met with in Naini Tal (Ayapata race), and one 
specimen was found in. Rangoon. They have been frequently 
met with in the southern part of the Oriental region, in the Malay 
States and Archipelago, chiefly from hilly districts~ Wherever 
met with they have shown other slight peculi~rities, for they have 
been ·described as different species. But the bicoloration of the 
tail is admitt~d to be the most important character in all of them. 
In the two places Rangoon and N aini Tal where the writer met 
with rats of this sort they did not diUer, except in the one respect, front 
the common local races 01 those places Irom which they are thought to 
have been derived. 

Passing now to the cases of melanism, we find that black rats 
,are not uncommon in Bombay [17]. They occur rarely in Calcutta. 
We have received pure 'black rats from Cawnpore and Fr~emantle 
(Australia). There is an interesting semi-melanotic type among 
the Tellicherri collection. Ten pure black mole-rats were ob
tained from two adjacent houses in Rangoon. From the same town 
we have melanotic examples of Mus concolor, the miniature form 
of 1l1us rattus. It cannot· be that the black Mus rattus gave rise to' 
the black Mus concolor; and the brown rattus to the brown concolor. 
Melanism must have been acquired independently by these two 
races. 

After considering their discontinuous distribution it seems 
difficult to believe otherwise than that these three characters, 
melanism., albi-ventralism and caudal bicoloration, have arisen in
dependently in several places., and are continually arising unnoticed 
in thousands of other }>laces. It is somewhat difficult to know how 
far this view is accepted at the present day. It appears that some 
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naturalists, haying discovered an isolated group of melanotic rats, 
would speculate as -to what part of the world they or their progeni
tors had wandered from. It seems to the writer that the discontinu
ous distribution of species (using the actual meaning of the word 
for " anything that has ever received a specific name ") can often
be explained without postulating means of emigration. 

A list of sports or groups of sports has been drawn up, but 
other cases have been desc~ibed which have perhaps an equal right to 
a place on the list; Sllch cases are Pjb. 2~ Qta. 2, Alh. 3, Mds. 4, 
TcL I, Rng. Ib,.Rng~ 7b and c,.,Rng. 8a. In some of these cases 
the differences which mark off the groups are smaller than in others. 

We have also seen that . all the rats living in a particular house 
(or set of burrows); although closely resembling one another, 
often show, in certain features, recognisable differences from the 
mean of the race, although these differences are so small that they 
fall within the range of normal variation of those particular 
features exhibited by the general popUlation. The differences 
which matk off these groups are small, but the groups showing them 
are very common. These small differences seem to be equivalent 
to the "family likenesses" of mankind, heightened perhaps by 
inbreeding. 

. It is interesting to consider the com11}.onttess of sports and groups 
of sports. Within a week· at least £o1:1r were met with in Rangoon. 
The total number of sports mentioned in this paper was selected 
from among not very many thousands of rats. The number of 
rats present in India and Burma must be some thousands of millions. 
Four thousand rats a day were destroyed in Rangoon for ~ome 
months without producing much effect on the rat popUlation which 
in that city alone must be several millions; over a million have 
already been killed there. Sports, therefore', must exist in large 
numbers, each with a small cl;1.ance of forming a " family group," 
each of which has a very small chance of forming a race. In the 
different magnitude of their chances lies an explanation of t11e 
well known fact that rare species are many and common species are 
few. 

In the writer's opinion" family groups" of sports have been 
frequently met with by naturalists who have described them as 
new species. Such species can seldom be rediscovered; they be
come extinct after a fitful survival through a few generations. 
Th~y remain in our literature, however, as rare species. The chances 
of a " family group" developing into a race seems to be very 
small indeed. . For while among the rats of India. the birth of 
sports seems -to be of daily occurrence, the number .of. established 
races is very small, though from its superfluity a race is much more 
likely to meet the eye than either a family group or a single sport.. 

In India we have sure evidence of only four established races 
of the Mus rattus type. 

Race I (ftl us vicerex ? ).-Iri Kashmir most of the house rats 
~ave white under parts and relatively.short tails which are devoid 
of pigment below. It has been said that they are of the species 
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·of Mus vicerex, because they resemble in their pe~u1iarities certain 
rats which' were caught in Simla in 1896. The common rats of 
.Simla are to-day different from the common rats of Kashmir, which 
form a distinct race. 

Race 2 (Mus nitidus ?).-Rats caught this year in six differ
ent parts of the Darjiling district all agree in possessing relatively 
short tails, thick, soft, greyish fur, dark under p~rts and feet pure 
white above with black soles. They are of course variable like 
all other rats, but their variability is about a mean other than that 
of the common rats of the plains. Hossack, who caught two of 
these rats, regarded them as Mus nitidus. 

Race 3 (Mus blanfordi).-In 1881 a peculiar rat was found at 
Kadapa in the Nilgiri Hills of Madras, and a little later another 
resembling it was found at the same place; both of these rats were 
·distinguishable from the common type by the following features. 
The fur was thick' aJ;1d soft, greyish fawn above, white below, the 
·ears were large; their tails were most peculiar, they were relatively 
long, and pure white in the distal half, the hair on the tail was un
usually long and formed a terminal tuft. There are in the Indian 
Museum four other precisely similar specimens from the Shevaroy 
Hills which are nearly 200 miles from Kadapa, to the east of the 
Nilgiris. . The peculiartties. which were originally described in the 
skull of the "type" specimen are not· constantly found among 
the four from the Shevaroys, which do not seem to differ in this 
'I'espect from many of the common rattus type. There can, however, 
be no doubt that M. blanfordi is an established race in the Nilgiris. 

Race 4 (Mus ierdoni).-Rats have been frequently obtained from 
the Himalayas of Sikhim and Assam which are peculiar in being 
bright rufous above, white below, and in possessing remarkably 
10ng bicoloured tails. In 1881 a close observer noticed· that of five 
of these rats, all possessed a minute accessory palatal ridge between 
the two posterior ridges (4th and 5th) [2]. There are in the Indian 
Museum several similar rats; among them are three litters of young 
-ones, two from Darjiling of two each, and one of three from Cherra
punji (Assam). Every member of each litter shows some irregu
larity of the posterior palatal ridges tending towards the inter
polation of an extra one. 

The number and form of the palatal ridges is most constant 
.among rats. Besides ~he cases just referred to, the writer has only 
-once found an abnormality in these structures although he has 
examined large numbers of them both in Gunomys and Mus. 

The skulls of the Mus ierdoni in the Indian Museum could be 
·distinguished from hundreds of the common rattus type owing to 
~heir remarkably small auditory bullre. This point was discovered 
In o~her specimens in 1881. Mus ierdoni is therefore a distinct 
Tace In the Eastern Himalayas. It is said to occur in Java. 
. These. are the only four special races of the Mus rattus type 
In the Peninsula of India of which we have sure evidence,· although 
there must be many others. Local races showing albiventralism 
~eem to be established in several places. One cannot assign a local 
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habitation to eitlier M-us fulvescens or Mus niveiventer. Such forms 
as Goalunda, Vandaleuria and Mus mettada are considered to be 
quite distinct from the Mus rattus type. 

If we consider in succession the numerous single sports, the 
small family groups of such sports (exampled by cases 5, 6 and 7), 
the larger groups (case 8), and the established races 1-4, they 
seem together to illustrate the process by which a new race arises 
from an old- one. . 

During one week at least four well-marked sports were met with 
in .Rangoon alone, whereas the established races of rats in India 
are very limited in number. Few sports can establish a family 
group, very few family groups can establish a race. One cannot 
do more than guess at the nature of the " fitness" which renders 
one sport successful and eliminates a dozen others. However, one 
can deny that all successful sports are so by virtue of the characteris
tic feature? which are obvious to our eye&. A short bicoloured 
tail, a long bicoloured tail, a sixth palatal ridge, a tufted tail are 
merely the marks of successful races, they are surely not the features 
which determine the success. The factors which determine the 
success of a group of rats may be a greater pugnacity or cunning, a 
greater resistance to certain diseases; and a greater fertility, com
bined with that mysterious factor prepotence ; or they may be in
conceivable. 

Hitherto we have been considering races which show com
paratively small differences from one another. There are in the 
fields round Amritsar two races of mole-rats living side by side 
always in separate colonies or sets of burrows. These show such 
structural differences from one another that they have received 
different generic names; one of these, Gunomys, is a genus which 
occurs throughout the whole of India. The other, Nesokia, seems 
to be confined to the north-west. Gunonzys has a tail percentage 
of 80, small incisor teeth, a long palatine foramen and a large num
ber of mammre; it produces 8-12 young at one birth. N esokia 
has a tail percentage of 50, large incisor teeth, and concomitantly 
a very short palatine foramen; few mammre, and it produces 2-4 
young at a birth. The skulls of these two genera are shown 
on plate iii. It may be safely assumed that N esokia was derived 
from Gunomys. 

If we suppose that it was derived from Gun01nys by " natural 
selection" working on normal variation, we must assume that there 
were a number of steps linking together the two extremes. 1~he 
steps-a series <;>f hypothetical species now extinct-must have each 
shown, gradually and in turn, a reduction in the length of the tail 
and palatine foramen, fewer mammre and young. Each of these 
hypothetical species must have fitted its environment and must 
have become changed in response to some slight alteration in that 
environment; although at the present day the two extrelnes are 
perfe<;tly suited to' what appears in our eyes to be the sanle environ
ment. 
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The alternative view, that the first N esokice were sports born 
from Gunomys, which established a family group. ~nd afte~wards 
a widespread race, seems more in accordance wIth the eVIdence 
afforded by the present enquiry. The writer must confess that 
he has acquiesced in the generic distinction of Gunomys and 
N esokia partly in order to heighten the effect of his argu
ment. It must, however, be admitted that they are distinct 
animal forms possessing characteristic features of more weight 
than those shown by some of the recently. discovered species 
of Mus. 

The writer has already expressed the opinion that the system 
of classification of -animals now in vogue is unsatisfactory. The 
system seems unsatisfactory because it does not always offer a true 
picture of the way in which animal forms occur in nature. The 
systematist holds that every individual animal must be assignable 
to a particular species; and further, that species if properly defined, 
are elementary and indivisible, and approximately of equal value. 
This conception appears wholly true to those who examine small 
numbers of animals from many places. It must seem only vartially 
true to those who examine large numbers of animals taken from 
a few places. It may be admitted that races such as those enu
merated I-4, which are regarded as elementary or true species, 
are approximately of equal value; but what is their relation to the 
heterogeneous mass of rats which extend through India and beyond, 
a race so definitely variable that three or more individual members 
of it living in Cawnpore in the heart of India, can be distinguishe,d 
at a glance from one another, while each one of them is indistin
guishable Irom one 0/ three individuals caught on a ship at F reemantle, 
Australia. The members of this heterogeneous mass are bound 
together by the fact that they all possess .the same type of skull, 
the same characteristic foot pads, and a tail variable in length, 
but seldom' or never shorter than the head and body. Moreover, 
the races 1-4 also resemble the mass in these features but they are 
each clearly separated by their .own special marks. 

How can these various races be accurately represetlted by 
our nomenclature? It is surely absurd to name the heterogeneolls 
mass Mus rattus, and to give the races 1-4 equivalent names. 
Systematists admit that Mus rattus is not a species equivalent 
to the others, but they seem to think that it will ultimately be 
possible to split it up into a number of equal groups, each a true 
indivisible species. Hossack's figures show that it is' not possible, 
and the writer has met with the same impossibility. 

One writer, in dealing with Siames~ rats [18], simply excludes the 
common rats from his system. Another places the common rat of 
Borneo [19] in the group of the European house' rats and describes 
them as "a group which has been the bane of \vorkers on the 
?rien~al :ty.rurida:, and which at present owing to want ot" material 
IS. q~1.1te. ImpOSSIble to bring into any sort of order." The con
VIctIon IS expressed here that it. will ultimately be possible to place 
these rats in the Linnean system. 
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The conception which is in accordance with' the Linnean no
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'" 

FIG. 10. 

menclature may be illustrated by text-fig.IO, in which 
the thick line represents the old species, the thin lines 
the new species into which it ,has been divided, the 
dotted lines representing the work of the future. This 
is pleasingly simple and hopeful of finality, but it does 
not seem to represent the way in which the animals 
occur in nature. 

The diagram, text-fig. II, is perhaps more in accordance with 
the actual occurrence. In this' diagram the central thick line 

which represents the species lVf us 

x 

A A. 

x 
FIG. 11. 

rattus is supposed to consist of a 
mass of tangled lines which are indi-
vidually visible as the terminal twigs 
A. These represent the family 
groups, the members of which show 
very slight differences from one 
another, differences which are eq ui
valent to the family likenesses of man. 
These twigs are represented because 
ten rats taken from any single house 
in a town will often resemble one 
another more closely than ten rats 
taken haphazard from different 
houses in the town. Some of these 
groups are slightly removed from the 
mean of the race, but all are not 
so to an equal extent. The mean 
of the race is represented by the 
vertical line xx. Those groups 
which in their characters diverge 
widely from the. me'an are repre
sented at a wider angle from the 
parent stem. A well-marked sport 

will therefore come off almost at a right angle. The many sports 
and family groups which are unsuccessful are represented by short 
lines, the few successful ones which have established a race are 
indicated by longer and thicker lines, which themselves show side
lines like the parent stem. A line UJhich does not deviate 1nuch from 
the mean may be an old -and powerful one: for example, l'v[ us concolor 
only differs in size from M rattus, but it is a well-established line; 
its members extend throughout Burma and far beyond to t~e 
south; it clearly shows its own side-lines, which are often of the 
same kind as those of the parent stem. On the other hand a line 
such as Mus blanfordi which deviates widely from the mean may 
also be well established. 

Not every species could be accurately represented by this 
diagram. The line'of Mus decumanus would be shown with terminal 
twigs but without any established side-lines, for in India the race 
shows exactly the same fluctuating or normal variation as Mus 
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rattus, but never a sport. However, this assertion may at any mo-
ment be proved to be erroneous. . 

This idea of the relations of the many races of OrIental rats 
to one ano'ther has not the merit of simplicity, and is not in ac
cordance with the Linnean system of nomenclature. 

In concluding this appendix, I must acknowledge that as re
gards many of the idea$ expressed in it I am much indebted to a 
book by R. K. Lock, entitled t t Variation., .Heredity and Ev.olu
tion" (Igo7) which contains a clear exposItIon of the teachIngs 
of Mendel, B'ateson and De Vries, teachings which seem more 
in accordance with nature than those usually expounded as 
Darwinism. 

Lest it may seem that I have been unduly biassed by Mr. 
Lock's book I hasten to add that "Mutation, Mende1ism and 
Natural Selection," by Professor E. B. Poulton (Igo8), has also been 
read. The author of this essay considers that a natural consequence 
of such idea~ as those expressed in Lock's book is " a widespread 
belief among the i117informed that the teaching of the founders. of 
:modern biology are abandoned." 

These opinions, therefore, are put forward with diffidence, and 
I have felt the need of that criticism and discussion which are so 
necess~ry to temper fresh ideas. 

APPENDIX III. 

ENMITY BETWEEN THE VARIOUS RACES OF RATS. 

The question of the cause of the ascendancy of particular races 
is important. It has been assumed that the absence of Mus 
decumanus from Madras is due to the fact that in its habits ·this rat 
resembles Bandicota indica, and that since the bandicoot is much 
the more powerful ra~, ~t cap secnre the drains of the city for itself 
alone,. This raises the question as to whether special enmity be
tween particular races exists. Some evidence has been obtained 
and more might be the outcome of simple experiment. 

The subject was first brought to my notice by Captain Davys, 
who found that if a living shrew were placed in a cage with a young 
living Mus rattus, the shrew seized the head of the rat with its 
powerful incisor teeth and after biting through the skull devoured 
the brains. I was subsequently reminded of this habit of the shrew 
when at Rangoon. It happened that a cage containing a living 
shrew (the grey" musk rat" Crocidura ccerulea) was placed in con
tact with a pile of dead Mus, concolor. The shrew 'dragged the foot 
of one ·of the rats through the bars of the cage and commenced 
~evouring it. The dead body of the rat was placed inside the cage. 
The shrew continued to devour it, applying itself to the extremities, 
the snout, muzzle, ears and feet in succession. Six living Mus 
concotor were placed in a cage with one shrew; witnout a moment's 
delay they combined forces against the shrew. The fact that they 
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were all captives in the cage did not deter them from showing their 
natural antipa~hy. The sh!ew betook itself to a corner of the cage 
and faced its aggressors who seemed unable to accomplish anything 
against the shrew's powerful incisor teeth. One adult concolor 
and a shrew were then placed together in "a cage; the shrew became 
the aggressor at once and pursued- the other vigorously for about 
five minutes. An adult concolor, however, is a most active rat, 
and the experiment ended by beth coming to rest in opposite corners 
of the cage. 

On the other hand, it was often noticed that if Mus concolor 
and the white-bellied Mus rattus of Rangoon were placed together 
in a cage they showed no signs of antipathy. Members of these 
two races are sometimes caught together in the same trap. 

In continuation of the supject I will quote a letter received 
from Captain Davys. 

" Have you ever noticed that if a big GunOl1tys and Gerbillus 
indicus are put into a cage together, the Gunomys at once attacks 
and kills' the Gerbillus, or Gerbilli. Even when the cage is being 
carried by a man the Gunomys does this. He seems to have a 
special hatred of the Gerbillus. Last night I put three Mettada 
and three Gerbillus into a cage with one Gunomys. The Gunomys 
killed all the three Gerbilli within ten minutes, but did not interfere 
with the Mettada." It may be mentioned that Mus mettada is a 
much smaller rat than Gerbillus. 

It seems therefore that special enmity exists between particular 
races of rats. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II. 

:PIG. I.-Seven adult specimens of Nesokia from the Amritsar dis
trict showing the gradation and amount of variation in 
size. They probably represent two separate races, for 
the smallest ones seemed to be segregated near the vil
lage of Atari. The isolated specimen on the right is an 
average member of th~ Quetta race of N esokia; it is 
somewhat larger and has a shorter tail than the 
Amritsar race. 

FIG. 2.-Skulls of the same seven specimens. It can be seen in 
three skulls that the last molar tooth is well worn ; all 
seven are in this condition; their maturity cannot be 
questioned. Apart from the difference in size, there 
are noticeable differences in form. In the skull marked 
P. C. M. 2 the supratemporal ridges are more conspicu
ous and much more adjacent than in S. B. B. lB. These 
d~fferences are characteristic of the larger and smaller 
types respectively. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE III. 

SKULLS OF Nesokia, Gunomys AND Bandicota. 

No. I. Gunomys bengalensis of Calcutta. 
,,2. " sp. of Amritsar. 
,,3. " " of Simla. 
" 4 and 5. Gunomys varius of Rangoon. 
" 6. Bandicota nemorivaga of Calcutta. 
,,7. " indica of Madras. city. 
" 8-10. Skulls of Bandicota nemorivaga, Gunomys. varius 

and Gunomys sp. of the Punjab, arranged to show 
their relative resemblances. 

" 11-13. Gunomys sp. from Amritsar. 
" 14-16. N esokia sp. from Amritsar. 

Nos. II to 16 show the difference between the palatine 
foramina of the two genera; Nos. 12 and 15 ar~ selected as an 
average specimen of each. In No. 13 the palatine foramen is closed 
posteriorly on the right side. In No. 14 the palatine foramen is of 
unusual length for a Nesokia. Skulls like No. II, in which the 
palatine foramen is widely open posteriorly, are not common. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV. 

FIGS. 1-3. Tails of i.l1us rattus of the Ayapata nice, from abov~. 
FIG. 4. Tail of from the side. " "., 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE V. 

Records of measurements of 85 Gunomys and 24 N esokia 
fro~ Amritsar, and 43 Mus concolor and 17 white-bellied · Mus 
rattus of Rangoon. 

The dots indicate the actual lengths of· the rats, and must be 
referred to the rig~t-hand column of figures, which represents milli
metres. 

The zigz~g lines represent percentages of the lengths of tail 
and hind foot· in the actual lengths, and must be referred to the 
left-hand column·of figures. 

A., At., AI. = length, tail percentage and foot percentage of 
Gunomys. 

B., Bt., BI. = length, tail percentage and foot percentage of 
Nesokia. 

C., Ct., CI. = length, tail percentage and foot percentage of 
Mus concolor and of the white-bellied Mus rattus of 
Rangoon. The lengths of the latter are indicated by the 
circles. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI. 

Diagram showing the weight-frequency of 3,000 house rats 
of all ages which were caught in the neighbourhood of Amritsar. 

The figures on the base line represent a series of weights ascend
ing by increments of 5 grammes from IS to 250 grammes. 

The lengths of the upright lines are proportional to the num
ber of rats of (or nearly of) each weight. The mean weight of the 
adult rats is known approximately from the point at which the 
.uprights begin to diminish in length, on the right of the diagram. 
It cannot be greater than ISO gms., although a few rats weighing 
as much as 250 gms. were met with. 

It appears, therefore, that the normal range of weight-varia
tion among the class is from 50 to 250 gms. A pregnant femaie 
weighing 65 gms. was ·obtained. 

It wi11 be noticed that the uprights are alternately long and 
short; this is due to the methods employed, and is of no significance. 
,The rats were weighed with a spring balance, recording to 5 gms. 
The occasional difficulty of deciding between fives and tens must 
have been too often decided in favour of the latter. 

The diagratI;1s have been constructed from records provided 
by Capt. Davys. 
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'MAP SHOWING PLACES' FROM WHICH RATS HAVE BEEN OBTAINED. 


